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OPINION BELOW

The opinion of the United States District Court
for the Southern District of New York (R. 86260) is not reported.
JURISDICTION

The decree of the District Court was entered on
October 9, 1934. (R . 319-326.) Petition for appeal was filed December 7, 1934, and was allowed
the same day. (R. 326-327, 358-359.)
Jurisdiction of this Court is conferred by Section 2 of the .A.ct of February 11, 1903, c. 544, 32
[1]
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Stat. 823 (U. S. C., Title 15, Sec. 29), and by Sectipn 238 of the Judicial Code as amended by the Act
o February 13, 1925, c. 229, 43 Stat. 936, 938
( . ~· C.', Title 28, Sec. 345).
QUESTIONS PRESENTED

This case involv~s the legality under the Sherman Act of the diversified activities of a trade
adsociation, the members of which r efine imported
i·~w sugar and together produce from 70% to 80%
o, all the l'efiued sugar sold in the United States.
One question presented is whether the agreement
b1j the members of this association to sell only at
p~ices and terms openly announced and inter'chlanged with each other in advance of sale, and to
a ere to such prices and terms until auvance ·rioti e of a change therein has been publicly given, is
u awful either (a) in and of itself because of its
ne essary effect unduly to restrain competition,
or (b) because the association and its members empl y~d· this agreement, together with many .other
.re ~ted
. restraints, unduly to suppress competition,
..
anfi with the purpose and effect of maintaining a
uniform price structure, relatively high prices for
their product, and increased profits.
· Other questions presented relate to the legality
of various agreements in restraint of trade, some of
which appellants deny having made, but most of
which they admit and seek to justify. ·The re:.
strain ts involved may be classified as follows :
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Restraints on brokers and warehousemen, principally the boycotting of brokers and warehousemen engaging in more than one distributive funct ion.
Transportation restraints, particularly the agreement to s~ll only at delivered prices.
Concerted reduction of the number of consignment points, i. e., interior points where stocks of
sugar are maintained by the refiners for the benefit
of the local trade.
Concerted prohibition of long-term contracts and
quantity 'discounts.
Concerted prohibition of tolling contracts, i. e.,
contracts for the processing of raw sugar for the
account of the customer.
Restraint upon price guarantees.
Concerted prohibition of used bag allowances and
packing of private brands.
Restrain.t s upon the sale of damaged sugar al'.!d
so-called frozen stocks, and upon resales of sugar.
Collecting and disseininatin g among themsel~e~
statistical information withheld from the trade.
STATUTE INVOLVED

The Act of July 2, 1890, c. 647, 26 Stat. 209 (U. S:
C., Title 15, Secs. 1 and 4), known as the Sherman
Antitrust Act, provides in part as follows:
SEC. 1. Every contract, combination in the
form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in
restraint of trade or comme1·ce among the
several States, or with foreign nations, is

4

hereby declared to be illegal. Every·person
who shall make any such contract or engage
in any such combination or conspiracy, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on
conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine
not exceeding five thousand dollai·s, ·or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by
both said punishments, in the discretion of
the court.
··

*

*

SEC. 4. The several circuit courts of the
United States are hereby invested with jurisdiction to prevent and restrain violations
of this act; and it shall be the duty of the
several district attorneys of the United
States, in their respective distrl.cts, under
the direction of the Attorney General, to
institute proceedings in equity to prevent
and restrain such violations. * * *
STATEMENT

.

GE;..~ERAL

NATURE OF THE· CAS}J AND OF TUE ISSUF.s

':this is a.suit in equity under the Sherman Act
invplving the legality .of the activities of a trade
ass~ciation (herein referred to as th~ Institute)
composed of the 15 companie8 which refine virtually
an of the imported raw sugar processed in the
United States. These companies will sometimes
be referred to as members or refiners. The trial
1

Their names and the abbreviat~d titles by which they
will be referred to are as :follows:
1

Tl1e Atr1erkan Sugar Refining Comptrny..:.-----.:..-· American
Arbuckle Hro.S..--·------------------------------- Arbuckle
CaJlfornla & Hawaii Sugar nefinlng Corporation,

Ltd-------------------------------------- 0 & H

5

was extended, the testimony and documentary evidence introduced voluminous, the questions of fact
and law presented numerous and varied, and the
opinion and findings of the District Court unusually comprehensive. The importance of the case
in the administration and interpretation of the
Sherman Act is beyond question.
The main issue in tbe case, as appellants undertake t o present it, is whether tl1eir agreement to
sell only at prices and terms openly announced in
advance of sale, supplemented by an ag1·eement not
to ''discriminate'' between customers, is justified as
a means of preventing the secret concessions which
previously bad f requently been given. Implicit
in this attempted j ustification of the.restraint is the
premise that such concessions could be eliminated
only by this kind of an open price agreement. The
Government takes issue with this premise ; it contends that full publicity of all closed transactions
would effectively put an end to secret concessions:
Colonial Sugar Co------------------------------ Colonial
Godchaux Sugars, lnc-------------~------------- Godchaux:
William Henderson ______________________________ Henderson

Co-------------------------- lmperial
McCnban
Co-------------- NaUonal

Imperial Sugar
W. J . 1\fcCahan Sugar ~fining & Molasses Co---The National Sugar Refining
Pennsylvania Sugar Co ________ ----------------l'tevere Sugu:r He.finery Corporation __________ ____
Suvannuh Sngar Refining Corporntfon _________ _
Sprec:kels Sugnr Corporation ____________ ,________
Texas Sugar Refining Corporation-------------Western Sugur RE>.finery__________________

Pennsylvania
ltevere
Savannah

Spreckels
'.l'exas
Western

The Spreckels Sugar Corporation was organized in J anuary 1929 as a successor to Federal Sugar .Refining Co.,
referred to herein as Federal (R. 1147.)

6

It also contends that the agreement. to maintain
cur;rent and future prices cannot be viewed separatkly and apart from the other restraints which
hav:e been established or are admitted; that th~
var;ious restraints which were imposed are closely
ed with one another, because part of a common
pose to establish for ~heir own pecuniary benesystem of marketing sugan which severely rected and very largely suppressed competition
among the refiners.
. Appellants relate all of their agreements, how-.
eve,: diverse in themselves, to a few basic principle~
em~odied in the ~nstitute 's Code of Ethics (herein
referred to as the Code), such as open announcement of future prices and terms, nondiscrimination, and elimination of alleged uneconomic practices. . The major issue in this case, as ~iewed by
thel Government, is whether these principles, a~
they were actitally applied and enforced, went be-:
yo~d measures reasonably necessary . and appr~
prj·te to achieve these professed aims and had the
fair
eff ct ·Of seriously curtailing legitimate.
co petition. To illustrate, in the case of the
agree~ent not to discriminate, the prhnary ·issue
i~ not whether the restraint involved in an agreement not to allow one customer any advantage over
another is, as an abstract proposition, a r.easonable
restraint
of trade permitted by the Sherman Act.
,
~he im.Portant question is whether the various restraints adopted ·by this particular trade association and its memb.ers, under the guise' of abolishing

§

and.

7

customer discrimination, had the effect and were
intended to have the effect, not merely of abolishing·
real discriminations, but of materially suppressing.
fair competition by enforcing absolute uniformity
in prices and terms on the part of all sellers for all
buyers, irrespective of the differing circumstances
which might make for legitimate variation in prices.
or terms between individual buyers or classes of
buyers.
·' It is tbe position of the Government that the
agreement to adhere to prices and terms openly.
announced in advance of sale and the agreement
not to discriminate, as these agreements were in
fact applied to tbe sale of l'efined sugar (a fully.
standardized commodity), so suppressed and ·can-:alized competition as to reduce it to what appellants themselves describe (Br. pp. . 72-76) aS"
''mass bargaining." In short, the economic sys-.
tem envisaged and brought about by the·Institute's
rules and practices was one where evei·y vestige of.
competition was eliminated other than that whic~
may be said to exist when the entire body of :producers (closely organized) are arrayed on one.side
against tbe entire body of unorganized buyers o~
the other, and the two groups exercise, in a manner
:µot •very clear, some kind of "mass" · pressure
against each other. A.s a consequence, prices and.
~erms, . when they move, always move uniformly: _,;
The same kind of issue arises where appellants'
defense is that tbeir restraint was directed at tbe
elimination of a wasteful or uneconomic practice,

8

as l.
I their undertaking to reduce by concerted actio the number of consignment points. If appel..
Ian s should succeed in establishing that it would
not lbe unreasonable to impose by agreement some
limitation upon the number of consignment points,
the !question then arising is whether the Institute
merhbers stayed within these limitations or whether
thet undertook to eliminate every possible consignmerlt point, irrespective of its economic value, upon
whiflh the interested refiners could r each an agreemer t; and whether such agreements were reached
by process of trading, bargaining, and compromise in which the primary consideration of each
party thereto was securing the greatest net
adv~ntage for itself.
~nother type of defense interposed by appel-·
la~js, in their attempted justification of their boy-.
cott of brokers and warehousemen, is that they
were thereby acting in concert to prevent frauds
upo~1 themselves. Assuming that this restraint is
opef · to the defense of 1'easonableness, it is necessa!Jf to determine whether less drastic means of
protecting themselves against frauds were not entirely practicable, whether the boycott was enforced in a harsh and arbitrary manner, which suddenly disrupted business setups of long standing
and those conducted in entire honesty and good
faith, and whether the major purpose in imposing
1

9

"this type of restraint was maintenance of price
uniformity. 1
In this case the Court may decide, although
it is not required to decide, that an agreement
by substantially all the members of an industry
to sell only at prices and terms openly announced
in advance of sale and to r efrain entirely from
transactions which do not fit i.nto this formula as
the members of tl1e industry interpret it, has such
a dangerous tendency to curtail competition that
it must, like a price-fixing agreement by those controlling a substantial part of an industry (United
States v. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U. S. 392),
.be generally condemned as in violation of the Sherman Act. The facts of this case, by showing how
far such . power, once assumed, is likely to be
pressed, indicate the dangers inherent in permitting the members of an industry to exercise by
agreement this type of restraint and control. But
a narrower decision, which is in general that of the
District Court, is open. The decision may be limited to the holding that in the instant case the
agreement to announce and maintain current and
future prices and terms was in purpose and effect
·(Fgs. 36-88, ·R . 273-274) an agreement to main~
tain a uniform price structure, thereby eliminat~
· ing and suppressing competition; to maintain rela~
tively high prices for the sugar which the refiners
produced; and to improve the financial position of
On all theoo points the District Court made findings ·adve.i-se to appellants. (Fgs. 71, 76, 77, 79, 80; R. 282-284.)
·

1

10
the refiners as a group by limiting and suppressing
numeJous contract terms and conditions.
ii Thel District Court stated the matter as f ollow.s
(Op.,

r·

240):
,
It ma.y be that in some circumstances an
ideal system would be, as defendants contend that it is, one in which all sales are
made on the basis of open public announcement definitely stating all prices and terms.
But the facts of this industry demonstrate
that the operation of this agreement for open
announcements has been to aid both in maintaining price levels without regard to the
normal effect of supply and demand and
eliminating ofttimes, entirely fair competiItion. Defendants' professed aims in adopting and enforcing the plan could moreover
have been achieved by less drastic and less
harmful means. Whatever may be its theoretical merits, it' has been clearly proven
this case that defendants' concerted plan has
here brought· about an undue restraint of
trade and for that reason is to be condemned.
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THE EVIDENCE TO BE CONSIDERED

· ~or. the most part appellants' brief stresses the
testimony of officials and.employees ··o f the refulers
'and of the Institute and certain exhibits·of a statis'...
"tiCal nature. compiled by. appellants for . the pur~
pose of this cMe. · The Gove_rnment places its chief
reliance upon what may be termed .first-ha~d or
~ ~
J
primary 'evidence of the restraints iinposed,' theit
.eff~cts; and the purposes actuating .those engaged
•
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in the restraints, namely, contemporaneous correspondence and memoranda of the i·efiners, the Institute and others in the sugar industry, minutes of
the meetings of the Institute 's Board of Directors
and Executive Committee, official Code Interp1·etations, etc. This type of evidence appellants' brief
largely ignores.
The District Court tested the plausibility and
trustworthiness of the oral testimony given . by
l'epresentatives of the refiners and of the Institute
against .this first-hand docu~entary ·. evidenCEl.
Upon the. broader and more general i~ues of .fact,
such as appellants' underlying purposes, tbe docu~
mentary .evidence is necessarily fragmentary;
usually concerns the .ramifications and .details. of
one
activ:it.ies; and
.some
. .
. . of. the Institute's manifold
.
. .
it is difficult to convey its full force and effect with~
o.u t dealing with it in burdensome detail. The .Dis·trict Com;t, having seen. the e~denc~ · ·grad~aily
unfold and having mastered its intricacies, wa.S in
·a,n. exceptio1i.a1 positi~~ to ·appraise . its relevancy,
significance~· and cumulative e:ffect. 1' . .

it

'

·
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:

•

•

•

t
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Appellants charge (Br., pp. 9-10) that there is' no evi:.
dence to support the District Court'~ finding (1.i'g. 36, R. 273)
as to their dominant purposes. . In one sense, substantially
all the evidence referred to in .the 'cou~t's. opinion or in this
brief bears upon this finding. · This is for the reason that
appellants'· p~rposes are · ma.njfested .t>Y ; their acts.:, These
purposes will be disclosed as appellants'. numerous, but related . r~,Straints . are" . later . developed. I : , (Infra, pp.:. '25~
·115-119, 129-130, 160-16.~, · 168, 198, 201-202~ 206-207,' 213-0217; 220-2U, 2'7<>-281.) ,. The District Court in its opinion like*

wise related its discussion of purposes to its discussion of the

various re$traints ..which :..vere impo"sea:..(in/rd, pp: 15-16. i
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THE "ME~TAL ATTITUDE" OF THE TRIAL JUDGE

Appdllants, r ecognizing the burden i·esting on
them i~ attacking the District Court's findings of
fact, hlve seen fit (Br., pp. 8-12) , to draw into
questio the "mental attitude" of the trial judge.
They c ncede that no judge could have been "consciouslJj'' fairer to both parties. But they charge
that thd District Court's decision upon many of the
import1nt issues of fact was based, not upon the
evidence, but upon its "preconceived economic
views"; its "completely inflexible and r eactionary
interpretation" of the antitrust laws; and its "apparently complete distrust of business men and
their motives", as a result of which certain of its
factual findings were "mere projections of the
C~urt's suspicions ~f the general motives of busi1
ness men.''
Altbo 1gh Circuit Judge Mack who tried the case
is not 1n trial on this appeal, the Government
would f el derelict if it passed over in silence the
charge hat the District Court's appraisal of the
evidenc~ was distorted by subconscious bias or
prejudice.
One would expect to find in the District Court's
discussion of the legal issues some reflection of its
alleged doctrinaire and "reactionary" interpretation of the antitrust laws. \Vhat, in fact, was the
court's approach CJ At the outset of its discussion
of the law, it said that the antitrust laws "allow
·competitors a broad field· for concerted action" in
eliminating frauds and "destructive" practices;
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that widespread dissemination of trade statistics
''is to be encouraged in aid of sound competition'';
and that "in any event a restraint of trade is not
illegal unless undue or unreasonable.'' (Op., R.
235-236.) The test which it proceeded to apply was
in full accord with the tenor of the most recent applicable decision by this Court, Appalachian Coals,
I nc. v. United States, 288 U. S. 344, decided about a
year earlier. The court below said (Op., R. 236):
In this case, it must be determined whether
any or all of the restraints of trade went
only so far as was necessary to avert unsound and illegal practices or whether the
measures adopted went in whole or in part,
beyond what was essential or proper for this
purpose and in their application, seriously
affected sound competition.
The District Court's discussion of the legal aspects of appellants' boycotting :!ctivity indicates
the entire absence of any disposition to expand the
inhibitions of the Sherman Act. The decisions of
this Court might reasonably be interpreted as holding that exercise of dominion or control by one
group in an industry over another, through the instrumentality of a: boycott, constitutes an undue restraint of trade, not open to the justification that
the purpose of the parties to the boycott was protection of a common interest. 1 But the District
1

Loewe v. Lawlor, 208 U. S. 214; Eastern States R etail
Lumber Detilers Assn. v. United States, 234 U.S. 600; Binderup v. Pathe EaJchange, 263 U. S. 291; Anderson v. ShipOwners A ssocial,wn, 272 U. S. 359; Parafn()unt Famous
37395--36-2
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Court, \relying principally upon United States v~
American Live Stock Co., 279 U. S. 435, took a
narrowkr view and one certainly not r equired by
the cas 1 cited,1 that such a boycott was open to the
defense of reasonable justification. (Op., R. 24~
246.)
The harge that the District Court was influenced ore by distrust of business men and their
motives \than by the evidence is somewhat extraordinary, 1to say the least, in View of the carefully
documented character of the opinion, containing
repeatedI r eferences
to .the specific evidence on
.
which t~e court's conclusions were rested.
Certa~
· lly no court could have been in a better
position to appraise the true weight and effect of
the evid nee. Over 1,650 pages of 'printed briefs
were filed in advance of oral argument; the· .case
was ar~ed during five days in January. 1933 and
one day :\n October 1933; the opinion was rendered
in Marchi 1934; and the findings of fact, conclusions
of law, abd decree were entered seven months late~
I
and after two more days of oral argument. (R.
263-264, ~is.) , ~robably no opinion ever filed in
an antitrust case so fully reviews the facts and
practices iri the industry relevant to the restraints

j

.
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<

I

f

LaJJky Corporation v. United States, 282 U. S. 30; ·United
States v, First Na/Ji,on(;J, Pwtu:es, Inc., 282. U. S. 4~. .
s..The case merely held that the Secretary of Agriculture
had authority under the Packers and Stockyards Act to Te·
quire tbos_e operating on a. live-stock exchange to cease 00.ycotting a. corporation insofar ns its purchases and sales on
the ~xchange .were within its corporate powers, but not insofar as these purchases and sales were ultra vi?-es.
.. ·
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involved, or so car efully sets forth the respective
contentions of the parties with respect to the evidence.
The findings of fact cover a wide field-.both general facts as to the sugar industry and its conduct
(representing an analysis and summary of the details of the applicable evidence) and facts of a
definite and specific nature. It is a striking commentary upon the painstaking manner with which
the court examined the evidence that appellants do
not question the accuracy of findings of this character, except for their unfortunate (infra, pp.
21-23) attack upon the finding relating-to the prior
investigations of the Institute made by the Department of Justice.
.Appellants state (Br., p. 10) that ·the District
Court first found that the refiners had certain unlawful purposes and then viewed each specific ac.:.
tivity in the light of this preliminary finding. The
approach of the District Court was exactly the
opposite. It measured the purposes which appel·
lants asserted against their actual activities (tD.d
from its consideration of the entire evidence arrived at a conclusion as to what these purposes
were. As it said in its opillion, after summarizing
the purposes upon which the defendants insisted
(Op., R. 96) :·
.
But it will be apparent' froni a dis~ussion of
the acturil activities 1 of the Institute and of
1

In this brief all italics used in quotations are, unless
otherwise indicated, supplied.
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its members, that these were by no means the
dominant purposes.
That the finding as to refiners' dominant purposes was not the court's starting point, but was
rather its final resting place, is further indicated
by the ~act that the opinion contains no equivalent
finding rs to general purposes. What the opinion
does contain are the conclusions at which the court
arrived,!after study and consideration of the applicable etidence, concerning the purposes of the
refiners l in adopting or cnforcing particular restraints. Finding 36 (R. 273) therefore represents
the court's final synthesis of the effect of the entire
evidence and of its conclusions based thereon.
The Government is not seeking to avoid a reexamination of the entire case hy this Court. But it
urges that the extended and conscientious labors
of the District Court should not lightly be brushed
aside on the mere charge by a disappointed litigant
that ma~y of the court's factual findings were the
product, lnot of the evidence, but of suspicion and
preconceived economic views. In United Shoe Machinery
v. United States, 258 U . S. 451, 455, an
1
antitrust case with a like voluminous record, this
Court said that the District Court's findings "are
entitled to the presumption of correctness which is
given to conclusions of a chancellor reached upon
consideration of conflicting evidence.''

bo.
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APPELLANTS' RELATIONS WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE

While appellants ' 1·elations with the Department
of Justice (Br., pp. 3-4, 41-46) are not relevant to
the issues presented by this appeal and while they
have evidently been injected into the case to create·
a certain atmosphere of hostility to the Government, the latter wishes to point out to what extent
appellants have misrepresented the facts or asked
the Court to draw erroneous inferences ther efrom.
Appellants, contrasting the bringing of this suit
with the blessing said to have been given the Code
by a former Attorney General, directly imply both
inconsistency in the Department's administration
of the antitrust laws and doubt, in view 0£ this alleged prior "approval", as to the soundness of the
District Court's decision. We propose to test appellants' direct and implied assertions against what
actually transpired.
Appellants (Br., pp. 4, 43) twice describe the
Code as "approved" by the Attorney General.1
Colonel Donovan's first letter of J a~uary 5, 1928,
states that, based upon the "representations" as to
"pui·poses and objects" made to him by refiners'
r epresentatives, "we find no basis which would require the institution of proceedings by the Depart1 The finding of the District Court cited in· this connection
(Dr., p. 43) does not support the statement that the Attorney General approved the Code.
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ment o~' Justice." (Ex. X-2.) A few days later,
having otic~d statements in the press that the Institute lans had b~en submitted to and" approved"
by the Attorney General, he wrote appellants '
counsel that any such statement was "erroneous",
because the. Department "bas no authority to approve p ans of this cha~acter." (Ex. J-3b.) Another 11!ter two days later is to the same effect.
(Ex. J--Oc.) The Department's letter of J anuary
26, 19281 written after consider ing the final organization ~apers, including the Code, states that so
long as the purposes of the Institute, as understood
I
by the ~epartment, are maintained and so long as
the compination is not found to effect a restraint
of interstate commerc.e, it does not believe that a
situatiotl is pre.sented which "warrants the institu~ion of ~roceedi?gs · * * * for violation of the
anti-trust laws." . (R. 81-82.)
While\ the documentary proof thus indubitably
establis~es that the Depar tment never approved
the Code, appellants may refer to the oral testimony. of their gener~~ counsel concerning his conferences with Colonel . Donovan as evidencing at
least infornial apJ>roval of .the general principles
embodied in the Code·: Giving this testimony the
~idest
possible application·
·the.
.
.
. . , that is, assuming
.
1

The letter states. that the Department understands that
purposes of the ~nst~tute are " to stabilize the economic
conditions affecting the sugar industry and to eliminate unfair practices in marketing refined sugar."
1

~he
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relevancy of such informal approval and the re":"
liability of the generalized statements by counsel
of his own impressions of Colonel Donovan's attitude, it does not support a charge of change of attitude by the Department or a difference between the
Department's then interpretation of the law and
the decision of the District Court.
Colonel Donovan's alleged informal approval
necessarily rested on the Code itself (a document
covering less than three pages of the present record,
R. 260-263) and the ex parte oral statements made
by the sponsors of the Code as to its meaning, purpose and application to the problems of the indus~ry.1 The real content and substance, and therefore the legality, of a Code setting forth certain
principles in general language, as this one did, cap4ble of an extended or a narrow application, cannot
be judged in advance of the application of these
principles, from a mere examination of the paper
outline. Yet upon this basis appellants have the temerity to assert (Br., pp. 3-4) that they have been
haled into court for having adopted and put into
effect substantially the same Code as that which a
former .Attorney General "had approved . and
The minutes of the preorganiza.tion meetings of the Institute (Ex. V-2), which · apparently were carefully edited
(Ex. 434-E, R. 1851; infra, note, p. 213), are of the snme
character as the Code; and the Institute's certificate of. incorporation and by-laws (R. 66-81) seem wholly irrelevant
to the question of a. showing of an agreement in illegal restraint of trade.
1
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helped lto frame"· an<i that they "are now here to.
have t~is Court decide which Attorney General \vas
right. If their point has merit, they should push
i t to
logical conclusion and ask this Court to disregard Jthe record in this case and confine its consideration to the three-page Code.
App¢llants also urge (Br., pp. 41, 45-46) that
their ~elations with the Department of Justice
show tl~eir good faith and refute the Court's finding as to their purposes. Assuming the relevancy
of goo~ faith, which is very different from purpose,
the Go~exnment fails to see in the submission of the'
Code t4 the Department the slightest evidence of
good f4ith. If the r efiners did have undiRclosed
purpos4s and objectives, their position would obviously Ibe improved by initially impressing upon
the Departme11t their own interpretation of the
Code Ptovisions and of the problems of the · industry, \as well as their good faith. And if suit to
test th(~ legality of their acts should later be
institut~d, this submission could b~ put forth, as
it l1as ~een in this case, in proof of their own
purity ~f purpose.
Muehlthe same may be said concerning the offer
of access to the Institute files. It is not at all unusual for those suspected of violating the antitrust
Jaws to grant the Department access to their files
and in some cases such access has been given after
suit has been started. Pal'ties thus investigated·

"l

its!
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generally obtain an opportunity, which may be of
material advantage, to explain their conduct.1
Appellants' statements (Br., pp. 44-45) concerning the Department's investigation of the Institute
after it was organized are directly and palpably
misleading. They assert: vVhitney, representing
the Department, first visited the Institute in :May
1928; he was given a key to the Institute offices and
access to its files, records, and correspondence; he
"worked there at his pleasure, including Saturdays and Sundays, when no members of the Institute staff were in attendance' '; his examination
was not completed until December and "his two
comprehensive memoranda reviewing each section
of the Code and discussing in detail" various questions arising thereunder show the ''complete lack
of foundation'' for the District Court's finding that
the Department did not conduct a comprehensive
investigation of the r estraints involved in this case
until the end of 1930. They also assert (Br., p.
46) that literally hundreds of documents which
the Government introduced in evidence were made
In this case, for example, the Department sent the Instit ute portions of t he second Whitney memorandum and suggested that it point out " any errors of fact or erroneous
conclusions" (Ex. B--3). This report was circulated among
members and discussed at several meetings of the Directors ;
a. committee of three Directors was appointed to draw up
a. memorandum in reply; this memorandum was circulated
among the members, approved by the Directors, and then
sent to the Department. (Ex. F--3.)
1
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availabi to and ,'' actually examined'by the Department y ars before the suit was brought."
.Appe !ants' witness, the Vice-Secretary of the
Institutf , testifying concerning the Whitney ex~
<µnination, said (R. 1150) :
·
.
~h~t' examin~tion was · made in the early
~?mmer of 1928 and he was there probably
2 or 3 days. He cam~ back twice afterwards,
1
dropping in for short conferences.
.
This estimony alone disposes of· appellants'
careless charge that the court's finding completely
lacks .fo ndation in the evidence. . Should appellants ur e a conflict in the testimony of their o--tvn
witnesse -since Cummings, the Institute's general cou sel, testified more broadly, and also more
loosely, s to the Whitney investigation (R. 612:613, _118i3c)-tbe conflict is . resolved by one of
their e~ibits, the Whitney :tnemorandum on the
Institut~ dated December 1, .1928. (Ex. C-3.)
.T he :firsJ paragraph of this memorandum reads: :
: · A previous memorandum; dated June 14,
. 1 28, based on the Sugar Institute office files,
e plains each section of its Code of Ethics
·
itj turn. As these fi.les have not been gone
through since then, the pr~sent memorandum
. discusses only certain selected topics.
In the face of oral and documentary proof to the
contrary, appellants directly .~ply that one or both
of the two Whitney memoranda . were based on
a thorough examination of the Institute files extending over the period from May to December,
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1928. As has been shown, the second memorandum
was not based on any exa:rnii:iation of these files and,
whatever examination.was the basis of the first one,
began about May 26 (R. 613) and ended before
June 14, 1928.
Appellants describe these memoranda as reviewing each section of the Code and they give
examples of specific questions discussed therein in
detail. The first memorandum was not introduced
in evidence and the record shows only that, as
stated in the second, it ~ 'explains " each section of
the Code. The second, while incidentally mentioning certain Code provisions, deals (on a statistical
or theoretical basis) solely with prices, margins
and profits, plns a very short theoretical discussion
of quantity discounts. (Ex. 0-3.)
OMISSIONS IN APPELLANTS' BRIEF

.Appellants ' brief omits all reference to a number of facts and topics which the Government regards as essential to an adequate . understanding
of the combination. Among these are the percentage of the sugar 1 business c~ntrolled by the Insti;
tute members (infra, pp. 26-27) ; the cooperation
which the Institute sought and obtained from the
producers of beet and "off-shore" sugar, as a result
of which most of the agreements. i~ restraint of
trade effected by and through the Institute governed the conduct of approximately 99% of the
As used in this brief, the word sugiµ- ~eans, unless otherwise indicated, refined sugar.
·
1
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industry! (infra, pp. 26, 44-53); the gener al nature
of the I nstitute organization and of its directive
agencie~( (infra, pp. 29--35).
But t4ere are other even more important omissions wlch in the Government's opinion result in
failure t present to the Court a balanced picture
of the ombination. Appellants, having waived
their as1sgnments of error as to several important
restrain s which the District Court enjoined, do
not disc ss these restraints or the steps taken in
adopting and enforcing them. These restraints
and activities are n ot only frequently closely related to others which are still in issue, but the real
significance of the latter and of the Institute 's open
price plan cannot be judged without reference to
the fact that the refiners deemed it necessary
to adoptl a wide variety of restraints in order to
render tJ?e so-called basic principles of their Code
·
effective.I
.Another reason for dealing with restraints enjoined b the District Court but not now directly
in issue · s that the mere adoption of certain restraints as a bearing upon appellants' general
purposes. After direct price competition bad
been severely curtailed by the Institute system,
That the highest executives of the various member companies attended the monthly and weekly meetings of its
Board of Directors and Executive Committee and that the Institute had a highly-paid administrative staff show the major
role which the refiners themselves believed that the Institute
was playing in control a.nd regulation of tho industry.
1
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concerted efforts were made to curtail or suppress
new forms of competition which developed in matters which had theretofore been stable, such as
freight absorptions, credit terms, brokers' commissions, although this competition unquestionably
did not violate the I nstitute 's open price and nondiscrimination principles.1 These facts reenforce
the other evidence tending to show that the refiners' main concern was with elimination of competition, rather than with the altruistic principles
in the terms of which the restraints authorized by
the Code were expr essed.
In some instances the tactics adopted in carrying
out particular r·estraints and the evidence r elating
thereto have a material bearing upon the general
purposes of the combination. The District Court,
in explaining its detailed discussion of evidence relating to concerted efforts to limit the extension of
certain credit terms said (Op.; R. 191): ·
I have gone into this and some other matters more fully perhaps than their intrinsic
importance justified because of the light cast
by the documents on the· motives that actuated defendants and the methods adopted by
th~
.
Appellants have nowhere made a single, unified
statement of the entire body of r~str~ints fo~d by
the District Court. T~e Government will attempt
such a statement (infra, pp: 3~), in the ~elief.
.
'
Fgs. 82, 98, 104-106, 179, 181, R 28l>, 288, 29~291, 306;
Op., R. 195.
1
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that a · picture of :the entire scope of the combination wiU ~d in determining both its general character and the meaning ·and effect of its component
parts..

APPELLAN~£S'

DOMINAN;r. POSITION IN THE INDUSTnY

About 9V% of the .sugar consumed in the United
States cocles from three sources. First and foremost is th~ · sugar which the Institute members refine in thi$ country·from .ra.w cane sugar imported
from Oub4 ·or insular .possessions. Their production befo~e the Institute .was over 80% of total
domestic qonsUl'Pption ·and has since then ranged
bet~een %·and 78.5'% . (Fg. 8, R. 26'7; Op~, R.
88.) · Next in ·importance is the sugar made fro~
beets gro~n in this country, and, third, sugar refined in ohba or. insul~r .possessions and then im.ported.1 .. fhe following. table gives for the 19271931 periqd the· ~ourc~s of .the sugar used in the.
U~ited St~tes, in term~ of percentages of the total i
(Op., R. 8~):

7l

1

This

imJort~ ·r~n~d ·c~e suga.r 1vill someti~es be re-

f erred tO 'as bff-shore sugar. and the producers thereof as off-

shore produeers. . ;
. ". ; .
.
2 To the extent that refiners' share of the total business
decreased somewhat after. the Institute while the share of
off-shore jmxfocer8 increasedr this appears to be largely due
to the agreements restraiiit of trade adopted by the Insti-·
tute members, parti-cularly l.he prohibition · of ·Jong. term
contracts, not observed (R. ; 439) by all the off-shore .producers. Thus COca.. Cola,' wh0se .consumption of sugar in
i 93_1 was equal to 2% of tjle .eQti~ amount of the sugar which

in
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1027

1028

1m

11130

1~1

--------,------ - - - -- - - - - - Retlnen (members or tbe

lmlltul~) ........ . .. .. .

76.0

Reftners or domestic cane........................

82.6
It. 4
2. 8
.3

Total......................................

100. 0

Beet sugar produoers............... .............
OIJ-sbore producers.................. ..... .......

t. 4
.G

78. 6
15. 0
5.6
I. 0

76. 2
16.6
. 6.2
1. 0

71. 0
20.15
7.8

100. 0

100. 0

100. 0

JOO. 0

10.0

.7

The above pe~centages based on national consumption do not show the r efiners ' monopoly or
near-monopoly control of certain markets. The
statistics in evidence for the 1928-1931 period
show that they monopolize the New England market and that they have furnished on the average
over 963 of the sugar used in Delaware, :Massachusetts, New J ersey, and W est Virginia, and over
893 in such important consuming States as New
York and P ennsylvania. (Ex. E-15.)
. The principal centers of beet sugar production
are the far west and middle west (including Michigan and northern Ohio) and these are the areas
in which beet sugar is chiefly marketed. . (Ex. 6,
p. ·18; Ex: E-15.) · In Atlantic and ', Gulf Coast
~tates, except Texas,·_it is a negligible competitive_
factor. . (lb.) . .
. -'
Off-shore sugar is sold in this country chiefly by
four selling agenc~es, each representing a different
refiners sold in the Unit~d States (infra,~- 73), gav~ a.bout
65% of its busin~ to one of the refiners before the Institute
and none thereafter; and on the other hand after the I nstitute gave 60% to 65% of 'i ts business to an off-shore produ6er
who before that had received only about 3% of its bl1Smess.
(R. 437.)
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off-shor~ interest. (Fg. 15, R. 268-269.) 'These
selling kgents;
who are brokers, are H . H. Pike
I
.
& Co.,~· ·~..,v. & P ..A.rmstrong, .L amborn & Co., and
Lowry & Co., and they will be referred to herein
as Pik~, A~mstrong, Lamborn and Lowry. The
major. If1arkets for off-shore sugar are the middle
Atlanti~ and southern States. (Op., R. 90-91.)
B oth j beet sugar and off-shore sugar sell at a
small .differential tinder members' sugar. (Op., R.
90, 91.) I The customary differential for beet sugar·
is 20¢, ~nd for off-shore sugar 5¢ to 10¢, per hundred p~~1nds. (lb.)
·
·
·
\Vhi~r the relative standing of the refiners among
themsel'vcs is not of great importance in this case,
inform*tion as to this will aid in evaluating some
of the ¢vidence relating to the acts of individual
refi~er~. The three largest concerns, .American,
N atiomp, and C & H , together do about 60% of
the totalli business of all refiners and the three smallest, He~1derson, rrexas, and Imperial, together do
about 5f% of such business.1 The remaining 35%
is divi~ed among the other nine refiners (in 1931,
when slpreckels was not operating, among eight).
·. Since cost of transportation is an important element in the ultimate cost' of sugar to purchasers
(Fg. 87, R. 286), the location of the refineries of:
the individual members affected many of the mat•,
I

•

.

In 1931 American's share of total productio~ . was
27.12%; Na.ti9naJ's, 19.27%; C. & . H .'s, 13.09% ; and the
shares obtained by Henderson, Texas and Imperial were,
respectively, 1.49%, 1.60%, and 1.71%. (Ex. Y-14.)
•

1
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ters with which the Institute concerned itself. The
following shows the seaboard points at which these
refineries are located.1 (Fig. 2, R . 264--265) ~
Refinery location:
Compony
Boston and vicinity _____ __ __ American, Rovere.
Arbuckle,
National
New York and vicinity ______ American,
(3 refineries), Spreckels.
Philadelphia ____ __ _________ American, McCAhan, Pennsylvania.i
Baltimore __ _-- _- ---- _____ _ American.
Savannah __ _______________ Savannah.
New Orleans and vicinity__~ - American, Colonial,
Henderson.
Tens CQast cltie.s__ ___ ___ __ l mperial, Texas.
San Francisco and vicinity___ Ck H, Western.

Godchaux,

THE INSTITUTE

Officers of five eastern refiners, meeting in the
summer of 1927, drew up plans for the organization
of a trade association and later, after conferring
with r epresentatives of the Attorney General, invited the other refiners to meet with them. (Op., R .
96.) All accepted the invitation. (R. 608.) At the
meetings which followed, held on five successive
days in December, it was decided to form a trade
association and a series of statements of trade
practices to be incorporated in the new association's code of ethics were form,ulated and approved.
(Ex. V - 2.) The substance of the Oode which the
Institute adopted is directly drawn from the r esolutions adopted at these December meetings, but
before they emerged in the Code they went through
a considerable metamorphosis in form, due to a
~ It will be observed that American is the only member
with refineries in more than one locality.
8789:>--36- 3
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double!process of converting specific statements of
the ob~igations assumed into more general ones and
dressi~rg up thes~ obligations in terms of discriminatio] and other so-called principles.
The members of the Institute, which is a membershi corporation, are the refiners. 1 Its Board
Directors is com.posed of one representative of
each ember and in each.case this representative

of

of hi company. 2 Its Executive Committee is
made p of members of the Board. (Op., R. 96.)
The Blard of Directors usually meets monthly and
the Ex;ecutive Committee weekly. (lb.) Other important committees appointed from time to time
includ~ an Enforcement Committee (Ex. 21-26, p.
240), ' Southern Committee (ib., p. 296), a ComAt ,he first meeting of the Institute all the refiners except C H were elected members (Ex. 21-26, p. 8), although
Westerljl did not accept membership until October 1928 (R.
882) . ~ & H became a member October 10, 1929. (Ex. 2126, p. ~~6.) For an explanation of its delay in joining the
Institute, see infra, pp. 46-47. Spreckels, which had pre~
viouslytiscontinued operations, resigned as a member as of
Decem er 6, 1930. (Ex. 21-26, p. 612.)
2
At t e preorganizat.ion meetings in D ecember each refiner was represented by its president or highest executive
officer (R. 1036). The Institute's first Board of Directors
was drawn wholly from these representatives. (Compare
R. 68-69 and Ex. 21-26, p. 5, with Ex. V-2.) For the membership of the Board in later years, see Ex. 21-26, pp. 184a,
362, 606.
W. L. Cummings, frequently referred to as the Institute's
general counsel, who was a.member of the firm of Sullivan &
Cromwell, the Institute's general counsel (R. 585, 587), was
also a member of the first Board.
1
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mittee on Consignment Points and Storage Warehouses (ib., p. 15), a Committee on Southern Consignment Points (ib., p. 232), a Committee on Statistics (ib., p. 7), and a Committee on Ethics (ib.,
pp. 6-7).
In February 1928 Judge Sidney Ballou, at that
time general counsel of C & H, was employed as
Executive Secretary at an annual salary of $75,000,
and upon his death in October 1929 his duties were
assumed by the Vice-Secretary, Fred G. Taylor,
whose annual salary is $25,000. (Fg. 34, R. 272273.) Other staff and executive salaries paid by
the Institute amount to about $60,000 yearly.
(l b.) The Institute's total expenses in 1930 (the
only year for which they are shown) were $838,000.
(lb.) In that year about $641,000 was spent for
"advertising and publicity" and about $30,000 for
investigation; and on the average about _$450,000 a
year has been expended in advertising sugar.
(Ex. 21-26, p. 609; Fg. 34, R. 273.) The expenses
of the Institute are defrayed by levies on members
in proportion to their production. (Fg. 34, R.
273.)
Only two changes in the Code 1 have been made
since its adoption. (Footnotes, R . 262, 263; Fg.
32, R. 272.) The changes are minor only in the
sense that they both relate to a particular extension
of I nstitute activity and control; the restraints
growing out of the changes are of considerable im1 The Code appears in the record at two places (R. 59-61,
260-263) and it also is included in Exhibit 20.
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port nee and significance (infra, pp. 76-124) . However, no inference of lack of change or growth can
be
from the fact that only two changes were
mad~ in the Code; the principles which it set forth
wer e lso broad and general that they allowed ample
room for growth and change. For example, there
are 2 printed pages of official rulings 1 (counting
only ose in effect as of the latest printing of the
Code Interpretations) based upon, or interpreting
and pplying, the following Code provision :
All discriminations between customers
should be abolished. To that end, sugar
should be sold only upon open prices and
terms publicly announced.
. Th .actual growth and development o-f Institute
activ~ties may be traced in a somewhat formal way
in the Code Interpretations ; they may be traced
more Ifully in the minutes of the meetings of the
Board of Directors and Executive Committee (Ex.
21-26 2 ) ; they may be traced in greater detail and
more realistically in the correspondence of the
Insti ute and its members.

drfwn

Ex. 20, Sec. I.
Exhibits 21-26 are the minutes of the Directors and Executive Committee meetings. In effect they constitute a sin·
gle exhibit and, for the purposes of the record on appeal,
they have been mimeographed and bound together in two
volumes with blue cover pages. 10 copies have been fur·
nished the Court. The paging is consecutive and is indieated by the figures in the left-hand margins. Asterisks
denote portions omitted as immaterial. Exhibit 27, the
minutes of Enforcement Committee meetings, likewise has
been mimeographed and has a blue cover page. 10 copies
have been furnished the Court.
1

2
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A full reading of the minutes of Directors and
Executive Committee meetings (condensed and uncommunicative as they often are 1 ) gives a far
truer picture than any. amount of oral testimony,
of the subjects with which the refiners were really
concerned and of their actual objectives. The
opinion of the District Court reflects its study of
these minutes. It said (Op., R . 97) :
.Although the defendants have emphasized
the reporting and statistical services of the
Institute, the minutes and other records of
the meetings of members, directors, executive committee and other committees, abundantly demonstrate that the Institute and its
members were, to a very high degree occupied in their meetings with the various problems and practices relating to sales and
distribution.
A brief description of the character, source and
~orm of Code Interpretations also seems essential to
an understanding of the case. These Interpretations, which the minutes and correspondence frequently refer to as rulings, are the more important
rulings adopted by the refiners interpreting or amplifying the provisions of the Code. About three-:
fourths are drawn from resolutions adopted by the
Board of Directors and nearly all the remainder
1

A representative of the I nstitute's counsel, Sullivan &
Cromwell, attended every meeting of the Board and of the
Executive Committee. (Ex. 21-26.) At least beginning
December 1928 all minutes were " submitted to counsel for
approval before being circulated among the members."
(lb., p. 170.)
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from ~esolutions of the Executive Committee, a few
of th~I earlier Interpretations being rulings of the
1
Exec~tive Secretary. (Ex. 20. )
The Interpretations priginally were sent to members in mimeographed form, but later a cumulative loose-leaf
systel was adopted and new issues were printed
from irne to time to give effect to changes or additions. (R. 636.)
The General Rules of Procedure of the Executive C~mmittee and of the Executive Secretary and
a so-c lled "Memorandum" on Brokerage Rates
are p inted in Exhibit 20 on pink paper, the Rules
of Pr?cedure at the end of Section I and the Brokerage Rates at the end of Section V. The reason
for ~s is that the Directors, some time after the
adopt on of the Rules in question, approved a sug-

gestio by counsel that this portion of the Inter1 ThJ composition and arrangement of Exhibit 20, containing the Code Interpretations, require some explanation.
The
terpretations are divided into sections, each correspon · g to a particular Code provision, and Section I is
divide into five parts. Each section and each part of Section I ontains the rulings in effect as of the latest printing
(11-12f31) of the Interpretations and those in effect as of
the various dates of prior printings. The date of the print.
ing is shown at the top of the page. A citation to a Code
Interpretation will, unless otherwise indicated, refer to the
latest printing thereof.
The ink notation in the lefthand margin opposite each
Interpretation shows its source. " D " stands for a resolution of the Board of Directors and " Ex. Com." for a resolution of the Executive Committee, the date of adoption thereof
being also shown.
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pretations be printed ''to be sent to members
only"; and they likewise voted, on advice of
counsel, to rescind their prior ''ruling'' fixing the
maximum brokerage rates to be charged by members and to issue it "only as a memorandum."
(Ex. 21-26, pp. 424, 615.)
But the I nstitute 's open price ~ystem, as it was
understood and enforced, meant much more than
merely an agreement to adhere to prices and terms
openly announced in advance of sale. The paragraph of the Code providing for open announcements also declares that all discriminations between customers should be abolished. This agreement, "ostensibly" to abolish discriminations between customers, amounted, in general purpose
and effect, to an agreement "not to afford different treatment to different customers, regardless of
the varying circumstances of particular transactions or classes of transactions and r egardless of
the varying situation of particular refiners, distributors or customers or classes thereof.'' (Fg.
37, R. 273-274.) Under the broad and general
Code provision, any practice which was at all likely
to disturb the restraints which were adopted or the
uniform price structure which the refiners wer e
intent upon establishing was prohibited or controlled, either upon the ground that it permitted
discrimination among customers or upon the
ground that it did not conform to the spirit of the
rule that sugar should be sold upon prices and
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terms penly announced in advance of sale. 1 The
follow· 1g are illustrative of restraints put into
effect nder the guise of enforcing these Code
princi les:
The efiners in complete disregard of the interests of their customers and for the purpose of preservin~ "the price structure", concertedly refused
to ent r into long-term contracts, although such
contra ts "have a real economic value to refiner
and to customer." (Fgs. 143-144, 151, R. 299301.) All quantity discounts, even those "which
would esult in savings to the refiner", were prohibite ; and "no special discounts of any kind"
were
owed ''regardless of the economic justification therefor." (Fgs. 158-159, R . 302; Op., R.
184.)
THE

TRAJNTS IMPOSED BY THE INSTITUTE AND ITS
MEMBERS

The restraints effected by and through the Institute which are later fully dealt with in the
Argu,.ent, are here summarized in the language
of th~I District Court's general ~dings and conclusions. Such a condens~d statement, while it
presents a formal and somewhat lifeless picture of
the conspiracy, serves to show its general character
and scope.
Op., R. 116, 135, 152, 155-156, 161-162, 165, 177-178, 184,
186,201-202,206,212, 237-239,246-247,257.
1
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The Institute 's open price system was the starting point for much of its activity. The Instituu
members agreed to sell sugar only upon open prices,
terms and conditions publicly announced in advance of sales, and agreed to adhere thereto, without deviation, until new ones had. been publicly
announced. (Fg. 40, R. 274.) It was further
agreed to give the Institute immediate notice of all
such announcements and that the Institute should
then telegraph these announcements to its members
and other interested parties.1 (Fg. 41, R. 274.)
The assurance to each refiner that no competitor·
would va1'y his prices without advance notice
"tended in fact, as it naturally would tend, toward
maintenance of price levels relatively high as compared with raws." (Fg. 52, R. 278.) Such assurance encouraged refiners to maintain or raise prices
and tended to cause them to defer making a decline
in price even when they believed market conditions
warranted a decline. (Op., R. 226.) In addition,
the operation of the agreement for open announcements assisted refiners ''in eliminating ofttimes,
entirely fair competition" and "in preventing and
limiting types of transactions in which private ne1

C. & H., on the advice of its counsel, did not send the
Institute such announcements or receive from the Institute
the announcements of other members. (Fg. 41, R. 275;
R. 712.) The Institute mailed instead of telegraphed the
less important and more lengthy announcements concerning
selling terms, as distinguished from prices. (Fg. 41, R. 274275; R. 777.)
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gotiat!ons are essential." (Op., R. 240; Fg. 51, R.
278.)
I n order to prevent any buyer or user of sugar
from ,btaining it at a price ''other than the open
prices announced from time to time by refiners",
tollin~ contracts (under which a refiner r eceives
raw sl_\gar, charges a fee for the service of refining,
and d1livers in exchange the equivalent amount of
refineq. sugar) were prohibited. (Fgs. 169-170, R.
304; Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. Cl, par. 2.) Other practices
prohi~ited or restricted by direct agreement or concert of action include: The sale of second-hand
sugar I (Fg. 195, R. 309); making an allowance to
customers for the retu1·n of used bags or for the use
of the pustomer 's own bags (Fgs. 187-188, R . 307) ;
the sa\e of sugar by "new or unusual methods,"
such a~ the use of bulk containers (Fg. 188, R. 307308; k 20, Sec. I , p . .Al, par. 3 (b)) ; the sale at a
conces, ion of damaged sugar or frozen stock 2 (Fgs.
197-199, R. 310); the packing of sugar under the
privat~ brand names of customers (Fg. 191, R.
308); price guarantee, that is, a guarantee against
a deciife in price between the date the contract was

l

This is sugar purchased from a refiner and resold by the
purchaser, such resale being at a differential below refiners'
prices because customers prefer, on equal terms, to buy direct
from the refiner. (Fg. 193, R. 809.)
2
Frozen stock was defined as stock which was not to be
replaced, which could not be readily marketed at the storage
point, and which could not be shipped elsewhere without
additional expense. (Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. B2, par. 2 (b) .)
1
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made and delivery thereunder (Fgs. 183-184, R .
307) ; the granting of credit terms favorable to the
buyer, such as split billing and the 4-payment plan
(Fgs. 173, 176, 177, R. 304-.305); the period from
which discount for cash payment should begin to
run on shipments by differential routes (Fg. 181,
R. 306).
The action of the Institute and its members with
reference to interchange of statistics was also in
undue and unreasonable restraint of trade. (Fg.
66, R. 281.) The Institute furnished its members,
but withheld from purchasers, a wide variety of
statistical information (compiled chiefly from data
supplied by members), thereby placing purchasers
at a disadvantage in their dealings with refiners.
(Op. R. 106-108, 109.)
Important as the foregoing restraints were, they
are overshadowed in importance by three other
types of restraint toward the development. and enforcement of which the efforts of the Institute and
its members were principally directed, i. c., those
relating to members' relations with brokers and
warehousemen, to transportation methods or
terms, and to limitation of consignment points.
Boycotting of Brokers and 1Varehousem,.en.The Institute rules dealing with the employment
of brokers and warehousemen-rules enforced by
boycott and threat of boycott-did not attain their
later stringent and oppressive form until more
than a year after the organization of the Institute.
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Section 3 ( d) of the Code condemns payment of
broker,ge when any part inures to the benefit of
the purchaser. Section 3 (e), as amended at a
special meeting of members in May, 1929, prohibits stor ge of sugar in warehouses "in which customers or brokers are interested, or with which
they ar in any way affiliated.''
Befo e the Institute, the brokers employed by
refiner were frequently also engaged in the business o storing or merchandising sugar, or both,
and re ers' customers likewise frequently owned
or h
an interest in warehouses which stored
sugar. (Fg. 69, R . 281.) Pursuant to the agreement embodied in Code 3 ( e) as amended, the refiners ~imultaneously notified their brokers, warehouserrten and customers that they must at once
elect otte
and one only of these business activities.
.
I
(Fg.
R. 282.) Machinery to effect this policy
was s ~ up. An Enforcement Committee composed f high officials was created; traveling investigator were employed to inquire into suspected
combi ation of functions; if the Directors or one
of theif committees found such a combination, the
concern was ''disqualified'' as broker or warehouseman, in which case i·einstatement could be obtained
only upon application of an Institute member, not
by the disqualified concern itself. (Fgs. 71, 80, R.
282, 284.) Each r efiner submitted to the Institute
a list of its brokers and warehouses, which lists
were then circulated among all of the members,

7I'
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and a refiner desiring to use a warehouse not on
the list was required to give the Institute six days'
advance notice. (Fg. 72, R. 282-283.) In case
of complaint of affiliation by a non-member within this six-day period, the warehouse was not to
be used pending an Institute investigation and
action thereon by the Executive Committee. (Ex.
20, Sec. VI, Pars. 5 (a), (b).)
The policy of compelling, by means of a boycott,
separation of functions, was effectuated "in a harsh
and arbitrary manner without regard to the effect
upon third parties"; substantial business set-ups
of long standing were suddenly disrupted; and
honest concerns "were deliberately made to suffer
with the dishonest." (Fg. 80, R. 284.)
The refiners agreed not to employ any broker or
warehouseman who did not execute, under oath, an
agreement in the :form recommended by the Institute. (Fg. 83, R. 285.) The broker's agreement
required him to uphold in , all transactions "the
spirit and letter'' of ''all letters, circulars or bulletins received by him containing interpretations of
the Code * * * or r egulations thereunder."
(Op., R. 125.)
In order to prevent a growing competition among
members in bidding for the services o:f brokers, the
refiners agreed upon the maximum commissions to
be paid brokers. (Fg. 82, R. 285.)
Transportation Restraints.-In the early days of
the Institute, the Executive Secretary and certain
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refiner~

made a determined attempt to enforce the
princip~e embodied in paragraph 3 ( c) of the Code,
that frkight applications on deliveries from consignrne~t should be based solely on all-rail freight
appli~ltions and not on rates over differential
routes, j regardless of actual mode of shipment.
(Fg. 104, R. 290.) After enforcement of this principle h1d proved impracticable because of the opposition ~f refiners whom it adversely affected, the
probleih of differential rates was met by the adoption, i~ the two important areas served by differentialloutes, of a system of delivered prices, coupled ith denial of the privilege of purchasing
f. o. b. efinery for shipment into such areas. (Fgs.
104-lOE, R. 290-291.) This system was maintained
by a:glement and concert of action in the Great
Lakes · rea from April 1929 until May 1931 (which
was ter the filing of this suit) , and it was so
maint4-ined in the Warrior River area from December 1929 until about the end of May 1930. (Figs.
105, li3, R. 291, 292.)
The1refiners adopted Code Interpretations restrictihg individual freedom of action in transportation matters in various other respects. The following are the more important restraints so agreed
upon and put into effect: That no member employ any water carrier which had not publicly announced its rates and terms or which in any way
deviated therefrom.1 That members, before ship1 Ex. 20, Sec. XII, pars. 1 {a), 1 (b).
By threat of with·
drawing business, the refiners in the spring of 1930 obtained
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ment, submit the terms of every private charter to
the Executive Secretary for scrutiny for any indication of rebate or other Code violation.2 That
members adopt certain practices and contract provisions, specified in detail, to prevent defeat of
refiners' freight applications by the transiting or
diversion of carload shipments.a That no member
include his own sugar in customers' pool car or
pool cargo shipments.4 That no switching charges
be absorbed on deliveries from consignment to
buyer's warehouse or spur, except on deliveries in
named cities.~
Liniitation of Consignment Points.-Section 5
of the Code provides that sugar be consigned only
to " recognized markets." The Institute admittedly undertook to limit, by concerted action, the
an agreement from the transportation companies operating
on the New York State Barge Canal that they would openly
announce rates and terms and adhere thereto until notice of
change. (Fg. 125, R. 295.)
2
Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. C2, par. 3 ( c).
8 Ex. 20, Sec. I, pp. Dl-D4, pars. 1-4.
The refiners' agreement and their actions thereunder were in aid of " their concerted efforts since the Institute to maintain artificial rate
structures "; and it was their purpose to prevent any transiting or diversion, even that done with the consent of the
shipping refiner, which would defeat freight applications.
(Fg. 122, R. 294.)
'Ex. 20, Sec. VII, pars. 2--3; Fg.127, R. 296.
5
Ex. 20, Sec. VII, par. 4, printing 1/1/31. It is significant
that, after the present suit started, the Directors rescinded
this ruling upon the ground that such absorption was" a. part
of the selling terms," and therefore to be openly announced
instead of fixed by direct agreement. (Ex. 21-26, pp. 655657; Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. Al, par. 1 {b).)
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pf

number
cities in which refiners and other sugar
producels ~arry consigned stocks. (Op., R. 167.)
By unanpnous agreement all consignment points in
certain States were eliminated and the number of
s~:h ports in other States was limited to named
cities. ( Op., R. 168, Ex. 21-26, pp. 243-244.)
Agreem nts of this character were effected as to
every S~ate but three of the 37 States, exclusive of
the 11 Western ones. 1
P rice and Profits.-The effect of the entire Institute ' rogram was to maintain the price of refined at much higher levels, compared to the price
of raw, than before the Institute, with a consequent "marked increase in margin [between refined and raw prices] and a substantial increase in
profits 1espite a concededly large excess capacity"
in the if1dustry. (Fgs. 202-203, R. 311.)

'

·

THE COOPERATION OF NONMEMBERS

As p ·eviously stated (supra, p. 26), 70% to
80% of he sugar consumed in this country is produced ~y the 15 r efiners and substantially all of
the balance by the producers of beet and off-shore
sugar. The refiners sought and obtained the concurrence of these producers in the restraints which
they imposed. (Fg. 13, R. 268; Op., R. 91.)
Ex. 20, Sec. X, par. 1. The Institute did not concern
it.self with reducing consignment points in the 11 Western
1

States, in which only the two members with refineries OJli the

Pacifio Coast competed (Ex. F-15).
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Beet Sugar Producers
From the very outset of the Institute, cooperation with a parallel association of beet sugar producers, which they bad previously "undertaken,,.
to form, was one of the declared purposes of the
Institute, a resolution to this effect being adopted
at the I nstitute pre-organization meetings in December 1927. (Ex. V-2, 12/16/27, pp. 1-2.) ~rhe·
contemplated association was formed in the spring
of 1928 under the name of Domestic Sugar Bureau,
hereinafter referred to as the Bureau. (Fg. 13, R.
268.) The Bureau adopted a code of ethics which,
in its declaration of purposes and in practically all
its substantive provisions, is word for woi;d the
same as the Institute Code. 1 (Exs. 20, 453.)
Appellants have not excepted to the following
finding (Fg. 13, R. 268) :
In connection with practically all Instituteactivities, it has sought and obtained a high
degree of cooperation from the Bureau.
Joint meetings have been held, questions of
policy have been discussed and joint action
1

Apart from a few immaterial dHJ:e1·ences in language,,
such as substitution of "Bureau" for "Irrstitute ", the two
codes a.re the same except in paragraphs 8 (b), 3 (f) and
3 (i). Thedift'erencesin3 (b) and3 (f) areofnosubstantive importance. 3 (i) of the I nstitute Code deals with export sales and 3 (i) of the Bureau code limits contracts to
"spot" or 30-day contracts. It will be seen (infra, pp. 189190) that the Institute members took concerted action toabolish long-term contracts.
8789~86-4
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h~s been taken. The two associations have
cor tinuously communicated with each other
b~ letter, telegraph and personal contact.
A lettTr 1 written by Rolph, the president of C
& H ( th~n a member of the Bureau but not of the
Institut~), to Ballou, the Institute's Executive Secretary, s~ows the general purposes of the organization of tf e Bureau and the nature of its cooperation wit~ the Institute. (Ex. 442-S, R. 1961.) In
this lett1r Rolph says: Institute members had encourage~ him, early in 1928, to form the Bureau
~nd had approved his announced object to get all
domestic producers (other than Institute members) in o one organization and later to endeavor
to get thf Bureau to join the Institute " so that the
industry! as a whole would be functioning as one
organiza~ion". All these other producers except
those in J\fichigan had joined the Bureau and every
concern ~n Michigan was "cooperating 100% with
the Burrau". He had inspired many of the inquiries f hich the Bureau made of the Institute
because r e believed it advisable to work through

ief

The ter was in reply to one from Ballou setting :forth
the disadvantages of norunembership in the Instit ute. Ballou said that the main disadvantage was the impossibility,
without membership, of building up "a feeling of trust and
cooperation to replace the atmosphere of suspicion and distrust "; and that members' complaints of violation of
" ethics " were " brought around the table for open discussion, with the result that they were usually disproved and
always corrected," any correction needed being "along constructive, and not destructive, lines." (Ex. 463, R. 2287.)
1
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the Bureau rather than "direct with the I nstitute". He expressed confidence that Ballou would
agree that "we have played ball with the Institute,
if not 100% , as I think we have, at least very
nearly so." H e concludes ib., 1966) :
* * * I thoroughly believe the Institute
itself could. not survive long with 20 or 25
unrestricted sellers in the teTritory west of
the Illinois-Indian.a line. 'Ve think that the
far better course would be to keep all the
domestic producers in one unit and use our
influence to haye that unit gradually amalgamated with the I nstitute. To this end
we are working, * * *
The following may be cited as typical instances
of joint action in carrying out a common program
and common objectives: A resolution of the Institute dealing with certain transit matters was to be
effective "if and when adopted in substance" by
the Bureau.z (Ex. 21-26, p. 539.) The ViceSecretary was instructed to accept Bureau reports
1

(

1

The letter mentions the fact that, as a result of a threatened suit by a large · Chicago buyer charging " an illegal
combination in restraint of trade," the Institute had " rescinded" certain action, although it had later accomplished
the desired end in another manner. The letter then refers
to a recent statement by Ballou that he was going to take
action which he "knew to be illegal, but the end justified
the mean.s." (lb., 1965.)
2
Evidently the Bureau adopted the ruling. The resolu~
tion was later incorporat.ed (with a partial omission} in the
Code Interpretations. . (Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. D3, pars: 2 ( b) !
2(d) , 2(e).)
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on affiliat on between warehouses and customers or
brokers, " ithout independent investigation by the
Institute. (lb., p. 460.) An Institute resolution
limiting onsignment points recommended that
both the Institute and the Bureau membership
control s ipments into the territory in question to
prevent reaking down the recommended rules.
(lb., p. 2 3.) The Institute appointed a commite steps to reconcile any existing differences in he two codes and their interpretations.1
(lb., pp. 99, 312.)
The Off-Shore Producers
Appell nts sought and obtained the cooperation
of the off shore producers in many of their activities. (0 ., R. 91.) The minutes of a Directors'
meeting i July 1928 state (Ex. 21-26, p. 83):
ome discussion was had with regard to
th status of importers and others who were
co perating with the Institute, sometimes
re rred to as associate members. It was
th concensus of opinion that no formol, conne tion should be established with them but
The mil utes of the Directors' and Executive Committee
meetings, which the Secretary of the Bureau frequently attended. (ib., 113, 143, 217, 298, 329), show Bureau cooperation in connection with price guarantee and rate differentials (ib., 55, 57) ; transiting and diversion (ib., 310, 334,
348) ; service charge on less than carload deliveries from consignment (ib., 83, 178) ; storage in affiliated warehouses (ib.,
454, 460); payment by refiners of switching charges (ib.,
452); and limitation of consignment points (ib., 174, 243,
255, 280, 401-402, 525, 538).
. .
1
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that we should continue our relations as we
have done in the past.
A brief review of certain Pike correspondence
relating chiefly to Institute complaints of alleged
-departures from Institute rulings in the sale of
Hershey off-shore sugar, which Pike represented,
will suffice to indicate the extent and character of
the participation by off-shore interests in Institute
restraints and activities. Pike's active cooperation in the program in restraint of trade is not only
implied by its invariable willingness to investigate,
·Correct or explain these alleged departures, but by
statements disclosing explicit agreements to adhere
to particular Code rulings or other Institute re.straints. The correspondence shows the wide variety of business activity brought within the scope
of Institute rules and agreements and how carefully the Institute probed into the details of individual transactions, many of comparatively trifling
·importance.
Pike investigated, denied or promised to correct
ihe following Institute complaints, among others:
(1) That Hershey's New Orleans broker was, con-trary to "the usual practice in this market", giving
·buyers a 3¢ drayage allowance on deliveries direct
·from warehouse; 1 (2) that H ershey was carrying consigned stocks in a certain city; 2 (3) that
1

Exs. 389-D, 389-E, 389-F, R. 1530-1531.
Pike in its reply said that " we wish to coopera.t e in every
·way, and will discourage the opening of new consignment
:points very strongly." Exs. 389-G, 389-H, R. 1531-1532.
2
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Hershey brokers were selling to retaHers in New
Orleans nd were giving buyers an allowance for
returned bags,1 (4) that Hershey's Louisville
brokers ad offered sugar on a 60-day contract instead of n a 30-day contract; 2 (5) that its Miami
brokers ere delaying billing a certain customer; 8
(6) that Hershey was offering certain credit terms
(the 4-p yment plan) in Georgia after Institute
member had agreed to discontinue use of these
terms th re.i
Other illustrations of Pike's cooperation, shown
by the c rrespondence, include : (1) Pike notified
all Hers ey brokers that it would discontinue consignmen s in certain southern States "except at
points a thorized by" the Institute.~ (2) Pike, in
arrangiI g for a change in the management of one
of its arehouses, stated that final arrangements
would epend upon what warehouses are ''approved y" the Institute.11 (3) Pike advised the
Institut~ that it expected to "live up to the agreement'' ~overning freight applications at Lynchburg.1
Pike, having given the Institute official
notice t at it proposed to sell certain sugar as
frozen s ocks, told the I nstitute that it felt that it

t4)

1

Exs. 389-M, 389-N, 389-0 , R. 153f}--1536.
Exs. 389-S, 389-T, 389-U, R. 1532-1539.
3
Exs. 389-J-1, 389-K-1, R. 1548.
t Exs. 389-A-1, 389-D-1, R. 1542-1543.
5
Ex. 389-D-1, R. 1544.
6
Ex. 389-H-1, R. 11>46-1547.
7
Ex. 389-Q-1, R. 1551.
2
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had been ''called upon to answer entirely too many
unneeessary questions" regarding this sugar.1 ( 5)
The Institute inquired concerning a consign:ment
of Hershey sugar to customers' warehouses, which
the Code prohibited, and stated "you have notified
us of your intention to adhere to this code. m
The correspondence also shows: (1) 'rhat Pike
was party to an "understanding", reached at Institute meetings at which Pike was represented,
concerning freight applications at interior North
Carolina points/1 (2) That Pike was party to an
agreement, arrived at after weeks of discussion,
concerning abandonment of Wilmington as a consignment point.4 (3) That Pike had agreed to discontinue \.Vilmington as a port of ent:ry, although
this would he "a very expensive concession".6
In the fall of 1929, upon the insistence of .A.rmstrong, which from the beginning had rigidly adhered to the Institute 's open price system, the Institute wrote Lamborn and Lowry requesting each
of these off-shore selling agents to advise the
Institute 6 :
(1) Whether it had any existing contracts taken
at different prices or terms tllan "the regular sellEx. 389-R-1, R. 1552.
Ex. 389-P, R 1536.
s Exs. 389-J, 389-K, R. 1533--153'4.
4
E:x:s. 389-V, 389-'\V, 389--Z, R 15''39-1542.
"'Ex. 389-E-1, R. 1545.
6
R. 913-915; Exs. 324, 343, 364-A; R. 1420, 1454, 1486.
1

2
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ing terfis" of the Institute and, if so, the prices,
terms, f nd expiration dates of such contracts.
.
(2) That "beginning immediately, say December
2nd," i,~ s publicly announced price basis will be and its truckage allowance -¢ per bag, and that,
in tru9king for buyers outside of New York, its
eharge1 will be the same as those ''established'' by
member s.
. (3) That it should understand that its subscription ~ "Terms" would include "the Institute's
Code J ulings'', especially ~s to not storing in warehouses fUliliated with buyers or brokers.
( 4) frhat it will ''quote sugars only on delivered
price liasis to such points as are being generally
sold ol l this basis.''
(5) hat it will in substance follow the ethics
and pr ctices of members under present Institute
ruling and as they may be changed or initiated
from t ·me to time, and that it will give prompt
notice n case of any deviation.
The equired written assurances were promptly
given,1 and thereafter these two selling agents regularly s nt their price announcements to the Institute, which relayed to them the price announcements of members. (R. 915.) The Directors nevertheless adopted a resolution a few days later that
Exs. 324-B, 343-A, 343-B; R. 1422, 1454. Lamborn ex·
pressed some indignation at the demand and pointed out that
it had previously offered to open all its records to the Vice
Secretary for the investigation of any complaint against it.
(Ex. 324-B, R. 1424.)
1
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members shall cease to employ brokers who, in
handling either member or off-shore sugar, fail to
observe Code standards or fail to sell "all such
sugars" on openly announced prices and in accordance with the fair trade practices set forth in the
Code. (Ex. 21-26, pp. 343-344.) The subsequent
slight amendment of this resolution, made upon
Lowry 's protest, further indicates that the implied
threat of boycott thus authorized was primarily
directed against the brokers selling off-shore sugar.
(Ib., pp. 359, 373; Exs. 344-A to 344-D, R. 14561457.)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

In view of the previous summary statement of
the restraints imposed by the Institute and its
members (supra, pp. 36-44) and in view of the
detailed nature of the index of the Argument, no
additional Summary of Argument is believed to
be necessary.
ARGUMENT

I

THE INSTITUTE 's ''OPEN PrucE'' PLAN

Appellants do not question the District Court's
finding that they agreed to sell sugar only upon
prices, terms and conditions publicly announced in
advance of sales, and to adhere thereto until they
had first publicly announced changes. (Fg. 40, R.
274.) The court condemned this agreement because it operated in such a way as "to aid both in
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maintaifiing price levels without regard to the normal eff,ct of supply and demand and in eliminating ofttiimes, entirely fair competition." (Op., R.
240.) * enjoined (Sec. V, par. 2) concert of action
in selli g only upon, or in adhering to, prices,
tenns, conditions or freight applications announce in advance of sale. (R. 321.)
Appe lants' agreement to announce future prices
and terpis and not to deviate therefrom is stated
in the Code, and is defended in this Court, as a
necessat y corollary of the broader principle of nondisc1·imination between customers. The Code provides : All discriminations between customers
should pe abolished. To that end, sugar should be
sold o~y upon open prices and terms publicly announce<ii." Appellants ' contention is that th~
restrairlts imposed by their open price agreement
are reasonable because adopted to put an end to
discri~inatory secret concessions to customers.
The ~vernment submits that this defense of the
iron-cl d agreement prohibiting any sale of sugar
except · accordance with prior public announcement o~ price and all terms of sale must be rejected
for twd principal r easons :
(1) The agreement in P.u rpose and effect so far
restrained price competition and so far suppressed
important and entirely fair forms of competition
that the restraint of trade thereby imposed was
clearly not a reasonable restraint, even if the
agreement had been the only feasible and practi-

I''
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-<!able means of completely preventing sales at secret
.concessions.
(2) Since prevention of secret concessions and
unfair discriminations is- the only ground upon
which the Institute 's open price plan is sought to
be justified, and since immediate publicity of closed
tl'ansactions admittedly will prevent such practices,
the plan is clearly an agreement in unreasonable
Testraint of trade.
A. THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE INSTITUTE 's OPEN PRICE
RULES RESTRAINED COMPETITION

The question presented to this Court is not the
validity of "open prices" as an abstract principle,
but the validity of the system of adhering to openly
announced future prices as it functioned in this
industry. From the standpoint of pure theory, an
·Open price system of marketing may represent a
new and possibly desirable method of competition
or it may represent "an old form of combination * * * in a new dress and with a new
name." 1 Appellants have entirely divorced their
·discussion of the open price plan from their discussion of the collateral restraints of trade imposed on
the ground that they were necessary to effectuate
this plan. Appellants first endeavor to establish
the desirability of the principle of open prices as
.such. Then they assume that this principle is rea1

257

See .Ammcan Oolumn & Lwmber Oo. v. United States,
u. s. 377, 410.
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sonable dnd valid under any and all circumstances
and they justify most of their other restraints upon
the gro ,nd that they fall within this principle.
The Go ~ernment suggests that the reverse is the
proper pproach, namely, if the Institute's open
price pl n entailed so many collateral restraints
upon ot~rwise fair competition, this in itself indicates the unreasonableness of the restraint of trade
envisage by and resulting from their open price
agreemeLt. The biblical maxim, "By their fruits:
ye shall now them", may well be applied.
The q estion of approach is significant from another a11gle. The restriction of competition.
brought about solely by the open announcement.
of futur prices and terms and by the agreement"
to adhe e thereto, and the· resulting effect upon.
prices a d profits, cannot be precisely segregated,.
from th standpoint of cause and effect, from the·
various ~ther restraints imposed by and through.
the Inst~
i~ute. But the collateral restraints imposed.
in the n me of open prices and non-discriminati~n.
(which _ eant, not only such discrimination as was.
unfair, ?ut any variation in the cost of sugar to.
refiners customers or to the ultimate purchaser}
are definite, tangible and easily demonstrated.

'I

(1) Restraints Upon Price Competition

Normally in a free competitive market, although.
the seller may k~ow what his competitors have been
charging and what terms they have been giving,.
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he does not know in advance what price or terms
they will grant in the future. He is compelled to
fix his own prices and terms on the basis of his
knowledge of market conditions and in accordance
with the degree of his desire to dispose of his
product. Ordinarily, in order to obtain a reasonable share of the available orders, be must agree to
sell at the lowest price and at the best terms at
which he can afford to sell and earn a reasonable
profit. 1 vVhen his margin becomes high, he must
anticipate that his competitors will offer more liberal terms as well as lower prices, and to be certain
that he will not lose orders to a competitor first
introducing better prices or terms, he himself is
alert to initiate them.
Under the system of announci.~g prices to competitors in advance of sale, however, he may confidently wait until his competitors announce better
prices or terms, because he knows that they will not
"scoop in" a large volume of orders by being first
to initiate attractive offers. He may ignore conditions of supply and demand which would ordinarily require him to offer better prices or terms,
because his competitors have promised him that
they will not grant new prices or terms without
advance notice to him.
Although there was no direct agreement upon
prices as such and appellants did not customarily
1

This would be particularly true in the sugar industry,
which has a large excess of productive capacity and in which
competition, therefore, would normally be keen.

consult tvith one another to persuade reluctant
member~ to follow price announcements, such
agreemepts were not vital to appellants' purpose.
(Op., R. 226.) The assurance to each other that
they wo*ld not vary prices without advance notice
was suf1'cient to defer declines and increase prices
without !justification. .As stated by the court below, each refiner was encourag~d to maintain or
r aise pJices by the knowledge that, until public
notice 1 as given, his competitors would not lower
their a1founced p1·ices, and even if they believed
that market conditions warranted a decline, the
tendencl was to defer it until the traffic would no
longer ~ear the then prevailing price. (lb; Fg. 52,
R. 278.) To illustrate, the court r eferred to a letter (Exl. 442-S, R. 1964) written to the Institute
by C & ~I (not then a member) , stating thatthere was no market justification for the
a;ttempted advance on the part of the Easte~rn R efiners from $4.90 to $5.00. It was
spnply an attempt to get the trade to l~ad
up on a very weak raw market and which
. tpe trade has resentfully protested against
fa.mes innumerable.
·
When an announcement of harsher t erms or a
price increase was posted with the Institute and
relayed by it to members, this constituted, in effect,
an invitation to follow the advance. Since the
advance became effective at a future time, the refiner first making announcement would lose
nothing if other r efiners failed to follow. Under
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such a system, it is apparent that the only time when
other refiners would ref use to follow an announcement of an advance was when, in their judgment,
the market would not bear the higher net prices,
that is to say, when the price was so high or the
terms so exacting that purchasers would refuse to
buy. The extent to which announcements of price
advances were followed is indicative of the degree
of success attained under this system. Of the 48
attempted moves during the Institute period (a
peI''iod of declining raw sugar prices), 38, or 79%,
resulted in price advances. (:gx. ()-3, Appendix
App. Br.)
The effects normally to be anticipated from such
a system of adherence to prices announced in advance of sale did eventuate. Broadly speakingr
the price o·f refined is governed by the price of raw,.
which constitutes 80% of the cost of refined, and
raw prices are the measure by which refined prices
must be judged. (Infra, p. 241.) After the Institute there was, as the District Court found and
the evidence discloses, a rna1·ked lack of sensitivity
of refined prices to raw and expert sugar buyers
were no longer able to anticipate changes in refined
prices from raw market trends. (Infra, pp. 241245.)
(2) Restraints upon Terms and Conditions of Sale

Since sugar is a thoroughly standardized com-·
modity and since after the Institute basis prices.
were practically uniform (l~,g. 17, R. 269), competi-
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tive for1es at times sought an outlet through the
offer of ore favorable terms or conditions of sale.
Terms o sales are in some cases fully as important
as price itself (infra, p. 125) and in all cases, beeause of he narrow gross profit margin upon which
jobbers nd wholesalers handle sugar (App. Br.,
p. 65), t rms of sale are of substantial importance.
The In titute's major activity was directed at
eliminat ·ng or controlling competition in terms of
sale, an its price reporting system was an essential
adjunct o this activity.
The ost important terms of sale are transportation terms, i. e., the amount charged the customer
in excesf of basis f. o. b. refinery price for delivery
of the ~gar at an interior point. Section 3 ( c) of
the Co provided that customers, except on deliveries . o. b. refinery, should be charged for transportatiof at not less than all-rail rates. Later;
after co plete enforcement of this Code provision
had pro ed impracticable, a system of selling only
at deliv red prices and refusing to sell f. o. b. refinery as concertedly adopted and maintained in
the chi f areas served by cheap water or partwater rfutes. (Infra, pp. 139-140.) The agreement to announce in advance and to adhere to
prices and terms played a large part in the carrying out of each of these forms of restraint.
Through the system of advance announcement of
freight applications and strict adherence thereto,
observance of the Code provision that these appli-
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cations be based on all-rail rates could be readily
checked by the Institute, and pressure could be
brought and was brought to prevent the offer of
rn,ore favorable terms. (Infra, pp. 130-138.)
Likewise when a wholly new marketing system,
namely, (lelivered prices, was concertedly initiated
and maintained, this was done through the medium
of advance announcement of delivered prices,
coupled with the obligation to adhere to the announced terms of sale. (lnf1·a, pp.148-151.)
.Another way in which the Institute 's open price
plan was utilized to eliminate competition was
through the prohibition of all transactions which
could not be consummated without negotiation between buyer and seller for the purpose of reaching an agreement upon terms suiting the particular needs of the two parti~s. (Fg. 51, R. 278.)
'rhe requirement of open announcement in advance
of sales ''necessarily in and of itself ended. any
possibility of special terms when private negotiations were essential.'' (Op., R. 239.) This is illustrated in the case of long term contracts, which
have a real economic value and which before the
Institute constituted a method of marketin.g of
very considerable importance. (Infra, pp. 191197.) The Institute principles of open announcement and non-discrimination were held to raise a
barrier against both long term contracts capable of
open announcement and long term contracts with
complicated terms necessitating private negotiasnnl'>-36--5
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tions. (Infra, pp. 198-200, 213-215; App. Br., p.
·172.) The Institute's open price system thus opto bar long term contracts, although there is
g inherently unfair or discriminatory in the
sale f sugar for a period of time longer than the
'custo a1·y thirty-day period.
· In he same way, in connection with tolling contract , appellants admit (Br., p. 158) that they were
neces arily "a matter of special arrangement" and
then ssert (Br., p. 162) that for this Ve!I'Y reason
the ode, "by necessary 'implication, brands the
pract ce as discriminatory." 1 Numerous other
well Ii cognized mercantile practices which were in
no se se inherently unfair or discriminatory, but
.whic had to be privately negotiated, for example,
used ag allowances, the packing of private brands,
the p oling of customers ' and the refiner's sugar
to ob ain a carload rate, shipment of customer's
sugar by privately chartered vessels, were branded
as vi lative of the Institute's theory of open announJ;ment and non-discrimination. (I nfra, pp.
159-lr2, 164-165, 222-227.)
(3) iestraints by Direct Agreement Fostered by
the Open Price Plan

Before dealing with the broader aspects of the
r estraints resulting from the I nstitute 's open price
1

It is interesting to note that while appellants deny (Br.,
pp. 9-10) that there is evidence to support the court's finding
that one of their dominant purposes was maintenance of &
uniform price structure, their argument at almost every
point is an advocacy and defense of a uniform price structure.
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system, we point out that in this case there occurred
that which was to be expected where a rigid system
of future price reporting was coupled with frequent
meetings and consultation between the highest executives of the companies dominating the in~ustry.
In addition to the less direct restraints upon competition growing out of the open price plan itself,
concerted pressure was exerted and direct agreements were made with reference to terms of sale
constituting important elements in price. As has
been indicated, transportation terms were limited
or controlled by direct agreement or concert of
action. (Supra, pp. 60-61.) Agreements were also
entered into governing or fixing the time from
which credit shoul~ begin to i·un, the giving of
guarantees against the price decline, maximum
broker's commissions, the absorption of switching
charges, etc.1
Appellants' statement (Br., p. 50) that the District Court found that there was no ''consultation,.
collusion or agreement'' amo1.g the refiners in
"price and terms announcements" is, so far as:
1

It is perhaps significant that the off-shore producers, who
were not members 0£ the Institute but closely allied with
them in the carrying out 0£ various Institute restraints,· on
many occasions used in their correspondence the word
" agreement " or "understanding " to describe the rules or
practices which the refiners adopted (supra, pp. 50, 51; see
infra, pp. 153-154), whereas I nstitute members, perhaps because of the tutoring of counsel, present at all meetings of
the Directors or Executive Committee (supra, note, p. 33»
were more careful to avoid use of such terms.
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terms are concerned, not given the slightest support
by the findings which they cite. The statement that
the co
below found no collusion or agreement as
to an~ouncement of terms is all the more extraordinar)f in view of the court's many findings of
agreel
l ent and collusion with reference to specific
terms of sale 1 and its. direct general finding to the
contr y, reading as follows (Fg. 57, R . 279) :

kt

The Institute and Institute officials in a
number of instances rebuked members and
non-members for announcing or continuing
terms and conditions more favorable than
those recommended by the Institute or
agreed to by defendants, and otherwise
sought to and did induce withdrawal and
limitation of such favorable terms and con_j diti_ons, thereby undnly and unreasonably
restrainh1g trade. The use of the Institute
as a clearing house for information concerning changes in terms and conditions aided
in such activities.
vVh n National announced absorption of switching c~arges at Louisville, Godchaux called up the
Institf te a:nd insisted that National withdraw the
announcement because of an agreement that any
action taken at a Directors' meeting could not be
nullified by the consenting members except on 15
days' notice. (Ex. 457-P-6, R . 2234.) The Institute thereupon obtained a written apology from
National, which it circulated to members together
1

Fgs. 10:1-108, 112, 122, 130, 144, 157, 169, 177, 181, 183, 188,

195; R. 29~292, 294:, 29G, 299~300, 302, 304-309.
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with a statement in which the Institute acknowledged equal responsibility "in having failed to
challenge the announcement." (Ex. 457-R-6, R.
2236.) After Imperial bad announced that, to
meet competition, it would install the barge rate in
Texarkana, the Institute requested that it be advised "what competition necessitates barge application," and later rebuked Imperial for its
announcement, saying, "\Ve look with some alarm
upon this method of adjustiug such matters."
(Exs. 457-J-2, 457-K-2, 457-P-2; R. 2175, 2177.)
The Institute's function was by no means limited
to relaying announcements. It occasionally advised refiners as to proper terms or freight rates,
and solicited their adherence to rates or terms anuouuccd or contemplated by others. (Exs. 420- Q,
369, 369-A, 385-B, 393-D, 393-E, 457-B-3 to
457-D-3; R. 1755, 1498-1499, 1516, 1596-1597,
2184-2185; Exs. B-8, C-8.) Occasionally, before
making announcements of harsher terms, members
solicited assurances that other 1·efiners would fol(Exs. 457-H-1 to 457-K-1, 457-E-3,
low.
457-N-3; R. 2159-2161, 2186, 2190.)
Announcements were sometimes made or prepared in Institute meetings. (Exs. 392, 420-0,
420-V, R. 1594, 1754, 1761-1762.) In June 1928
Colonial's Sales 1't1'anager advised his company
that an Institute meeting had agreed upon certain
terms and that (Ex. 420-0, R. 1754):
As the Institute does not wish its members
to discuss or publish their deliberations, we
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~'ould suggest that in notifying the brokers
· ?pncerned, that you transpose the resolution
ipto different words and issue it as coming
from your office, rather than by authority of
the Institute.
AfteJ the barge rate in Alabama had been agreed
upon a~ a meeting in April 1928, the Institute advised .Hfershey that it was "not customary for the
Institu~e to make general announcement when all
.i nterej
· ed parties are present at a meeting.'' (Ex.
452-V- , R. 2117.)
In arch 1930 Godchaux wrote the Institute
(Ex. 3!, R. 1597) :
I consider that one of t~e most important
atters discussed at that meeting was the
doption of a policy by all members that
efore they made any drastic. changes in the
elling terms, they would, if possible, await
Directors' J.feeting. at which this question
ould be discussed by all at interest, or if the
iatter was of vital importance, that a special
irectors' 1v[eeting would be called for a disussion of same before action were taken;
r~ther than after the · taking of the
5ontemplated action.
The ~etter also said ( ib., R. 1598) :
Our Company was severely critized at the
December meeting for having niade the announcement as regards the rate application
in the South, which was later withdrawn, and
our action at that time was taken as an example :for discussion as to the harmful effects

j
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of this announcement, and it was pointed
out to us that in order to have the Sugar Institute function properly an annownce1nent
of this kind should not be made until after
all members had an opportunity of 1neet1·ng,
and those feeling themselves aggrieved
would, at such meeting, present their views,
and then if such meeting did not bring about
a correction of the situation complained of,
any member would then be fully privileged
to make public announcement of the change·
in selling terms.
Unless the points raised herein can be satisfactorily dealt with at the next meeting,
then I fear that the Institute is only functioning as a clearing house and not functioning for the betterment of sales methods in
the sugar industry.
The individual perhaps most influential in bringing about organization of the Institute wrote all of
its members at a critical moment deploring terms
and conditions "openly announced" upon the
ground that they broke down the selling structure,
and at the same time called for "constructive"
rather than "destructive'' methods of doing business. (Infra, pp. 143-144.) The letter in question
had the desired effect. (Infra, pp. 145-148.)
When the Executive Secretary in a letter to the
president of C & H (before it was a member) set
forth the r easons why it was desirable for it to
become a member, he said that there is "no substitute for personal contact'' in building up ''a feel-
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ing of trust and cooperation", which "is the result
only of constant meeting and constant working out
of mutu 11 problems." (Ex. 463, R . 2287.)
(4) Gl neral Effect of the Restraints resulting

from the Open Price Plan
But t e more general and less direct restraints
resultin from the Institute 's open price plan were
at least as serious as the types of restraint previously cdnsidered. Under the Institute system
each individual buyer w~s very largely at the mercy
of the combination of refiners and those allied with
them. Since all prices and terms were listed and
uniform and would not, by virtue of agreement, be
departed from under any circumstances, a buyer
.
la cha·· n ge in
. price
.
seek mg
or terms, or seek"mg
1
terms or sale adapted to his particular requirements, ras either helpless or bad to assume the
well-nigf impossible burden of bringing about a
breach ~n the prices or terms under which the
entire i.ridustry was operating. He could succeed
only if i{e could persuade one of the refiners-who
within t~e bounds of the Institute was constantly
negotiafng and bargaining with his fellow competitors as to the practices to be adopted uniformly
and unanimously-to take the lead in announcing
more favorable prices or terms.
Buyers not similarly organized were thus at a
disadvantage in the competitive struggle because
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-0f the absence of competition among sellers, whose
first allegiance was to the Institute and its Code of
"Ethics". Buyers were in effect reduced to mere
order clerks. Appellants' chief economic witness
conceded that buyers must be free to negotiate for
better bargains if the competitive system is to function truly. He testified on cross-examination (R.
1138):

If the buyers, due to the inutility of negotiation get in the habit of ordering their
commodity without any attention being given to the prices of the different competing
seller s, and without any effor t being made to
get a better price from one seller than from
another, because of the fact that he has become convinced that it does him no good and
hence the buyers quit the practice of so negotiating, that is not a truly competitive market (if there is no utility in their making a
change.)
B. THE DECREE LEAYES OPEN A REMEDY FOR 'IBE SOLE
"EVILS" URGED AS JUSTIFYING THE RESTRAINTS IM·
POSED BY THE OPEN PRICE PLAN

Appellants concede (Br., p. 71) the correctness.
of the following finding (Fg. 53, R. 278-279):
Competition among sugar buyers was so
keen that when a discrimination in favor of
one became known, others similarly situated would ordinarily bring pressure to secure like favorable treatment. Either they
would have succeeded or the discriminatory
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fa~·or

would have had to be withdrawn. It
is _teasonably certain that immediate public~lty given to the prices, terms and conditiops in all closed t ransactions, which is not
· shqwn to have been impracticable, would
in ~eneral have r esulted in preventing any
unfair competition caused by the secret con.:
ces ion system, without an agreement to sell
on y on the basis of open public announce.
meht in advance of sales.
". This c~11cession at once sweeps away th~ elab~rate defjnse of the Institute's open priee system
grounded! upon the theory that it was necessary to
put an ehd to secret concessions and unfair discriminat~·bns. In view of the diverse, thoroughly
establish d, and serious restraints brought about by
the agre .ment to sell only at prices openly announced ~n advance to the trade and to competitors,
and sine~ tbe evils aimed at may be removed by less
drastic means, a heavy burden rests upon appellants to ~how that the ·system of marketing wbich
the cour ' below left open would produce consequences qually prejudicial to tbe public interest or
in restralnt of free competition.
.AppellP,nts have not even attempted to assume·
this burden. This is shown by the two questions
which they pose and assume to answer (Br., pp.
72,75):
(a ) Would individual bargaining he rnort
likely to develop if prices were announced
after sales instead of before'
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(b) Would a system of individual bargaining be economically rnore desirable than
a system of general public offers to the
trade~

It is not sufficient for appellants to obtain a negative answer to these questions. Assuming their
r elevancy, it is incumbent upon appellants to establish affirmatively that individual bargaining is
less likely to develop with price announcements
after sale instead of before, and that individual
bargaining is economically less desira.ble than the
system of so-called mass bargaining. We shall,
however, deal with the questions on their merits.
(a) Appellants assert (Br., p. 72) that in the
marketing of a thoroughly standardized product
like sugar, individual bargaining will not be generally practiced under any system of public announcement of prices and terms, whether after sales or
before. If appellants genuinely believed that the
decree, which prohibits only agreements with respect to future price reporting and adherence to
prices so reported, would effect no real change in
the situation, they would hardly devote so much
attention (Br., pp. 47-89) to this aspect of the decree or contest it so vigorously. But it cannot be
assumed from the mere f act that a product is standardized and that transactions are given publicity
that thereby individual bargaining will be practically non-existent. Appellants' statement assumes
a standardization of buyers and of their require-
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ments sub tantially the equivalent of the standardization of the product itself. Appellants have in
part laid he foundation for such an assumption in
their desc 'iption of the system of marketing sugar,
but this description vastly over-simplifies the
situation.
In the rst place, there are two quite different
categorie of buyers, the distributors who purchase
for i'esal and the manufacturers who purchase
sugar for use in making another product. These
two diffe ent categories of buyers make for variance and omplexity in manner and terms of sale if
there is s bstantially a free market. Then there
are differ · nces within each of these groups. There
is the wh lesale grocer serving the needs of a restricted J ,cality and clientele, the chain store, the
large joll er in a metropolitan center, the integrated ~istributor such as Edgar. Like or even
greater 1ifferences exist among manufacturers,
with varr·g needs as to time and manner of delivery, le gth of contract period, and quantity of
purchase.
In the ~econd place, sugar is not substantially all
sold, as ~ppellants have represented, upon precisely the same terms and at precisely the same
da.tes, namely, on moves. There is no reliabie evidence of the extent to which sugar was purchased
upon moves before the Institute. The only statistical evidence as to purchases on moves and pur-
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chases at other times is Exhibit 0-3 (Appendix
App. Br.), but this is almost wholly irrelevant because it shows only sales after the Institute, when
the sale o:f sugar was subject to the various restrictions which the Institute program imposed, aml
particularly the prohibition of long term contracts.
The record indicates that before the Institute a
very substantial part of refiners' sugar was sold
apart :from moves. To take one company alone,
Coca Cola, which customarily purchased sugar on
long term contracts (R. 438-439), its consumption
in 1931 was equal to 2% o.f all the sugar produced by
the refiners and consumed in this country (R. 88,
437). Edgar, whose volume of business was about
2% of all the sugar sold in the United States (R.
444), purchased, before the Institute, a large proportion of his sugar on long term contracts. (Inf ra., pp. 193-195.) The District Court stated that
"very substantial quantities" of sugar are sold
apart from moves. (Op., R. 102.)
Given a free market, the various factors makingfor diversity would assert themselves. The individual bargaining always associated with the competitive system would at least act as a salutary
break in checking the excesses likely to result :from
a system under which absolute uniformity in prices.
and terms was not the mere product of competitive
forces, but was induced and maintained by an intricate and detailed body of rules and restrictions.
adopted by the producers, banded together m a
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powerful ltrade association. The history of the
Institute
proof of this. The difficulties it encountered and the gradual extension of its prohibitory rule -among the most ruthless being the boycotting of brokers and warehousemen-in order to
achieve a solute uniformity in prices and terms to
all custon ers and purchasers, evidence that, quite
apart fro unfair secret concessions, such uniformity ~~ould not result without the throttling of
competiti e forces.
.
Appell nts contend (Br., pp. 73-74) that publicity aft r sale rather than before would not lead
to great r competition, because the favorable
terms an ounced by the first refiner would immediately be et by all others, by repricing. This
contentio ignores the fact that there are many
kinds of terms of sale, such as those relating to
tolling, 1 ng term contracts, packing of private
brands, 1 eusing customers' bags where repricing
could ha e a very limited application.
Public· y of closed transactions does not necessarily m an publicity within a few moments or
hours.
ublicity within a day or two, which appellants oncede (Br., p. 85) would lead to greater
competit:i! n than under the Institute system, would
still operate to bar unfair concessions or discriminations.
(b) The more important question raised by appellants is whether mass bargaining is more desirable than a system which does not wholly foreclose
individual bargaining. Appellants (Br., p. 76)

ls
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rely almost wholly on the testimouy of an economist
employed by them as a witness in this case. The
weakness of this testimony lies in the fact that it
was con.fined to abstract economic theory; that it
did not purport to apply to the facts in the sugar
industry as disclosed by the evidence in this case.
The suggestion of this economist that the ''massed
feeling" of buyers operat1ng upon or in opposition
to the massed feeling of sellers would lead to the
kind of competition which this witness believed
desirable, presupposes substantially free sellers as
well as free buyers. (R. 1137.) This situation
did not exist under the Institute regime, when direct agreements, various restrictive rules and the
cooperative spirit induced by close association with
one another in the activities of the Institute, armed
the sellers, for the imagined "mass" encounter,
with weapons the buyers did not have at their
command.
The witness also assumed equally informed buyers and sellers (R. 1141), whereas under the Institute the statistics which the refiners exchanged
among themselves, without disclosure to the trade,
prevented such equality. :Moreover, in addition,
to these special disadvantages imposed upon buyers
by the Institute system, it may be questioned
whether the theory of mass bargaining would function properly where the sellers were 14 or 15 large
concerns and the buyers hundreds in number, scattered all over the country, and with divergent
interests and needs.
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In an 4ttempt to give an appearance of equality
to the th1ory of mass bargaining as applied to this
industry,, appellants urge (Br., pp. 76-77) that the
buyers are represented by brokers who are well
informe~ and exert constant pressure upon refiners
on behal' of purchasers. But the commissions of
these bro~ers are paid by the refiners (Op. R. 111)
and appe~lants (Br., p. 137) have declared that any
conflicting interest on the part of brokers is inconsistent w"th "their :fiduciary duties as agents of the
Under these circumstances, buyers
refiners.'
would b~ compelled to lean upon a very slender
reed in bringing mass pressure to bear, through the
r efiners' pwn agents, upon the refiners.
II
BOYCO TING OF BROKERS AND WAREHOUSEMEN

The a¢tivities of the Institute most strongly
criticized by the District Court were those by which
it underlook, through the instrumentality of the
boycott, o compel brokers, warehousemen and customers t I conform their businesses to the rules and
policies dictated by the Institute. In carrying out
their policies, the Institute and its members acted
without regard for the rights and interests of third
persons and compelled long-established, lawful
businesses to cease or to limit their operations,
often with substantial :financial loss. No charges
were preferred, nor were there any hearings at
which the interested concern was r epresented, or
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any findings of wrong-doing; the Institute acted
almost entirely on the basis of r eports of refiners or of Institute-hired investigators disclosing
merely some degree of "affiliation" of a broker
with a warehouseman or of either of these with a
sugar buyer. Every person engaged directly or indirectly in more than one distributive function, and
there were many such, was compelled to elect, practically overnight, to continue in one only of such
functions; no r efiner would deal with him until be
had made bis election to the satisfaction of the refiners and of the Institute.
Sugar is for the most part sold through brokers,
who receive commissions from the r efiners. (Op.,
R. 111.) ·Much of the refiners' sugar is delivered
from stocks maintained at interior points, known
as consignment points, in warehouses not owned
by them. 1 They pay storage charges to the warehousemen. (Op., R.112.) Brokers as well as warehousemen may confine their activities to the handling of sugar, or of foodstuffs generally, and warehousemen also sometimes store other goods. (lb.)
It is customary for a broker or a warehouse to be
used by more than one r efiner. (Exs. 381, 382, R.
1510, 1512.)
Appellants are mistaken in their statement (Dr., p. 127)
tha.t they sell their sugar "largely" from consigned stocks.
The greater part of refiners' sugar is delivered direct from
the refineries, approximately one-third being delivered from
consignment. (Ex. \V-6; R. 871.)
1

8739l>-36--6
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the Institute a broker and a warehouseman were frequently one, or either of these might
also be a erchant or other user of sugar. (Fg. 69,
R. 281.)
ppellants do not question the District
ding that concerns which thus combined
e functions frequently performed in
various w ys a valuable service to the industry.
(lb.)

The co rt found that appellants concertedly
adopted a ainst such .c ombination of functions a
policy of r quiring "an election of only one of these
business ctivities and the complete cessation of
each of th others"; and that appellants "entered
into, faith ully observed and vigorously enforced
an agreem nt that the refiners should refuse to deal
with a br ker, warehouseman, or customer, who
admitted! , or by Institute finding, was acting
directly o indirectly for any of them, or for any
beet, off-s ore, or other sugar interest, in other
than the o e elected capacity". (Fg. 70, R. 281282.) It lso found (Fg. 72, R. 282) that disqualified oncerns were "as a matter of course"
dropped f om the lists of recognized brokers and
warehouse which were circulated among the members of th Institute. 1
Appellants attack the finding that among the objeCtives sought to be achieved by the policy against
Appellants (Br., p. 5) have waived their assignments of
error, Nos. 22 and 24, to these findings, which in any event
are overwhelmingly supported by the evidence (infra,
pp. 80-93).
1
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combination of functions the "most important"
was "to aid in preserving the uniformity of price
structure". (Fg. 79, R. 284.) Appellants contend that their purposes were (1) prevention
of secret concessions and discriminations, in keeping with the Institute's "open price" policy, and
(2) prevention of fraudulent practices.
It is the Government's position that the question of purposes ca~not properly be considered
apart from the means and methods used to effectuate the boycott. 1 The facts will disclose that, as
the court found (Fg. 79, R. 284), appellants went
so far beyond what was necessary to prevent secret
concessions or fraud as to negative that this was
their principal purpose. The facts will also confirm the court's finding that appellants' primary
objective was to prevent any purchaser from obtaining, as a result of the combination of distributive functions, sugar _a t a lower net cost than the
cost to every other purchaser. The facts will also
1

Appellants, by stating (Br., p . 125) that "the question
is not what the refiners did, because the facts a1·e clear in
the record " and that the sole question is the reasonableness
of their action, avoid any discussion of the extent and scope
of their activities with respect to brokers and warehousemen.
The importance of these activities is indicated, however, by
the fa ct that they occupied, next to transportation matters,
the greatest pa.rt of the time and energy of the I nstitute.
(Exs. 21-26, 27.) For this reason, and in order that so far as
possible this Court may have before it the full picture presented to the court below, the facts will be set out at some
length.
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show that, !even if the purposes of the refiners were
those alleled, they do not justify the restraints
which werr imposed.
A. EFFECTUATION OF THE RESTRAINT

I

Althougp. appellants' policy with respect to com·
pelling se~~aration of functions had its inception
in the Code of Ethics as first formulated, it did not
take on itsjdrastic character and was not made definitely effj ctive until the holding of a special meeting of the directors and members of the Institute
on l\fay 2, 1929.1 Directly following t.his meeting,
on the sa9e day, upon instructions from their representativ s at the meeting,2 each of the refiners
1

Sectioni
. of the Code originally condemned: "(d) payment of bro erage where any p art tl1ereof inures t-0 the benefit of the pu chaser; (e) stONtge of sugar in CU!:>'tomers) warehouses". B resolution adopted May 2, 1929, sub-section (e)
was amende to read: "storage of sugar in warehouses in
which custof
' ers or brokers are int-erested or with which
they are in ny way affiliat.ed."
Appellan (Br., pp. 12&-127) give the erroneous impression that Se~tion 3 ( e) in its final form was embodied in the
Code from t}1e beginning a.nd remained '' a mere declaration
of a sound p~inciple" until put into effect in May, 1929. In
fact, the boy~-0tting activities criticized by the District Court
were autboliized for the .first time by Section 3 (e) as
amended. In its prior form, which prohibited merely storage with customers, it might (if reasonably applied) have
been unobjectionable. (See infra, pp. 82, 83 footnote 1.)
2
Exs. 391-H, 391-N, 891-0, 391-XX; R. 1559, 1560, 156lt
1570. I t may be noted that the minutes of the meeting contain no reference to this. (Ex. 21-26, p. 241.)
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sent telegrams to its brokers and warehousemen, all
worded almost identically as follows: 1
Referring to Sugar Institute 's recommendation that no brokerage be paid anyone interested in warehousing or merchandising
sugar and that no further sugar be stored in
sugar brokers or customers warehouses we
advise that we have adopted such recornmendatjon as om· policy * * *. Please advise us by wire whether you and your affiliated interests des.ire to deal with us either
as broker, warehouseman or merchant.
Any position taken with us must be consistent with that taken by you with any of our
competitors.
To recipients of this telegram who failed to reply immediately, at the suggestion of tbe Enforcement Committee the following ultimatum wm:; telegraphed two days later, on lY.fay 4: 2
Referring to our telegram of May second
to which we have as yet received no reply
please be advised that we can not accept
business from any person, firm or corporation until their status as broker exclusively
. or as merchant exclusively or as warehouse.:.
man exclusively has been notified to us and
satisfactorily established.
1
·

Exs. 49-55, 16·1, 391, 391-A, 391-C, 391-H, 391-N, 391-0,
391-P, 391- ,V, 391- X, 391- TT, 391-\.VW, 391-CCC,
391-SSSS, 391-XXXX, 424, 424-B; R. 1195, 1264, 1556,
1557, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1064, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1592, 1594, 1801.
2
E:xs. 57, 391-B, 391-G, 391-I, 391- Q, 391-UU; R. 1191,
1557, 1558, 1559, 1562, 1569.
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On Ma 7, the Institute informed each member
of the "re ommendation of the Enforcement Com-m ittee th t no business should be accepted from
any broke who had not signified his election to be
·exclusive! broker to the · satisfaction of refiner,"
and that o further consignments should be made
to any w rehouse affiliated with a broker "pending compl te severance of business." 1
_ It is to be noted that what is involved is not a
restraint pon storage with customers.2 What
the Gove
ent complained of, and what the lower
court contlemned, was the agreement to compel
brokers 31~d customers having bona fide warehouses, i1 which sugar was stored to meet the requiremen~s of the trade generally, to discontinue
the ware ouse business if they wished to continue
to act as brokers or to buy sugar. An affiliated
warehous was condemned although it was recognized to b "strictly a legitimate public warehouse"·
(Ex. 400- , R. 1604); or "the only place in Sherman suit ble for a sugar storage" (Ex. 302, R.
1352) ; or a "long-established public warehouse doing a gen ral business" (Ex. 27, p. 5); or "a bona
Exs. 391-G, 391-HHH, 391-,V\V\VW, R. 1558, 1573r
1593.
2 Where a customer is not actually engaged in the warehouse business but sugar is stored with him solely to meet his
own needs, the storage charges which he receives are largely
in the nature of secret concessionc; (see R. 864, 868).
1
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fide public warehouse, doing a general warehouse
business of considerable volume" 1 (Ex. 27, p. 2).
The many brokers and warehouses afiected by
·appellants' action objected strenuously. One
broker-warehouseman wired back that the Institute ruling was a severe blow not only to him, but
also to the refiner since it would be difficult to find
another suitable warehouse. He pointed out that
he was ideally located among the majority of jobbers and that he made only one storage charge of
3¢ per bag, whereas public warehouses charged a
higher storage and on a monthly basis. He hoped
that the Institute policy would be reconsidered, s<>
that ''our relations with trade will not be interrupted.'' (Ex. 391-FF, R.1566.) Another brokerwarehouseman in a small southern city expressed
the hope that there might be a change of policy,
l'in view there being no public storage here and to
1 The discussion in appellants' brief (pp. 133-134) under
the heading "The Practice Before the Institute", which is
intended to show that storage with customers was practiced
only rarely before the Institute, is both irrelevant and misleading. As stated, we are not concerned with storage with
customers in the sense intended by the witnesses referred to
by appellants. Their own testimony shows that there is &
sharp distinction between "public warehouses in which we
understood the customer to have an interest or to be in
control, and the customer's warehouse which the customer
used for bis own purpose" (R. 864) . The general sales
manager of American, who testified as to this d istinction,
stated that" there were cases where customers had large interests in controlled warehouses that were regarded as public
warehouses, with whom we stored, and customers generally
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help us offset expense of storage provided for this
particular pu1'pose. '' (Ex. 391-HH, R.1566.)
A largejLouisville broker-warehouseman was in
a quandajy as to what course to pursue. It was
·difficult f r hhn to believe that "refiners who have
received for a great many years loyal support * * * would ignore this character of service to the xtent of concurring in a recommendation
that is so manifestly discriminatory." Pointing
1
<mt that fs company owned and operated one of
the most complete warehousing plants in the countr y and had an investment in warehouses of over a
·quarter of a million dollars, he added, "to say to
us that we must divert business created through our
withdrew $ugar from those warehouses. * * * We
showed a decided preference for the public warehouses over
the private warehouses, even though, they were customerowned" ( . 868) . In other words, storage in bona fide
warehouses owned by or affiliated with customers was not
~xceptional and the court below so found. (Fg. 69, R. 281,
supra, p. 7 ..)
Appellan s also would have this Court believe, despite the
lower courts finding to the contrary, which was not assigned
as error Fg 69, R. 281 swpra, p. 78), that storage in brokers'
warehouses j;as exceptional prior to the Institute. The only
testimony 4 ted tending to support their broad assertions in
this respect is that of a.n official of Revere, who testified con·cerning the practice of his own company only. On the
other hand, it was testified that of the 200 brokers employed
by American between 35 and 40 operated warehouses
(R. 86.4). It appears that, particularly in southern territory, public warehouses were few in number and it was the
usual praetice of brokers to be also engaged in warehousing
(Op., R.117; Ex. 391-TTT; see infra, pp. 83-85). Section 5
of the Code of Ethics, until amended in 1929, approved of
"Storage in "brokers' warehouses."
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efforts to our competitors is penalizing loyalty.'~
He felt that before the Institute adopted such a
drastic policy, "reputable brokers with large investments in their plants doing a general warehouse business should have had a hearing." He
wished the refine1·s to consider that "before forcing
me in a position of having to determine the reconstruction of the business that we have labored diligently to establish, we are entitled to a hearing * * *." (Ex. 424-D, R . 1802.)
A broker-warehouseman of Richmond, Virginia,
protested on behalf of the large number of ethical
brokers throughout the country, pointing out that
the Institute 's action resulted not only in the withdrawal of sugar stocks "without notice, from
brokers' warehouses leased primarily to render
service at a minimum cost to the r efineries and
their .customers, thereby causing monetary loss to
such brokers," but also cast " serious reflection
upon the integrity and ethics of all broker s". (Ex.
391-QQQ, R. 1576.) The refinery to whom this
protest was addressed replied that it took "pleasure
in advising that your protest bas been added to
those already received,'' and stated that it deeply
regretted that the Institute ruling "has worked
hardships on some of our brokers." (Ex. 391RRR, R. 1578.) 1
1

One broker-wat·ehouseman replied "I cannot give up

my warehouse and will have to resigtlj as a sugar broker."

(Ex. 391-EE, R. 1565.) .A. Tampa, Florida, concern telegraphed to one of the refiners that, " In consideration of
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The refiners were forced to admit that the Institute poliqy operated harshly in particular instances, and they frequently sought to shift responsibility to the Institute.1 One refiner, writing Edga~·, stated that adherence to the Institute
policy ''d~btless will be regarded as rather harsh
treatment by some customers of long standing".
(Ex. 185, . 1287.) Another refiner, in writing to
a broker-iWarehouseman, stated, "We appreciate
the facili ies and advantages of your warehouse,
but since the Sugar Institute are enforcing the
rule with ut exception we have no option in the
matter". (Ex. 400-0, R . 1612.) Still another i·efiner stated to one of its brokers that it realized
that "str~ct adherence to the Institute's rules not
only are disagreeable to you but they will really
cost you some money," but advised, "you can see
perfectly well that if you do not play a game the
way the les read, you will simply not play the

f

contract yo made with us last year, we negotiated long-term
lease on ne warehousin1g facilities which must be considered." (E . 391-MMM, R. 1575.) A Charieston, South
Carolina, ~anufacturer's agent responded that, " Service is
about the o ly thing that one broker can excel the other because the p ices are all the same and I would certainly dislike very much to give up the storage of this sugar because
it means a few cents to me but greater still is that I cal\
watch more closely this service." (Ex. 400-M, R. 1610.}
1
I t was " stated " at a meeting of the Enforcement Committee that disqualification of a. warehouse should always be
r~mmended by the Institute "in order that members might
be relieved of individual r esponsibility in the matt.er."
(Ex. 21, p. 49.)
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game at all, not only with us but with any other
Institute refinery". (Ex. 391- QQQQ, R . 1590.)
The same refiner admitted to another broker,
whose warehouse bad been disqualified, that it afforded handling service which "was infinitely
better than we could get from any other war ehouse,
but we simply have to swallow the bitter with the
sweet and yield to the rules of the Sugar Institute
in that matter". (Ex. 400-V, R. 1615.) Another
refiner asked one of its brokers to note that the
policy in question was "not an Arbuckle matter
but an Institute matter". (Ex. 391-AAA, R.
1571.) 1
B. ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

At the meeting of May 2, 1929, an Enforcement
Committee, composed of high officials of a number

of the l'efiners, was cr eated to see to the carr ying
out of the May 2nd resolution. (Fg. 71, R. 282.)
"The Com.n:\ittee met weekly and sometimes mo1·e
often. (Op., R. 118.) When a concern was believed
to combine functions, the Committee reviewed the
~vidence and determined whether or not it should
1

On May 4, 1929, the Executive Secretary of the Institute,
writing to an official of one of the refineries, stated : "A.s you
are probably aware, we are in the midst of a very thorough
housecleaning. I do not expect that we shall escape without
litigation, as we liave doubtless Md to hwrt sorne of the innocent along with the guilty. Ev~ry member of the Institute,
however, is determined that sugar is going to be sold in this
country upon an open policy and without discrimini8-tion
.and that we are going to take whatever steps are necessary
to secure this result." (Ex. 442-R, R. 1960.)
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be "disq~alifi.ed." 1 The replies received by the
refiners to the :May 2 wires to brokers and warehousemen! were apparently refeTred to the Enforcemen~ Committee for advice as to whether that
Committe~ considered the replies "as satisfactory."
(Ex. 391 II, R. 1573.)
An "~a·liary enforcement committee" was
created i February, 1930, to operate in the southern territ ry, with authority to employ its own investigatoFs at the Institute's expense. This committee wa~ directed, upon receiving its investigative
reports, to submit the same with its own recommendations to the Directors, following the procedure pursued by the Enforcement Committee~
(Ex. 21-26, p. 393.)
In orde;r to expedite the handling and disposition
of complaints, the Executive Vice Secretary was
authorizef (subject to advice of counsel), acting·
alone, to E~e and report his findings in cases of
alleged afitiations, the privilege being reserved to
any me?nr er, to have his :findings reviewed by the

f

The us~al prac~ce in blacklistin~ a wareho~se or broke.r
was to sta~e that -------------- is not qualified to store
sugar [or act as broker] for members of the Institute.'t(Exs. 391-LLLL, 400-V-1, 400-X-1, 400-Y-1, 400-Z-1, 400C-2; R. 1588, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626.) On October 30, 1930,
counsel for the Institute rendered somewhat belat.ed advice
that the phrase "not qualified " was incorrect phraseologyr
and the use of that phrase in the minutes of committee meetings was discontinued. (Ex. 483-H, R. 2327.)
1
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Executive Committee. (Ex. 20, General Rules of
Procedure, Executive Secretary, p. l.)
1

0. INVESTIGATIONS

The Institute employed traveling investigators to
investigate comp1aints of alleged affiliation in violation of the Institute policy. (Fg. 71, R. 282.)
Complaints were sometimes received of erroneous
reports made by investigators. (Ex. 21-26, pp.
388-.389, 396; Ex. 27, pp. 96-98, 113-114.) On one
occasion the Edgar organization complained of
slanderous remarks made by an Institute investigator f ollowing an investigatiou of its r ecords, as a
consequence of which Edgar contemplated an action for slander against the Institute and its investigators. (Ex. 201.) A refiner had occasion at another time to assure Edgar that he had been ''stressing'' on the Executive Secretary the necessity of
the Institute investigators conducting themselves
properly, "without creating undue gossip" and he
promised a ''marked improvement in the situation
as to their conduct in the future". (Ex. 200, R.
1298.)

One of the leading refiners complained that. a
copy of the investigator's report should have been
1

The court below found that appellants sought and obtained the cooperation of non-members in the effectuation of
their policy. (Fg. 70, R. 282.) Cooperation between the Institute and the Domestic Sugar Bureau went so far that the
Institut:e Executive Committee ruled that the Bureau's reports of disqualification of warehouses might be accepted
without any Institute investigation. (Ex. 21-26, p. 460.)
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forwarde4 to a brokerage concern which was dis·
qualified ty the Enforcement Committee and the
Directors. It appears that the investigator had not
consulted he broker or the company with which it
was claimed to be affiliated, and that the broker was
able to dikpr~ve the charge of affiliation. In calling this ~atter to the attention of the Institute and
asking for a r econsideration, the refiner said (Ex.
I

426,:R. 1sp?) :

.

This is not the first time we have experienGed similar action on the part of our inve~igators. I have stated in open meetings
sev.eral times that I think it is unfair for our
in~estigators not to consult parties who are
unqler investigation and make a r eport as to
ihdiT position when the other fact s are given

tofls.
• BROKERS AND W .A.REHOUSE LISTS

JVlembe s were required to supply the Institute
with lists of warehouses and brokers being used by
them, anq. the Institute supplied to members (and
also to cboperating nonmembers) "master lists"
showing ~l brokers and warehouses in use by members.1 Supplementing the list of brokers qualified
under the resolution of May 2, members were required to submit a separate list of those brokers
who, prior to May 2, were engaged either directly
or indirectly with affiliated interests in warehousing or merchandising, in order that the Institute

I

1 Ex. 21-26, pp. 92-93, 249; Exs. 381, 382, R. 1510, 1512;
:Exs. 383,400:-1-3.
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might make a separate check on their future activities. (Ex. 391-F, 391-T, R. 1558, 1562.)
While the I nstitute did not recommend warehouses, "it can and will disqualify" any warehouse
not complying with the Institute resolution. (Ex.
423-A, R.1799. ) 1
As previously stated, the court found that brokers or warehouses which were disqualified would,
"as a matter of course", be dropped from the lists.
(Fg. 72, R. 282.) If r efiners wished to use a warehouse not on the list of any refiner, they were required to notify the Institute of their intention
"so that other Institute members can voice any objection they may have" (Ex. 400-D-1, R. 1619),
and so that the Institute might have an opportunity to investigate. At first 48 hours' prior notice
was required (Ex. 388, R. 1527) ; this was later
extended to 72 hours (Ex. 20, Sec. VI, par. 3, printing 8/1/30), and finally to 6 d:iys (lb ., par. 4,
printing 3/1/?l) .
E. BINDING EFFECT OF INSTITUTE DISQUALIFICATION

The findings of the Institute disqualifying
brokers or warehouses were regarded as binding
on all of the refiners, and were made fully effective.
A warehouse applying to the Institute for recognition
was advised (Ex. 423-A): "If you desire a. sugar-storage
account, your only course is to have some refiner recommend
your warehou..c;e to the Institute, at which time we will be
very glad to conduct our usual investigation, and if nothing
is found which is contrary to the Institute's resolution of
May 2nd .. . your firm will be placed upon our approved
1

z-ut.,,
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.A refiner assured one of its brokers that the necessity for aking an election was "in accordance
with req irements on every sugar refinery in the
United S tes''. (Ex. 391-V, R . 1563.) Another
refiner solbght from one of its brokers information
as to w iether a competitor was employing a
particula warehouse, ''because this was also a
warehousf we were ruled out of, and any attempt
on their part to use it I believe would be stopped
by the In~titute". (Ex. 490-N.) The Vice-Secretary refer red to the use of a broker who was found
to be me5chandising sugar as "one of the rare inwhich members have deliberately and
stances
openly sregarded the findings of the Executive
Committ e in such matters". (Ex. 436, R. 1857.)
The Exe utive Secretary in writing Pike, selling
agent f o an off-shore producer, concerning the
use of a disqualified warehouse, stated, "I trust
you will see fit not to leave this one isolated instance in the entire country whei:e any distributor
of cane o · beet sugar is still using a broker's warehouse wi h all its attendant evils".1 (Ex. 389-R,
R . 1537.)

f

This same representative of an off-shore refiner, in making arrangement for the use of a warehouse, stated, "Of
course you understand that any arrangements which we may
make are temporary, as final arrangements will depend on
what warehouses are approved by the Sugar Institute". (Ex
389-H-l, R. 1546.) One of the refiners advised its broker
that a. broker used by a competitor would have to elect to
cont.inue as a broker or a warehouseman, and stated, "this
same. situation will apply to all representatives of all com·
pa.nies ". (Ex. 424-E, R. 1803.)
1
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The Institute foresaw dire consequences if any
member should show signs of weakening. When
a refiner complained to the Institute that it could
not continue to abide by the resolution against storage in brokers' warehouses so long .as a nonmember competitor .failed to adopt the Institute policy,
and threatened to "back-pedal", the Institute replied (Ex. 391-TTT, R. 1578) :
* * * It is of course inconceivable that
after having forced election on the trade involving in many cases considerable pecuniary· loss in disposing of warehouse or merchandising business that there should be any
back-pedalling without the most disastrous
results.
F. HARSH AND ARBITRARY APPLICATION

The District Court found that appellants' policy
.against com,bination of functions was effectuated
in a "harsh and arbitrary" manner without regard
to the effect upon third parties. (Fg. 80, R. 284.)
The court observed that when appellants were confron~ed with special cases where even the possibilities of the "evils" of which they complained
were so remote as to be practically nonexistent,
they "made no effort to devise a system for correcting abuses which would not involve such seri·ous injustice". (R. ·120.) It described as typical
of the cases cited by the Government that of the
Tampa, Florida, broker who was president of, and
-0wned stock in, a grocery concern whose business
3739_2-36-7
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was loc~ed entirely outside of the territory in
which he operated as· broker. He had no intention
:of sellin sugar to the grocery company, and could
not do so because of the freight situation. Nevertheless, 1.though the two businesses were thus necessarily ftissociated, the Enforcement Committee
did not ~egard this state of facts as warranting
any exce tional treatment.. (Ex. 27, p. 1.) Other
similar i ustrations are the following :
1. Th A. B. 0. Storage Company, located in
Sherma , 'rexas, was disqualified because of its affiliation ritb the .A. B. C. Candy Company, located
in the s me huildiug, which was a purchaser of
sugar. ~t appears, however , that the storage company ha~ stored sugar "for years", being used for
that purpose hy several refiners; it handled sugar
in a
's t satisfactory way"; there was no other
suitable warehouse in Sherman, the only other
availabl storage place being·" a most unsatisfactory pla e to store sugar", not only from the physical stan "point, but because of the owner's manner
of handing the sugar. (Exs. 308-N, 303-G-1, R.
1358, 13p6.) An Institute investigator, though
finding that the storage company was "unquestionably technfoally affiliated", doubted the existence of any "competitive advantage". (Ex. 303-S,
R. 1360.) Ile found that the storage company
stored only for the convenience 'of ' local jobbers, that the focal trade did not object, since the
A. B. C. Candy Company did not sell sugar, and
that the method of keeping its records was "per-

"mr
1
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fectly in accordance with the requirements of the
Institute". (Ex. 303-T, R. 1360.) The storage
company reported withdrawals regularly; never
mingled refiners' stocks ; and took the hard and
lumpy sugars for itself (since it had to melt the
sugar for candy making), and thus kept the sugar
stocks "in nice condition for the jobber and householder". (R. 488.) vVhen the Bureau hesitated
to disqualify this warehouse, the Institute pressed
it for action, stating, "This is a sore point and we
would appreciate anything you can do for its
speedy settlement". (Ex. 303-E-1, R. 1365.)
.After a member of the Institute had complained
against the disqualification of this warehouse (Ex.
303--G-1, R. 1366) , the Institute, referring only
to the Code, replied that "we do not feel that an
exception should be made in this case". (Exs.
303-H-1, 303-I-1, R. 1367.) The refiner nevertheless wrote back reiterating that wholesale grocers
desired to store there, that the candy company derived no "unfair benefit", and mentioned the unsatisfactory experience of competitors who stored
in the only other storage place, particularly to. the
"condition in which their sugar has become in this
storage". (Ex. 303-~1, R. 1368.) Nevertheless,
the Directors voted not to alter their earlier decision. (Ex. 303-0-1, R. 1370.) In consequence,
the warehouse has remained idle. (R. 486.)
Obviously, there was here no inadvertent failure
tQ make an exception; the Institute acted deliberately. The matter was continuously before it from
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March 3,l 1930 (Ex. 303-A, R. 1353) until the final
refusal tb reconsider on January 29, 1931.
2. Th~ Houston Central Warehouse, located in
Houston j T.exas, o~c~~ied an 8-.st~ry bri~k and concrete buildmg adJ01nmg a buildmg usmg a common loa~ing plat£orm, occupied by a grocery company. ~R. 531.) Because both warehouse company a d grocery company had common stockholders, the war ehouse was disqualified (R. 531532, 5331; Ex. 21-26, p. 280; Ex. 311-B, R . 1379).
The wa~ehouse company denied "most emphatically" t1at the grocery company attempted either
to contr~l or profit by its ownership of stock in the
warehou~e. (Ex. 311-I, R. 1384.) The disqualification of the warehouse was not based upon any
charge
wrongdoing. The refiner for which it
principa y stored sugar stated that it had found its
dealings with the warehouse " entirely satisfac. tory " a d "the service r endered by the warehouse
I
to us has been all that we could ask for". (Ex.
311-B,
1379.) When the warehouse company
complaJed against the disqualification "in rather
forceful[terms'', the Vice-Secretary was instructed
to reply that the Institute's action was the result
of " an admitted affiliation" between the warehouse
company and the grocery company, "rather than of
a ny alleged unethical practices. '' (Ex. 27, p. 28.)
The letter of the Yice-Secretary reads, in part (Ex.
311-F, R. 1382):
The Institute recommendations * * * in
such matters are not always based upon

flf

R.
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alleged violated ethics * * * but more
often upon· the result of an affiliation of
interests. * * *
He added that "we doubt that any advantage would
result from a meeting" with the president of the
warehouse company.
The president, in requesting a hearing, had
written:
W e do not believe that it is in the jurisdiction of the Sugar I nstitute to absolutely convict and sentence a warehouse without at
least giving them an opportunity to be heard.
He complained of "considerable :financial loss" as
well as embarrassment with "nationally adver tised
merchandising accounts", resulting from circulation of reports of the Institute 's action by the com-.
pany's competitors. (Exs. 311, 311-G, R. 1377,
1382.) F or nearly a year the warehouse company
waged a battle for reinstatement, <luring which time
it was preparing to sue for damages (Ex. 21-26,
pp. 317, 325, 331; Ex. 311-X, R . 1392), but only
an~r.it notified the Institute that the affiliation had
been removed (Ex. 311-S, R. 1391) and after a
further ~ three months' investigation was the disqualification finally withdrawn. (Ex. 21-26, p. 464.)
3. Larkin Company, located in Buffalo, New
York, has been in business since 1878 and is en-.
gaged in the mail order, retail, wholesale and warehouse business. (R. 520.) It operates 100 retail
stores in the vicinity of Buffalo and 40 in the
State of Illinois. (lb.) Its Buffalo warehouse has
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1,000,0. 00.~
' square feet of space, is built of steel and
concrete · and carries the lowest insurance rate
of any arehouse in Buffalo. (lb.) It stores
"practic y everything". Because it was "generally u derstood that this company is owned by
or affili ed with the chain store of Larkin Company", hich handles some sugar, the Enforcement C mmittee "were of the opinion that this
warehou e must be presumed to be a customers'
warehou e". (Ex. 27, p. 1.)
There is no physical connection between the
warehou e and the other business of the company;
the busi esses are separately operated and to all intents an purposes are entirely distinct businesses,
no advai tage being taken whatsoever of the combination o functions. (R. 520-521, 523.) When lhe
compan complained to the Institute, it was told
that "tl ey had made the decision and the case
would n~t be reopened; that we were a warehouse
and wei'e in the sugar business and that was all
1
there wfs to it". (R. 522.) An official of the
compan1 offered to give a bond that it would not
withdraw any sugar from its own warehouse for its
own use, but received the reply that the "~ocent
must suffer with the guilty", and that he "might
as well forget it." (lb .) An official of one of
the refiners wrote to its broker in Buffalo concerning the Larkin warehouse (Ex. 400-D, R. 1605):
We admit it is a regular public warehouse
but we have the same situation in a great
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many other cases and have taken a firm
stand.
The broker feared that it would lose the Larkin
business (Ex. 400-C, R. 1604), but was assured
"confidentially" that none of the other refiners
could use the Larkin warehouse either (Ex. 40{}-D,
R. 1605).

The space for sugar storage in the Larkin warehouse has remained idle. (R. 523.)
4. Wortz Storage Company, located at Fort
Smith, Ar~ansas, occupies a steel-girded, concrete
building located opposite the building occupied by
the Wortz Biscuit Company and is connected with
the latter building by an overhead tunnel. (R. 559560.) One-quarter of the storage space in the
warehouse building is rented by the Biscuit Company for storage purposes, the balance of the building being used as a public warehouse for food products only. (R. 560.) The Warehouse Company
used to store sugar and never received any complaints; it always reported withdrawals regularly
and never delayed making any reports. (R. 560.)
In October 1930 the Executive Committee found
that the Warehouse Company ''was affiliated with
the Wortz Biscuit Company and hence unqualified
to store sugar for members of the Institute". (Ex.
21-26, p. 548.) One of the refiners advised that
it "bad been forced for the time being to move out
of your warehouse but we honestly believe~ that
you are entitled to · consideration and most as.. ...

...- .
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suredly a~e going to endeavor to have you reinstated". (Ex. 315-B, R. 1406.)
5. Bri~man Russell Gonipany, located in Duluth, Min esota, is a general dairy products company whi h also operates a public bonded dry and
cold stor ge business, its gross volume of business
per year otaling approximately $10,000,000. (R.
553-554.) It consumes about two cars of sugar
a year in ·ts ice cream business and for this reason
was disqualified by the Institute as a sugar warehouse.
was informed by the Executive Secretary that " some honest merchants must suffer inconvenie~ce ". (Ex. 314-A, R. 1399.) The ViceSecret.arJf regTetted that the necessity of drawing
sharp lies might "work a hardship in the individual ca~es ". (Ex. 314-B, R. 1400.) At first the
Institute refused to "suspend or cancel the rule"
with res ect to disqualification of affiliated warehouses. Ex. 314-D, R.1402.) Only after the company off red to inco1·porate its warehouse separately a d to use some other type of sugar than
granulat d, and to give a bond, was an exception
made in ts case on condition that it buy all of its
sugar fr m other than refiners, brokers or tenants
of its own building. (R. 554.)
6. The Edgar Organizat·ion, controlled by General Edgar of Detroit and his family, represented
an exceptiona1 instance of the integration on an extensive scale of practically all distributive fm1ctions, including merchandising, brokerage, warehousing, milling and trµcking. The partnership of
.;.
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Edgar & Son, established in 1860 to engage in
wholesale merchandising of sugar, syrup and molasses, sold sugar valued at as much as $21,000,000
annually, amounting to 2% of all sugar consumed
in the United States. (Ex. 162, R. 1261; R. 443445.) Edgar Sugar House, incorporated in 1906
with $1,500,000 capital, operated a chain of 15 warehouses in Detroit and in neighboring states. (R.
444.) It had built up a public storage business
which consisted of about one-third sugar, but included 100 to 150 other kinds of groceries. (Ex.
162, R. 1262; R . 444.) Edgar Sugar House also engaged to some extent in a general brokerage business, and collected brokerage on sugar sold to Edgar & Son and to the affiliated Isbell Wholesale
Stores, a chain of 57 cash and carry stores selling
sugar, beans, coffee and similar commodities. (l b.)
In accordance with the ultimatum of May 2, 1929,
Edgar was required to make an immediate election
to continue only one of these functions. One
. refiner informed him, "You will have to hurry up
because we can't do business with you until you
decide". (R. 455.) Edgar elected brokerage, but
protested that the I nstitute's action was unlawful
and that he did not waive "any rights to damages
that may ensue from the enforced choice your telegram indicates". (Ex. 58, R. 1200.) .As a direct
result of the boycott, Edgar was compelled to abandon enterprises of long standing. The 57 Isbell
stores were closed. (R. 472.) Edgar & Son lost its
merchandising profits valued at as much as $150,000
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per yea~. (R. 457.) His powdered sugar mills
were clqsed and the equipment became obsolete.
(R. 457.} Edgar abandoned efficient trucking services, including an arrangement whereby direct deliveries :p.ad been made to chain stores resulting in
·savings 10¢ to 15¢ per bag. (R. 462--463.) Its
trucks hpcame obsolete. (R. 457.) The Edgar organizatipn, which had employed 290 individuals,
was i·ed~ced to 120. (R. 445.)
After IEdgar Sugar House had pointed out the
advantageous location of its warehouses and the
importapce of storing in such warehouses, where
sugar cquld be loaded on trucks with other grocer-

pf

ies, an fnstitute committee after visiting Detroit
approveµ an arrangement whereby Edgar Sugar
House l~ased warehouse space to the Deti·oit Harbor 1'enfinal Warehouse. (R. 455-457, 481.) 1
G. SCOPE OF

INSTITUTl<~'S

POUCY

A ievJ illustrations will serve to show how tboroughgoihg the application of the policy o·f compelling separation of functions was. Sub-brokers
After! dismembering the Edgar organization, the _
institute . ohtn!ined complete cooperation by compelling Edga.r,
under threat of boycott, to sign the broker's oath, which re·
quired him to observe the letter and spirit of all Code rulings
and to report violations. (Ex. 10, R 1214, inf1'a, p. 120.)
He signed against the advice of his attorney, because be
"either had to sign or go out of business". (It 461.)
The charge.a of fraud and dishonesty against the Edgar
organization, which are elaborated upon in appellants' brief
(pp. 141-148) w.ill be considered at another point. (Infra,
PP~ 112-115.)
·

1
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were covered in addition to brokers and were required to elect the same functions as their principals. (Ex. 391-00, R. 1567.) Storage of any
sugar whatsoever, even that belonging to . nonmembers, was forbidden both to brokers (Exs. 179,
180, R. 1282, 1283) and sugar buyers (Ex. 400-F,
R. 1607). In response to the inquiry whether a
broker who had a warehouse used for the storage
of various grocery articles could accept -for storage
at regular rates sugar not belonging to any member,
the Institute replied, "It would be considered a violation of the Code of Ethics for a broker to store
any sugar, regardless of ownership, in his own
warehouse". (Exs. 391-0000, 391-PPPP , R.
1590.)
A landlord-tenanL relation came to be regarded

as sufficient indication of affiliation to warrant disqualification. A. C. Bradley, an Indianapolis broker, who had been disqualified because of his affiliation with the Bradley Warehouse Company (although the latter "handled absolutely no Institute
sugar''-Ex. 400-F-3, R. 1641), disposed of his
stock interest in the Warehouse Company and executed a lease of the warehouse space, in order to
secure reinstatement. Nevertheless, an official of
the. refiner for whom be acted as broker, warned
him that the situation was only temporarily clarified, and that "the general situation of warehouses
is causing much co~troversy among·the sugar companies, both members of the Institute and members
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of tbe· :IDomestic Sugar Bureau, and there may be
further ! legislation on this subject * * *."
(Ex. 400-G-3, R. 1641.) He apparently had in
mind t~at the mere ownership of the warehouse
building by a broker might be held to disqualify
the broirnr.
At a lsubsequent Directors ' meeting a resolution
.submittf d by counsel was unanimously adopted providing gainst the storage of sugar in a warehouse
located m a building owned by a customer or broker,
or in which a customer or broker has an interest,
unless the Executive Committee shall have found
that in the exceptional circumstances of the given
case s~ch customer or broker does not derive any
"unfa~ advantage" therefrom. (Ex. 21-26, p.
580.) A warehouse company was disqualified by
the Eiecutive Committee of the Institute on the
basis oC its statement that it rented its warehouse
space from a wholesale grocery company. (Ex.
21-26, 683.) In February, 1930, the Institute advised in off-shore refiner that if a warehouse rented
a stor~ouse from a grocery company this "will of
course! prohibit the use of this warehouse under
the resolution of May 2nd". (Ex. 366-G, R.
1494.)
The furnishing of transportation service to a
customer by a broker or warehouseman was deemed
to involve " discriminations". The employment of
brokers who engaged ''directly or indirectly or in

f
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any way" in the business of transportation of sugar
was barred.1 (Ex. 21-26, p. 341; Ex. 20, Sec. V,

par. 4.)
Rules of procedure adopted :from time to time
were invariably ,designed in the interest of the
refiners, little regard being shown for the needs
or interests of the brokers or warehousemen.2
H. ASSERTED PURPOSES OF BOYCOTTING ACTIVITIES

Appellants contend that their boycotting activities were reasonably necessary in order effectively
This resolution prohibited the use not only of brokers
who engage in trucking or olher t1·ansportntion, but also
those" who in any way perform a service for the buyer contrary to the herein stated duties" or who perform any other
activity condemned by the Code of Ethics.
1
Thus it was provided that a warehouse claiming to be
affiliated should not be used pending investigation by the
Institute (Ex. 20, Sec. VI, par. 5 (b) ) . Members were required to remove all stocks from disqualified warehouses
within 30 days. (lb., par. 11.) It was recognized that" the
adjustment of the affairs of those brokers who were going
out of the warehouse business might tako some time ", nevertheless "it was decided that no sugar should be shipped to
broker-owned warehouses during the process of adjustment".
(Ex. 21-26, pp. 246-247.) Disqualified warehouses could be
reinstated only after further investigation, which could be
had only upon formal request from a member and not on
application of the disqualified warehouse (lb., par. 10; Ex.
2l-26, pp. 343, 539). In the absence of" new evidence", the
Executive Committee was expressly relieved of any obliga.- ·
tion to consider a request for reconsideration of a. finding of
affiliation within 90 days of the making of the finding. (Ex.
21-26, pp. 598, 614.)
1
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to

elim~ate

secret concessions and frauds.1 The
fa~ts narrated. would seem to sh?w that, even if
this werie so, it would not constitute a sufficient
justifica ion for what was done, and, in any event,
"only cl arly proven necessity could justify action
which b re so heavily * * * on entirely innocent par ies". (Op., R . 248.)
Beere concessions.-While combination of distributiv~ functions facilitated the granting by the
refiners f secret concessions (Fg. 73, R. 283), insofar as they intentionally granted such concessions thf y bad it in their power to revise their
practices. The court found that, to the extent that
the policy of separation of functions was adopted
in order to eliminate secret concessions, the refiners
were ''distrustful of one another'' and sought assurance that none of them would use a combination
of funct~ons to facilitate secret concessions. (Op.,
R. 113;
79, R. 284.) Appellants assert (Br.,
p. 126) rat it is no reflection on their good faith
that they wanted "some measure of assur~nce'.'
that in r,dhering to the principles adopted they
'\Vould n~: be prejudiced by secret violation thereof
by any ~ther refiner. Put more bluntly, the assertion is that it was reasonable to compel third per-

rg.

1 Appella.nts (Br., p. 124) introduce the defense of their ·
boycotting activities with the assertion that their action was
essential if the basic principle of the Institute were to be
anything more than a pious aspiration. They ignore the possible alternative that, if maintenance of that principle re- :
quired action as drastic as that herein described, complete
effectuation of the principle might be illegal.
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sons to discontinue or limit their lawful businesses,
often at great financial loss, merely because the
refiners did not trust each other. As so stated, the
argument is self-refuting.
Alleged frauds. - The fraudulent practices
which it is contended were facilitated by the combination of distributive functions are relatively of
minor importance 1, and it is not shown that more
usual or less drastic methods would have been inadequate to eliminate them. On the contrary, the
record discloses that prior to the Institute no real
effort was made by the refiners to detect frauds or
to encourage greater honesty on the part of
brokers or warehousemen. It is evident from the
The principal irregular praqtice relied upon, that of delaying reports of withdrawals of sugar from warehouses,
has, as appellants themselves indicate (Br., pp. 127-128),
little bearing except upon the time when credit and discount
terms start to run upon sales of the less than one-third of
refiners' sugar which is sold out of consignment. While they
state that on sales between moves price also is determined by
the date of withdrawal, elsewhere in their brief they describe (Br., p. 52) the amount of such sales as negligible.
The assertion (Br., pp. 127-128) that in the sugar industry brokers and warehousemen " act as a check· on each
other" is inconsistent with the fact that prior to the Institute brokers and warehousemen were commonly one and the
same. (Sup1·a, pp. 18, 84 footnote.) Nor are·,varehousemen
" agents '' of the refiners; clearly they are independent contractors. And brokers are agents of the refiners only in a
technical sense. 'l'he fiduciary relationship of a broker to a
refiner is not that of an employee or exclusive representative.
It is customary for a broker to represent more than one
refiner, and it is not unusual for a. broker to be engaged as
well in the sale of other foodstuffs. f S1l!11ra. o. 77.)
1
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testimony that the refiners were exceedingly lax not
only in ot r equiring immediate notices of withdrawal, but also in payi ng unearned storage
charges. The looseness of the practice which prevailed p ior to the Institute is shown by the testimony of an official of National, the second largest
refiner, ~.1064-1065):
e did not have any general follow-up or
a dit system of these stocks which were
st red in the customer's warehouses. We
ditl not audit all or any substantial portion
oflthem because of the competitive situation.
Ojher refiners were doing the same thing,
and we did not want to offend the customer.1
It seeJns clear that in the instances where refiners dif not have knowledge of the practices in
question~ this was because they were not much interested tn ascertaining the facts. .Appellants' witnesses a ost invariably testified that the effect
of withb lding withdrawal r eports was to "bunch"
such no ·ces at the date of a price decline. (R.
1010, 10 3, 1056, 1058, 1059.) One of them testified
(R. 1005 :
* * * it is my belief that they [the refi ers] knew we were delaying the billing
since it was more than a coincidence that
1

This may be contrasted with appellants' assertion, unsupported by record reference, (Dr., p. 140) that the two
largest refiners employed traveling auditors to check consigned stocks and to. detect instances of delayed billing, and
that in the great majority of cases "the aud itors had little
chance of detecting fraudulent practices n.
1
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reports would come in for a substantial
amount of sugar after a decline and just
previous to an advance. They never complained.
Thus contrary to their assertions, appellants did
have a ready means of discovering at least flagrant
cases of delaying reports of withdrawals. .It was
testified by appellants' witnesses that delaying reports of withdrawals "was a general practic_e in
the trade" (R. 1054), and, "We never received
any complaints from the refiners about those practices." (R. 1053.) Thus it is clear that while the
refiners were put on notice, they made no real effort
to learn the facts, or to discourage the practices
complained of.
The court below found that the extent of dishonest practices prior to the Institute was substantial (Fg. 74, R. 283), but it pointed out in its opinion that "In all these matters it is difficult to
determine which of the secret concessions were obtained with refiners' consent and which by the dishonest acts". (R. 113-114.) Since voluntary
secret concessions were not uncommon in the preInstitute period, the refiners were presumably not
concerned over the fact that other secret concessions were taken without _their authority.
· The court doubted that such investigations as
were conducted by the refiners before the Institute
were carried on in more than a half-hearted v:ray.
(R. 122.) It was of the opinion, in any event, that
37391>-36-8
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if the collective efforts of all of the· refiners, acting
through the "efficient" Institute, had been directed
to the en of detecting frauds, appellants would
have had ar greater success than was attained by
individua refiners prior to the Institute. It suggested th analogy of the familiar trade association acti · ies in collecting credit information, and
observed at even had it been necessary to devise
an elabor4-te system of investigations, inspections
and circulla tion of data, such as was employed in
the Cement case (268 U. S·. 588), such activities
would not have "taxed unduly either the finances,
the efficie , cy, or the ingenuity of the Institute."
The reco~d, the court said, "abundantly reveals
the Instit'ute's unlimited resources in these respects." !Pointing out that the means actually
~dopted bf appellants necessitated very extensive
and experisive activities on their part, the court
stated thai, "The conclusion is irresistible that had
defendan~ used the same effort in discovering and
dealing w th actual fraudulent practices as they
used in a olishing all function combinations, such
frauds ~ght well have been practically eliminated.'' ~ I(Op., R. 123-~24.)
1 If it be true tha.t the policy adopted by the refiners was
"fa.r more practical, simple and effective" (Ilr., p. 139) than
that proposed by the court, it is also true that the policy
adopted was far more drastic. 'Amputation may be the roost
simple and effective remedy for gangrene, but resort thereto
would not ordinarily be had until other less drastic, though
perhaps more difficult, methods of cure had been tried. Fur-
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Even under conditions as they existed, the court
found that "concerns in substantial numbers,
which combined distribution functions, maintained entire honesty and good faith in their dealings with the refiners." (Fg. 76, R. 283.) Appellants' failure to consider this fact, and to resort to less drastic methods available for the
elimination of fraudulent practices, suggests that
they had an ulterior purpose. Specific evidence
showing their purpose, found by the court to be
their dominant purpose, to prevent variations in
thermore, the statistics collected at page 139 of appellants'
brief to show that little effort on the part of the Institute
was required to effectuate the policy against combination of
functions are grossly misleading. A better picture is presented bY. the repeated references throughout the minutes of
the Institute meetings (Ex. 21-26) nnd the minutes of the
Enforcement Committee meetings (E~. 27) showing the extent to which high officials of the refiners and t he officials of
the I nstitute devoted their time and energies to this subject.
Serious doubt is cast upon the statement that the Institute
employed only three investigators by the statement appearing
in the minutes of the Institute meetings to the effect that,
rather than to increase the regular force of the Institute, the
"agencies of investigation employed [by the Institute]
should supply sufficient men to pursue investigations more
rapidly." (Ex. 21-26, p. 281.) The Executive Secretary
was authorized to arrange " for sufficient help through such
agencies to give prompt attention to all complainants." (lb.)
The Enforcement Committee and the Southern Committee
were separately authorized to employ investigators. (lb.,
pp. 246, 393.) In addition, the Institute at various times r&tained a firm of auditors to audit refiners' stocks in warehouses. (lb., pp. 214, 220, 309.) To the investigations conducted by the Institute must be added the investigations
<:onducted by the individual refiners. (R. 869.)
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the cost of sugar to customers will be pointed out
(in,fra, PJ,I>· 115-119), but we shall first consider
briefly the so-called Edgar irregularities.
ALLEGED EDGAR IBREGULARITIES

I

The pal city of proof of fraudulent practices by
brokers o warehousemen is indicated by appellants' gre t reliance on the alleged Edgar irregularities ( r ., pp. 141-148), which they boldly assert are ore than sufficient to "justify completely" tjleir policy against combination of
functions.
The Ed· ar situation was in no way typical of
those agaibst whom this boycotting policy was applied.1 The Edgar organization itself was unique.
(Supra> p!
I . 100-101.) In addition, most of the alleged irre ularities occurred at a time when Edgar,
while stil under contract with Godchaux to purchase mo~ hly a large quantity of sugar, was being
compelled_1by the Institute to wind up his merchandising act~'
'vities. This-sudden, enforced restriction
of his act' ities necessarily caused him much difficulty and ed to some confusion.2 Mo1·eover, much
.I

1
A memo andum prepared by Stubbs of American in
March 1930Jstated, with reference to Edgar shortages and
irregularities in the matter of withdrawals, that Edgar "is
the sole broker with whom we have experienced any such
difficulty even to. a remote degree"· (Ex. L--9, p. 5.)
·
2
Prior to May 1929 Edgar had been primarily a merchant. Edgar's manager testified that Edgar had an " old
system of bookkeeping which we used in merchandising and
were trying tp switch over to the brokerage but were still
continuing this merchandising to dispose of the Godchaux
· sugars which we bad acquired by exchange". (R. 497-493.)
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of the testimony was expressly confined by the Dis-

trict Court to the issue of appellants' " good faith"
in inaugurating the boycotting policy and the Government restricted its cross-examination to showing that the transactions in question were subsequent to J\1ay 2, 1929, and therefore without bearing
upon the question of good faith. 1 (R.1183£-11831.)
Concerning Edgar's so-called exchange of sugar
prior to May 2, 1929, the evidence as to refiners'
prior knowledge of and acquiescence in this practice is conflicting. (See R . 490, 496.) There is
documentary evidence that .American, at least, was
aware of the practice. Edgar in a letter to American's president in !Yfarch 1929 referred to his
(Edgar's) practice of "taking over a car of sugar
here and giving a car of sugar l,here," and said,
"You are fully familiar with the exchanging of
sugars we have done at various times". (Ex. 184,
R. 1286.) In any event, Edgar always had on hand
at one point or another sufficient sugar to account
for all of the refiners' stock. (R. 491, 496.) Edgar's purpose in sometimes exchanging sugars was
1

The testimony of Stubbs of American concerning his
conversations with Edgar's manager in 1930 (R. 1075-1079)
were admitted, not as proof of facts, but only to show Stubbs'
state of mind, and the Government confined its cross-examination to establishing that appellants' boycotting activities
were not based upon this state of mind. (R. 1183f- 1183j.)
Likewise the irregularities to which Castle, Stone, Harper
and Ketcham testified related to matters occurring after May
2, 1929. (R. 1089, 1090, 1094, 1098.)
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to facilit~te his merchandising activities (R. 454,
495) ; an , as appellants have indicated (Br., pp.
141-142), whether the refiners profited or lost by
the tran action depended upon the intervening
price mo ement. Appellants refer to no evidence
that Edg r exchanged sugars in order to take advantage o price changes.
The " esch deal" described by appellants as
"notorio s" (Br., p. 144) involved a purchase
made by e Edgar firm in 1930, through a dummy,
of only 77 bags of damaged sugar. (R. 471.)
The basi for the charge of fraud is merely that
the trans ction involved the purchase of refiners'
sugar by broker for his own account in violation ·
of restric ions imposed by the Institute. The price
paid was hat fixed by an employee of the refiner.
(R. 471, x. 275.) 1
As to dgar 's refusal to turn over some of his
own reco1ds to the Institute's investigator, all that
this mean is that Edgar, whose business the Institute had ~ismembered and partially destroyed, in
this mattJr stood on his own rights. If any records
were wi~eld, they related only to transiting and
an exhau, tive Institute investigation (R. 406) developed that the amount of his improper transiting, if any, was negligible and that it was in almost
The Mesch transaction, like those involving the transiting of water-borne sugar, was brought out by the Government
on direct examination. (R. 471.)
1
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every case the refiners and not Edgar who profited
by such transiting as may have been improper.1
J. DOMIN ANT PURPOSE TO MAINTAIN UNIFORMITY OF
PRICE STRUCTURE

One of the grounds of justification urged in the
District Court in support of the boycotting policyt
but not now pressed, was (Op., R. l14) that a person combining functions might obtain an advantage over a competitor who did not or could not
do likewise. As quoted in the opinion below, appellants' brief bad urged (R. 115) that "The payment of storage charges to certain customers necessarily gives them an advantage over customers
who were not paid storage and makes the net price
of sugar to such customers lower than to the other
customers." 2 The court found that appellants'
dominant purpose was to prevent any such variation in price or, as stated by the court, to maintain
"price uniformity." Much direct evidence exists
of this purpose.
1

Edgar was shown to have transited only 27 cars containing some water-borne sugar, of which only 2 were for his
own account. (Ex. J-2; R. 505.) On the remaining 25 cars
there was no way by which Edgar could profit by the transiting; if anyone profited, it was the refiner. (R. 505.)
Furthermore, there was conflicting evidence by experts as to
whether water-borne sugar was entitled to transit. (R. 573579.) The refiners themselves discovered errors in their own
transiting. (Exs. J-10, K-10.)
2
Also that "the result of a broker merchandising sugar
is that through the brokerage which he receives he.is placed
in a prefetTed position over the ordinary sugar merchant".
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·The C~de Interpretation construing the provision
containe in the Code as first promulgated, prohibiting the use of customer-owned warehouses, rested
the pro iibition entirely upon the ground of preventing ''discrimination''. The prohibition was
designed it was said, " to eliminate the discrimination res lting from the consideration of monies received f om the storage of sugar as lessening the
costs of ~ugars to the buyer". In the case of the
ownershtp by a customer of a licensed warehouse
doing a general warehouse business, it was said, "it
is a question of fact in individual cases whether the
business is conducted in such a way as to r eflect
discrimination in the cost of sugar to the buyer."
(Ex. 20, sec. VI, par. 1, printing 11/ 26/ 28.)
1
At a meeting of the Executive Committee in November, 1928, the Executive Secretary reported
that "~th the elimination by the Institute of the
main fo ms of discriminatory practices, the remaining forms of opportunities for discrirninat·ing
among c stomers had assumed a relatively greater
importa ce." (Ex. 21-26, p. 150.) Such opportunities~or "discriminating" among customers, he
referre to as "leaks". Among them he listed
"storag in warehouses whose relations with the
customers are such that the customer can get a discriminatory advantage through the elimination of
an extra handling, or otherwise." (lb., p. 151.)
. At the special meeting of Directors and members
on May 2, 1929, when the boycotting program was

I
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launched, it was resolved that a broker ''shall be
deemed to be interested in the business of merchandising or warehousing sugar, if directly or
indirectly, such broker shall derive any benefit or
advantage therefrom which the broker may, directly or indirectly, employ to discriniinate between
purchasers of sugar ; and a customer shall be
deemed to be interested in the warehousing of
sugar, if directly or indirectly, such customer shall
derive any benefit or advantage therefrom which
may amount to d·iscrimination in favor of such
customer in the purchase of sugar." (Ex. 21-26.
pp. 239, 240.)
The Vice-Secretary, in writing to one of the
members, described the purpose of this resolution
to be "to prevent the sugar buyer from receiving
some advantage in the way of sharing in the warehouseman's or broker's fee." (Ex. 391-IIII.)
The same official wi·ote Edgar, who bad elected to
remain a broker, and whom the I nstitute was seeking to persuade to dispose o'.f his powdered sugar
mills and to discontinue furnishing any trucking
service for sugar buyers (Ex. 166, R. 1265) :
You appreciate that, whether or not such
is the case in this particular instance, this
sort of relationship to a refiner's customer
offers the widest opportunities for in effect
splitting your commission with the customer,
for in effect selling the refiner's sugar to his
customer at less than the price publicly
quoted by the refiner.
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The trhe basis for the prohibition against storage
in warehbuses affiliated with customers is indicated
in .the f llowing t estimony of the chief legal adviser tot e Institute (R. 627):
do not think there is any place to draw
line, if you adopt the principle of not
st ring with customers. If the customer,
UEough a corporate affiliation or otherwise,
d rives a benefit from the storage that his
co petitors do not derive, I think that is a
di criminatory advantage. vVhat degree of
affiliation would amount to an interest in the
stbrage was discussed at some length. It
was finally decided that the only practical
solution was to treat all alike and to refuse
to: store with any jobber or wholesaler who
.
was affiliated.1
. In othrr words, appellants were proceeding upon
the theo rs that any advantage resulting from combination of functions which may reduce the net cost
-0£ sugar to the sugar buyer amounts to "an unfair
and unl wful discrimination in favor of the customer." (.Answer, R. 41.) .Appellants' misuse of
the te
" discrimination " is well demonstrated
_in the 1bwer court's opinion where the following
inconsistency in appellants' position is noted
(R. 116):
He also testified (R. 626) that, "A man might be a
warehouseman a.nd be perfectly honest, but still if he was
.affiliated with the sugar industry, and we thought it was
discriminatory to some sugar refiners, we believed he should
eease storing sugar."
1
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While urging that to permit some to acquire
a preferred position is to discriminate
against the others, they contend that "only
ii it is contrary to the Anti-Trust laws for
the refiners to deal on the same basis with
their customers similarly sitiiated * * *
can it be said that they were not justified
and acting reasonably in adopting the recommendation against storing with customers."
* * * But a customer who combines two
or more functions as some did, is not situated
similarly to one pursuing only a single
occupation.
It is apparent that appellants' purpose to prevent so-called discriminations is none other tban
the purpose described by the lower court as that
to maintain uniiormity o:f price structure.1 .Any
possibility of variation in the cost of sugar to the
customer was regarded as a "leak" or as "discriminatory,'' and for that reason principally, and
not because of any element of fraud or wrongdoing, was condemned by the Institute~
K. BROKEUS' AND WAREHOUSEMEN'S AGREEMENTS

· .Appellants ·concertedly exacted from brokers
and warehousemen certain agreements or pledges
recommended by the Institute. The brokers'
1

.As stated by the court below, by compelling brokers,
warehousemen, and customers to follow· only a single occup~
tion, refiners aimed also to free themselves from the pr~ssure
theretofore exerted upon them to obtain reduced prices or
other favors
compensation for the .inability or unwillingness to combine occupations. (R. 115.)
·

in
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1Ex.

pledge 1
70, R. 1214) provides that " the
broker hereby solemnly promises, agrees, and upon
1
oath state that he will rigidly and strictly adhere
m every ay, in spirit and in fact," to the rules
of condu therein set forth. Outstanding among
those rul s was that requiring the broker to "peruse all l tters, circulars or bulletins'' received by
him contf-ning interpretations of the Code, and
to "uphotd the spirit and letter of the same" in
all trans ctions unless otherwise specifically authorized y the refiner. As the court below observed, t~e requirement of general support of the
I nstitute land Code negatives appellants' contention that the broker's pledge was merely a state.·
ment of tihe broker's duties and functions as generally un1erstood in the trade. (Op., R. 126.) The
court wa' of the opinion that, to the extent that
the pledg required brokers to support appellants'
activities generally, it was plainly an unreasonable
restraint inasmuch as those activities were themselves in ]arge part so. (Op., R. 253.)
The pltdge also imposed upon the broker the
obligati01 , among others, not to "give, pay, reba~e
or divert all or any part" of his commissions d1r.ectly or indirectly to customers or others connected with them. The b1·oker was obliged to deal
only with associate brokers, sub-brokers or agents
who executed a similar pledge. All signers of the
The pledge was executed in triplicate, one copy being
filed with the Institute.
·
1
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pledge were obligated to report to the r efiners instances of certain Code violations by others which
might come to their attention.
. Brokers were in effect r equired to assume the
obligations of membership in the Institute without
being accorded any of the privileges of membership.
The essence of the warehouse agreement (Ex.
21-26, pp. 202-203), as the lower court found (Fg.
84, R. 285) , was that if the warehouse company
granted any r ebate or concession, secret or otherwise, to any of its customers without granting the
same rebate or concession to all, it should forfeit to
the refiner employing it an amount equal to such
rebate or concession. A high official of one of the
leading refiners described the provisions of the
warehouse agreement as ' 'particularly stringent''.
He thought it was "hardly fair to request a warehouse having an unquestioned reputation to sign
such a document," and suggested that it might be
preferable to seek to eliminate the practices aimed
at by enlisting the cooperation of the .American
Warehousemen's .Association. (Ex. 400-A, R.
1603.)
The court found, and its :finding is not now questioned,1 that the refiners agreed to refuse to deal
with brokers or warehousemen who failed to sign
the respective pledges, and that the Institute
1

Assignment of Error No. 30 has been waived (App.
Br., p. 6).
-
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up

checked
on several refiners and saw to it that this
understanding was carried out. (Fg. 83, R. 285.)
The lni titute also checked up on violations of
the brok s' or warehousemen's agreements (Ex.
431-R, R.1834). When one of Lowry's brokers became con}erned over an investigation of its activities by th Sugar Institute and sought a report exonerating it of any charges (Ex. 346, R. 1459), the
Institute informed Lowry that the broker "should
not be wtried because he has been investigated,"
adding ( x.. 346-A, R . 1460):
alf a dozen brokerage firms in Iowa were
infstigated at the same time, and in the
co se of the last year and a half, the Institut1 has investigated 50 or 60 brokerage concerns. The fact that a broker is investigatr.d
by~he Institute should not hurt his standing
in he slightest, provided he has done nothing
co trary to the Code of Ethics. An investiga ·on should be looked upon in the same
light as an examination of a bank by a bank

ex~miner.

It was possible f~r violation of the broker's
pledge to ' esult in disqualification of a broker without any opportunity being accorded him to be
heard. I one instance, a broker when notified of
his disqualification based upon a finding by the Institute that he had violated his pledge, stated that
this was the first definite and official information he
had received that he had violated the broker's
pledge ~r that he had .been disqualified by the Insti-
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tute, and that he proposed to go directly to the Institute and to demand a statement of the charges,
which he felt could be satisfactorily explained.
(Ex. 431-0-1, R. 1839.)
The evidence indicates that the Institute's investigations of brokers were not confined to discovering violations of the broker's pledge. A refiner
complained about the reports made by Institute
investigators concerning its brokers, stating (Ex.
431-F, R. 1829):
The methods of personal book-keeping are
taken to task and in one case the report went
so far as to criticise a man's appearance, saying that he was of a laboring type, sincere
but with slow mental process and unable to
give the service requjred of a broker in a
fluctuating market. Blood relationship
seems also a bar.
We take exception to all this. It is impossible in the South with its widely spread
towns with small population always to get
the energetic, able, aggressive broker which
invariably characterizes the sales force of
the various refiners doing business in the
East. We are glad to get a representil:tive
who will sell an occasional car for us even
if he spends part of his time -soliciting insurance, dabbling in real estate, hoeing
cabbages or moonshining.
The court below was of the opinion that appellants could not lawfully take concerted action to
compel brokers to refrain from giving rebates, even
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though }·efiners independently might well impose
such a r'straint. (Op., R . 253.) The court reached
a simila~ conclusion with respect to an agreement
requiring warehouses to refrain from giving rebates orl -concessions, with a penalty for violation,
observir that appellants' professed aim of preventing secret arbitrary discriminations could
have be n realized by less drastic means. (lb.)
The cou t referred undoubtedly to its earlier discussion Op., R. 123) with respect to dealing with
wrongf 1 practices by brokers and warehousemen
in the s e manner as credit risks are determined,
in confo ity with the decision in the Cement case,
268 U. ~· 588. Under such a system, through cooperativle investigations and the circulation of
reports, refiners would be informed as to the manner in hich the various brokers and warehousemen co ducted their affairs and could determine
indepen ently, on the basis of such information,
whether they ca.red to deal with particular brokers
or ware ousemen who had been found to practice
the givi g_of rebates or concessions.

III
TRANSPORTATION RESTRAINTS
A. THE FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The cost of transporting refiners' sugar from
their several seaboard refineries to interior points
is a substantial element in the cost of sugar to their
eustoiners. (Fg. 87, R. 286.) Where there is a
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wide variation in transportation rates from dif..
ferent refineries to common markets, the terms
which refiners quote for transporting their sugar
are of major importance. A cost difference of 5¢
or even less per 100 pounds is substantial (Fg. 94,
R. 287), and distributors consider a gross profit oi
10¢ per 100 pound.s satisfactory (R. 399) , but transportation rates to Chicago, where both Pacific Coast
and New York refiners sell, ranged from a high oi
84.~ ~y rail from San Francisco to a low of 28¢ hy
barge from New York (R. 416, 720-721; Ex. L-4).
It is the custom of the trade to quote sugar f. o. h.
l'efinery. (Fg. 91, R. 286.) Since the f. o. b. price
of the several r efiners was usually the same or
varied only slightly, even before the I nstitute, a
refiner could not sell in territory which enjoyed a
lower rail rate from another refinery unless he was
willing to ahsorb the freight differential. t (Fgs.
88-89, R. 286.) This absorption was effected by
the announcement of " freight applications" to
particular destinations, and the application was
normally ti1e lowest all-rail rate from any refinery
to the given destination. . (lb., R. 722.) Accord;.
ingly, except where the purchaser took delivery at
1

There was another possibility, of which there were two
instances before the Institute, 'that the refiners having a
lower freight rate would refuse to sell f. o. b. refinery, thus
withholding f rom purchasers the advantage of the cheapest
available transportation and giving tlrn favorably located
refiners a freight pick-up. (Fg. 92, R. 286-287.)
3731Y..i-86--!)

.
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a· refinP,ng city, the actual cost of sugar to hlm was
the f. b. refinery price plus the refiner's freight
applic~tion, irrespective of the amount actually
paid ~or transporting the sugar to point of de-.
livery.r (Op., R. 127.)
, The Isituation was complicated by the availabil·
ity of Idifferential routes to certain areas, 'Which
routesl were slower and at, the same time cheaper
than ~11-raiP (Fg. 94, R. 287.) Not only did
custo~ers at interior poir1ts purchase large qua.n;.
tities ~f sugar f. o. b. refinery, which they then
shippe~l over differential routes, but the refiners
also u~ed these routes extensively in transporting
their ~ugar to consignment points.3 · · (Fg. 95~ R.

p.

.1

The Ifreight applications applied both to all-rail

ship~

xnents direct :from the refinery and to deliveries from the
refiners1 consigned stocks. (Op. R 131.)
. z For lexa.mple, at the time the Institute was formed there
were fi~e different all-rail. rates from refining points to Chi·
cago, wliere pra.ctically all the refiners sold, these rates rang·
ing from 53l/z¢ to 84¢. (R. 720.) The all-water rates tc
Chica.gq ranged irom 29%¢ from New York (in April 1929)
·to 44¢ ~rom New Orlt-,ans, and there were a number of com·
binatio~. i·ail arid water. rate$ varying between 4'Ph¢ and
541.4¢. j(Op. R. 129.) In the early days of the Institute
the freight application was the .rail rate from New Orleans,
54¢, and the refiners, on sales from consigned stocks which
they had shipped over differential routes, effected a sub·
stantial freight pick~up. . (Op. R 133-134; R. 720; Ex.
457-D, R. 2144.) ,
...
g All the sugar shipped in 1928 :for refiners' own account
to Illinois,.Indiana, Michigan, a.nd 1Visconsin was shipped
over differential routes; (Ex. S28, Opposite· R. 2376}
Edgar chartered barges which it filled to capacity in 1926t
1927, and 1928, and continued to ship by barge in 1929 until
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287.) · There was therefore a tendency for freight
applications to br·eak down to the level of the
cheapest service carrying a substantial traffic.
(Fg. 97, R. 288.) This tendency increased with
the elimination, after the Institute, of all price
variation; competition· then developed in the
freight applications themselves. (Fg. 98, R. 288.)
A very considerable part of the activities of the Institute concern~d " concerted steps taken by defendants to suppre_ss· this new competition. " (Op.,
R.129.)
The two major i·estraints successively imposed
to suppress this competition wer e:
(1) The concerted attempt under Section 3 (c)
of the Code, her einafter called Code 3 ( c) , to prevent the granting of freight applications based on
differential rates.
(2) The later concerted adoption and maintenance, in the two important areas served by differential routes, of delivere~ prices, coupled with
denial of the privilege to purchase f. o. b. r efinery
for shipment to such areas.
the adoption of delivered prices, . " when the axe fell.~,.
(R. 463.) Joannes Bros., wholesalers at Green Bay, Wis.,.
built special facilities for barge shipments, which increased
in volume from 24,000 bags in 1925 to 92,500 bags in 1927
and 80,000 in 1928, and the advantage of the water rates
enabled this concern to extend its marketing territory into
northern Wisconsin and Michigan. (R. 396, 399.)
For the years 1929, 1930 and 1931 barge shipments from
New Orleans were 35%, 31 %, and 33%, respectively, of all
deliveries by refiners able to ship from there by barge.
(Ex:. 454, R. 2119; Op., R. 130.)
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EEMENT TO TlASE FREIGHT APPLICATIONS ON
ALI.-RAIL RATI<JS

The use of differential rates on consign:
ents, or otherwise than 011 direct shipments
over differential routes at customers' request.
'
To s~ate the matter differently, Code 3 ( c) represented!an undertaking to base freight applications
011 all-rail rates (Fg., 99, R. 288; Ex. 457, R. 2140),
irrespi ctive of whether or not all or a substantial
part of the refiners' sugar sold from consignment
was ibved to the market of destination at lower
differ~tial rates. Under this Code provision the
refiners concertedly undertook to fix ''a substantial
elemerlt in the price of sugar without any demonstrati n or even real consideration of the reason~blene s of the charge.'' (Op., R. 253.)
_ It s · ould be noted that it was early recogniied
that ode 3 ( c) stated a principle impossible of
unive.1fal application. A Code Interpretation promulgafed in March 1928 stated that use of differential fates on consignm~nts cannot be prevented in
all ma kets at all times ; that the customer always
bas the right to order f. o. b. refinery, tal'ing the
slower service at his own cost and risk; that if the
quantity thus shipped is inconsiderable it should
be ignored rather than break down the all-rail
freight application; that if, however , customers'
differential shipments ar~ sufficient to break the
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market at the destination point, '' this competition
must necessarily be met'', but in every such instance
the Executive Secretary should be fully advised,
before sale at a differ ential rate, " of the necessity
of this departure from the strict letter of the Code
of Ethics." (Ex. 20, Sec. IV, par. 1, printing
3/29/28.)
Appellants have waived (Br., p. 6) their assignment of error, No. 136 (18) , to the provisions of
the decree (Sec. V, par. 18, R. 323) enj oining concerted action in determining transpo1·tation charges
or limiting freight absorptions. A substantial
part of the record r elates to such concerted
action, chiefly centering around Code 3 ( c) ,
but the Government, in view of the waiver, will
merely describe in a general way the efforts
made to enforce Code 3 ( c) and certain typical
instances where competition in fr eight applications
was suppressed or limited. The Government believes that the action taken in this major field of
Institute activity serves to show the purposes of
the Institute and its manner of operation, as well
as the circumstances leading to the later concerted
adoption and maintenance of delivered prices.
The excuse which the refiners offered in the District Court for the r estraint which Code 3 ( c) both
sanctioned and directed was that sale of transportation at less than cost throws a burden upon and
discriminates against customers in markets where
there is no freight absorption. (Op., R . 135.) As
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the Di trict Court said; this theory would require.
no abs rptions, but appellants never attempted, or
even c nsidered attempting, to prevent the important ab orptions due to differing all-rail rates from
1
refinin points. Furthermore, a freight application ba ed on a differential rate does not necessarily
mean freight absorption. For example, if the
freight application at Chicago is based on .tJ:ie
Philad lphia lake and rail rate of 51%¢, Boston,
New ~rk, Philadelphia, and New Orleans refiners
can all ship to Chicago at lower ~ifferential rates.
(See p., R. 129.) The District Court said that
it was l:ntirely clear that the so-called discr~a-.
tion in' olved in absorption "did not give the defendanfs the least concern"; that their "whole pu~-·
pose w s to prevent the breakdown ui the freight
structu e, chiefly in the Great Lakes and Warrior
River Jreas. '' (Op., R. 135.)
For time desperate efforts were made by the
Execur:·ve Secretary and those r efiners that profited
by the rinci ple of Code 3 ( c), to make it effective.
(lb.) . Several refiners, particularly Savannah and
McCa~an, recognized that the prohibition against
absorbtng freight arbitrarily decreased the volume
of thett shipments into certain states and operated
so as to "parcel out territory or redistribute the.
total sugar consumption of the country among its
members. " (Exs. 452-Q-2, 457-E-2; R. 2111,
2171.) By the summer of 1928 the Code principle
had been openly violated in certa~n areas and it
had become clear that enforcement of the rule

r.
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would eventually meet with at least partial failure
in those areas. (Op., R. 135.) However, despite
lack of complete success, by concert of action pursuant to Code 3 ( c), reductions in freight applica-:.
tions were in numerous instances postponed, prevented or limited. (Op., R.136.) It will be illumi-,
nating to trace the action taken to this end in a few.~
typical instances.
. Traditionally in the industry freight applica-·
tions at Great Lake ports were openly based upon.
the Philadelphia lake and rail rate during the season of open navigation. (Fg. 96, R. 287.) But in
March 1928 when the usual lowering of freight applications in this area appeared imminent, the Institute suddenly called a special meeting 0£ Directors representing Boston, New York and Philadelphia refiners, for the purpose of discussing "means
of maintaining the 'all-rail' r ate into Chicago and
other western markets,'' the Institute in its notice
calling the meeting r equesting that no announcement be made as to time of payment on shipments
over differential routes at customer's r equest "un~
til after the confer ence." ·c~. 457-.A, 457-C, R.
2141, 2142.) .At this meeting }.foCahan, at the Executive Secretary's suggestion, agreed to exact certain payment terms on lake and rail shipments (a
concession by which it gave up a competitive advantage which it had always exercised in former
years), and pressure was brought upon it to agree
to exact still stricter payment terms. (Ex. 457-0,
~· 2142-2143.)
'
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Ano)her illustration of the concerted effort to
prevent reductions in freight applications occurred
in Mat 1928. On May 23, 1928, McCahan announced that it would apply the barge rate on shipments ~nto Western t e1·ritory. On the following
day, " t the insistent request of Judge Ballou",
McCabJan withdrew this announcement, and a spe-·
cial merting of the Institute's Executive Committee
was ca led to discuss the matter. (Ex. 457-T, R.
2154.) Place wired Savannah on May 25, 1928,
report~ng what bad transpired at the meeting, as
follow$ (Ex. 457-U, R. 2154):
Meeting today prevailed upon Pennsylvanifl
and McCahan to continue indefinitely the
withdrawal of barge rate application Western territory Stop Personally feel very
tlisappointed but hope matter can be brought
pp again and decided in our favor before
ny renewed activity refined.
The ext day Place wrote to Ballou (Ex. 457-U3, R. 2 94), stating that it had been suggested at t~e
meetin thatwithdraw from Indiana, I llinois, and
isconsin, or curtail our a.c tivities in these
ates to whatever business drifts our way
in spite of our handicaps, maintaining our
distribution by activities in other territories.
In this connection the statement was made
that it makes no difference where or to whom
a refiner sells so long as he maintains a
proper volume of profitable business.
With this statement I most emphatically
do not agree. For years we have cultivated

~
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bonds of mutual service and good will with
our brokers and customers, which we believe
are our greatest asset, which no one has the
right to expect us to abandon.
In June 1928 Place called attention to the improvement in the Mississippi barge service, which
would r equire Eastern refiners to meet barge competition, and expressed a hope that there would
"be no further attempt to block our action on this
.matter". (Exs. 457-A-1, 476-F, R. 2156, 2312.)
The Institute, however, did not let down the bars.
At an Institute meeting in October P lace read a
prepared statement, appealing for relief from the
Institute's ruling restraining him from making absorptions in the West. He pointed out that dir ect
barge shipments into Illinois "constituted 77% of
the total direct differential shipments into this
State", and that because McCahan's "requests to
be permitted to meet the barge competition were
not favorably considered'', its business in Illinois
"shows an average dec1·ease of 54% compared with
last year". (Ex. 457-E-2, R. 2171.) These decrea.ses, he said, "have been caused solely by an artificial, arbitrary ruling which does not permit us
to absorb freight in the same manner that other
refiners are doing throughoµt the United States".
He stated that the Philadelphia refiners had refrained from adopting retaliatory measures, and
appealed to the New Orleans refiners not to exact
''the last drop of blood from their present advantage of the barge route". (l b.) McCah:an did not
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reinstate the announcement which it had withdrawn
at the ~stitute's request and this particular break.
down, !'obstructed through the efforts of ·the Institute" (Op., R. 136), did not occur.1 (R. 847.)
· · Thr ghout the summer of 1928, the Institute
endeav red to prevent an extension of the threat·ened b eakdown. (Exs. 457- K, 457-D-1, 457-R-1
to 457 V-1; R. 2149, 2158, 2166-2167.) In May
·1928 t e Institute wired Savannah that apprehension ag inst future breaking down of freight appli.cationsimight be allayed "by suggesting that everybody guarantee against change in freight applicar
twn." I (Ex. 457-K, R. 2149,) In August 1928 the
Institute, in answer to an inquiry concerning
freight applications on deliveries from consign.ment, baid that ''the efforts of the Institute are
directe~ primarily to· the removal of discrimination between both the sellers and buyers of sugar."
(Ex. 4 7-Q-1, R. 2164.) . This was sometimes referred to as " equalizing opportunities" of the refiners. (Op., R. 198.) One member assured a distributo ~ that ''all of your competition will be on
the sa e basis as your good selves", and that any
change in applications "will be arrived at under
On April 16, 1929 (shortly before the adoption of de·
tivered prices), an " understanding " was arrived at in an
Jnstitute meeting permitting McCaha.n to ship sugar to
Chicago over the rail and lake route at the all-water rate.
·._(Ex. 457-Q-3, R. 2192.) McCaha.n assured its competitors
that wherever possible th.is rate would be quoted only on
shipments actually moving over all-water routes. (lb.) ·
• .

1
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the fair auspices of The Sugar Institute, Inc."
(Ex. 457-Z-2, R. 2183.)
Another important area of Institute activity in
the matter of suppressing competition in freight
applications concerned certain Southern States.
Early in April 1928 Godchaux complained to the
Institute that Hershey and C & H were applying
barge rates in Alabama. (Exs. 452-0, 452-P ; R.
2082--2085.) The Institute in this connection wired
Savannah stating that it believed it "can localize
absorptions, if not abolish them altogether'', and requested a few days to work out the situation with
Hershey and C & H. (Ex. 452--R, R . 2085.) Savannah promised to take no action before the next
Directors' meeting. (Ex. 452-Y, R. 2090.) Savannah and Hershey, having also claimed that barge
shipments at customer's request had reached such
a volume in Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee as
to preclude their obtaining business on a higher
basis, the Institute requested the interested members, C & H, and off-shore interests to attend a
meeting at the I nstitute at which the question for
discussion would be: "Should freight applications
in ~abaina, Tennessee, and Kentucky be on the
all-rail or . the barge basis'" (Ex. 452-G-1, R .
2091.) Each member was requested to furnish
statistics showing monthly barge deliveries into
that territory. (Exs. 452-P-1 to 452-V-1, R.
2095-2098.)
I n an effort to induce the I nstitute to deny
Savannah's request, Moog, chief executive of God-
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chaux pointed out that the New Orleans refiners
were ''respecting Savannah's position'' in Georgia,
and e.. pected Savannah in turn to respect the advanta~es of the New Orleans refiners' strategic locationj (Ex. 452-J-1, R. 2092.) He suggested
that le meeting be postponed until all interests
could e represented at the regular monthly Directors' eeting to be held in May, pointing out that
if Sa annah's request were granted, the New Orleans ·efiners would be compelled to invade the
territ ry of Texas and Imperial. (Exs. 452-M-l,
452-B 2, R. 2094, 2099.) He explained that
Easte n refiners were also concerned, since Savanna 's situation had been brought about by
their ~· ivasion of Georgia and the Carolinas. (Ex.
452-lY -1, R: 2094.) H.e protested that Savannah
was e deavoring "to take an unfair advantage of a
comp~~itor's evident desire for harmony within the
Institute", and expressed his belief that it would
take " 't he pressure of the full Directorate of the In·
stitut! to keep Mr. Pardonner's aggressive attitude
in che k' '. (Ex. 452-E-2, R. 2101.)
Mo g urged Ballou to confine the conference to
the question of rates to be applied in Alabama,
pointing out that if the discussion embraced Kentucky and Tennessee as well, the Texas refiners
should be present, because of the New Orleans refiners' proposal to invade Texas in the event that
Kentucky and Tennessee were put on the barge
application. (Exs. 452-B-2, 452-M-1; R. 2099,
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2094.) Ballou assured Moog that he would "confine decision to points reached by vVarrior River
service and will try to localize this as far as possible". (Ex. 452-C-2, R. 2099.) Ballou regarded
this as the most serious question which had thus far
confronted the Institute and as one "threatening
the very existence of the Institute". (Exs. 4520-1, 452-Y-1; R. 2095, 2098.) He particularly
urged Savannah to send its President rather than
its Sales Manager, because "every Sales Manager
is concerned primarily with the volume of sugar
which he sells and is not accustomed to looking at
the broad view of the profit to the corporation".
The only way to handle this situation, he said, was
"to get all concerned together and approach the
matter in the same spirit of give and take as led to
the formation of the Institute". (Ex. 452-Y-1,,
R. 2098.)

On April 18, 1928, Pardonner, president of
Savannah, wrote to Ballou and each of the Institute Directors, threatening to withdraw :from theInstitute unless he were permitted to meet the
barge competition. (Ex. 452-Q-2, R. 2111.)
Among other things, he said (ib.):
We take it to be quite obvious that every
member of the Institute must be free to pro-:
tect its own trade. *· · * * There should be
no bylaw, rule, or regulation of the Institute which in any way restricts the freedom
of its members in this particular.

*

*

*

*

*
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It was never intended, and is not permis.ble, that it should parcel out territory or
edistribute the total sugar consumption of
e country among its members. We cannot
nsent to any policy, rule or regulation
'~hich has such an effect or tendency.
The ~xecutive Secretary replied (Ex. 452-Rr-2,
R. 21lf):
I The statement that every member of tlie
[nstitute must be free to protect its own
~rade, and that any rule or regulation to the
contrary should be eliminated, is one of those
~weeping generalities the truth or untruth
which depends upon its application and
terpretation. * * *
Not all of the methods prohibited by the
ode are unethical in the sense of involving
oral turpitude. The open use of quantity
discounts, for example, is well recognized in
mercantile practice. * * * The same
might be said of split-billing, the giving of
options, or half a dozen other practices enumerated in the Code, before we approach the
border line of secret or unde1'hand practices.
The meeting of April 26, 1928 resulted in a tempora1J compromise, whereby Savannah was permitted to meet the barge competition in .Alabama,
but not in Kentucky, Tennessee or other states.1

~

.
k
ff

1 This important meeting was not reported in the Insti·
tute minutes. The absence of minutes may be explained by
the Institute's reply to a letter from Hershey requesting "a
confirmation. of the decision " :
"Not customary for the Institute to make general an·
nouncement when all interestOO. parties are present at a.
meeting." (Ex. 452-V-2, R. 2117.)
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(Exs. 452-T-2, 452-V-2 to 452-Z-2; R. 2116,
2117-2118.)
C. CONCERTED ADOPTION OF DELIVERED PRICES

The District Court found that appellants agreed
to maintain and concertedly maintained a system
of selling only at delivered prices, with denial of
the privilege of purchasing f. o. b. refinery, in the
Great Lakes and Warrior River areas. (Fg. 105,
R. 291.) The court also concluded that the refiners
acted concertedly in adopting the delivered price
system.1 (Op. R. 141; 147.)
.Appellants do not contend that the restraints imposed by such agreements are reasonable, and their
denial of any agreement or concerted action raises
solely a question of fact. The evidence bearing
upon this factual issue is so fully discussed in the
District Court's opinion (R.137-157) that the Government will largely paraphrase or quote from the
opinion.
One thing which lies at the outset of any con~ideration of the concerted adoption or mainte~ance of delivered prices is that both Code 3 ( c)
and delivered prices have a common objective, that.
is, to limit or prevent granting of fr~ight applica~
1

The court st.ated that it would have made a finding to
this effect had not it deemed such a finding unnecessary in
view of its finding of concerted maimtenance of delivered
prices. (Fg. 105, R. 291.)
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tions baf'ed on differential routes.1 During the period pr'or to the advent of delivered prices-aperiod du ing which, despite s~renuous efforts to enforce ode 3 ( c), this finally proved impracticable- he refiners were ''greatly troubled'' about
the ten ency of freight applications in the Great
Lakes , nd arrior River areas to fall to the level
of the l west differential rate carrying substantial
traffic. · (Op., R . 141.) The refiners' transportation pr~blems in these areas, problems which Code
3 (c) h~d been designed to solve, were finally solved
by the adoption of delivered prices. (Fg. 105, R.
290-2911.) ·
· ·Summa1'izing the effect of the evidence prior to
the evf.ts immediately preceding the announcement o~ ~elivered prices, the court below said (Op.,
R. 141):
t reveals, in my judgment, that through cont ct with one another under Institute ausices, (1) defendants became familiar with
t e possibilities of a delivered price scheme,
2) their sentiment was crystallized in favor
f such a scheme as a solution of their transortation problems, (3) they continued to

'V

As to Code 3 (c), this objective is directly stated in the
Code Interpretations. (Sup1·a, p. 128.) As to delivered
prices, appellants, although they deny . concert of action,
admit (Br., p. 231) that preventing freight applications
based on differential rates was the purpose of the individual
refiners in adopting this method of ·selling. · See also th&
testimony of one of appellants: " The delivered price system was designed to reduce freight absorptions." (R. 825.)
.

1
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concern themselves at their meetings in some
degree with the question o.f delivered prices
despite counsel's advice.
The court reached these conclusions after r eviewing
the evidence recited in the next two paragraphs.
An agreement to sell "on a uniform 'delivered'
quotation (based on the 'all rail' rate), refusing to
" "sell on an f . o. b. basis for shipmcnt over all differential routes'' was discussed at a meeting at the
Institute as early as :M arch 1928. (Ex. 457-C, R.
2142.) In :May 1928 the Executive Secretary asked
the Bureau to send him copies of the sales contracts used by beet sugar companies (which had
always sold on delivered prices based on the refiners' prices), and stated that he sought this information in connecti on with a study of the possibility
of changing the present system of selling sugar from
an f . o. b. to a "delivered price" basis.1 (Ex.
457-R, R . 2153.) At a Directors' meeting in June,
it was the consensus of opinion that " selling sugar
at a delivered price instead of upon seaboard basis
* * * would be a desirable change.'' (Ex. 21-·
26, p. 68.) A month later, counsel for the Institute, in expressing the opinion that an" agreement"
to adopt delivered prices would be illegal, said (Ex.
U-4; Op., R. 138-139) :
.
.
And we believe that concerted action taken
by the refiners as the result of a recom?nenda-

___
1

The letter clearly indicates that the Executive Secretary was referring to~ delivered-price system which denied
the privilege of buying f. o. b. refinery. (Op., R. 138.)
37395-36--10
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ti~n of the Institute would be construed as
atl agreement or an understanding. There
wf,uld be nothing unlawful in any refiner
~jluntarily, ?ut on J:tis own i1:itiative, chang1rr~ ~he basis of b1s qu?tat10ns and sales.
B t if the example of tb1s refiner would be
fo lowed immediately by others, such action
m'gbt appear to have been taken in concert.1
Subse uent to this opinion of counsel, the Directors, at a meeting in November, discussed the pos-Sibility ~ basing freight applications upon a sys.tern of eight zones and authorized tbe executive
officials f tbe Institute to ask tbe assistance of
tbe various traffic managers in studying this possibility. t Ex. 21-26, p. 149.) The Executive
1
Secreta; recognized that such a zoning system,
with del vered prices for zones instead of for individual c ties, was merely a variation of tl1e deliv~
ered prire system which had been discussed earlier
and thatt from a legal standpoint, it fell within the
same category as .delivered prices. (R. 775. )_ However, !f~og, a Director, and Place, later a Director,
eonti.nu9~ to advocate. adoption of. delivered price~
as a sohjition of the problem of differential rates. .
(Exs. 457-W-2, 473,' 474;. R. 2180, 2302,
2304.)
A
.
,
.
Counsel's opinion pointed out that the practical effect of
adopting delivered prices would be to raise, in communities
served both by rail and water, the price of tJia.t part of the
sugar which the customer ma.y now have .shipped to him by
water, and t11at this would apply t-0 two considerable territo·
ries, the Grca.t Lakes and ·warrior River areas. iit was in
-these area_s t~at delivered prices.were l_a ter put into effect. ·.
1
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delivered price system was also advocated by
Arbuckle's sales manager (R. 825, 839; Ex. 473,
R. 2302). At an Executive Committee meeting in
:March 1929 there was "a general discussion
* * * the legal aspects of delivered
prices." 1 (Ex. 21-26, p. 218.)
rrhis was the situation when in the spring of
1929 the freight applications to the Oreat I..1akes
area (which before the Institute had always openly
fallen during the season of open navigation to the
Philadelphia lake and rail rate) began to be low. ered, culminating in the Arbuckle announcement on
April 24, 1929, of freight applications to several
canal and lake ports based on the lowest all-water
rate. (Op., R. 142; Fg. 96, R. 287.) r111e day after
this announcement 1tir. Rudolph Spreckels,: then
president of Ii1 ederal, as well as a Director and later
president of the Institute, sent on Federal's letterhead the following letter to all Institute members
(ib.; Ex. 257, R. 1329): .
.

of

It appears obvious that in view of developments during the past f 0\V days that the
1

It would be interesting to know whether this discussion
of the "legal aspect$" of delivered prices revolved around
the possibility left open by counsel that, if there were no
lnstiflute recommendation, one refiner might "on his own
initiative" announce delivered p,rices, which action, if followed by others, "might appear to have been .taken" [but,
by implication, would not necessarily have oeen taken] "in·

concert."

·

·

. .t The president of C & H referred to Mr.· Spreckels as
the man" who has been given credit for the formation of
the Institute." (Ex. 442-S, R. 1962.)
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sp~rit of at least some of the members of the
Inftitute is such that there is little hope of
ca4·rying out its purposes-in face of the re-·
ce~t creation of a committee to study situatio~s which have caused trouble in the marke ing of sugar, a much worse condition has
be n precipitated prior to allowing your
c;:oittee a reasonable opportunity to consi er the problems involved and to make reco mendations for their correction.
_f erms and conditions openly announced,
w~ich clearly break down the entire selling
st~rcture, are to be deplored. Unless all the
m bers are wholeheartedly determined to
co perate with their fellow members in bette ·ng maTketing conditions and each is willinJ to discontinue discriminatory practices,
in the interest of the industry as a whole,
th re can be no useful purpose served by
T1* Sugar Institute, Inc.
I had hoped that the refiners who organize the Institute had, because of past expe ience, resolved to cooperate and build up
a onstructive method of doing business.
Th idea that refiners would persist in practic s which are indefensible in principle and
de tructive of orderly marketing of sugar,
must either be definitely overcome or we may
as well close the doors of The Institute.
Thus the man who was probably the real leader
in the organization of the Institute stated that
"terms and conditions openly announced", conforming to the Institute 's basic p~inciples, must be
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definitely overcome or ''we may as well close the
doors of The Institute." Arbuckle 's announcement was referred to as "discriminatory", i.e., discriminatory not as between customers but as between refiners. The refiners were reminded that
the Institute was formed to build up "constructive"
and not "destructive" methods of doing business,
that is, methods constructive from the standpoint
of refiners' profits.
Four days after this letter, American announced
delivered prices and all the other refiners immediately followed substantially American's announcement. (Op., R. 143.) These delivered
prices included freight applications which were
considerably higher than those which other refiners
had put into effect prior to American's announcement, and which were considerably higher than the
rates by some differential routes. (lb.)
During the period of delivered prices, sugar
could have been shipped by water to Cleveland,
Green Bay and Chicago at 13¢, 20¢, and 23¢, respectively, under the current freight application.
(R. 397, 416, 549.) Almost wholly as a result of
th.e refusal to allow customers to ship by water for
their own account, the sales of a wholesaler at
Green Bay dropped about 50,000 bags in 1929. (R.
396-397.)

Because of the refusal to sell f. o. b. refinery to
inland customers, substantial traffic was diverted
from the waterways, which have been developed at
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great puplic expense. Because of this refusal, the
sugar to*nage of a barge company operating over
the N
York Barge Canal dropped from 30,000
tons in t928 to 8,300 tons in 1929, and its· profits
from $1Ql,OOO in 1928 to $4,000 in 1929. (U. 562.-.
563, 567.D Under delivered prices, the refiners retained f~r themselves the advantages of any barge
shipments.1 As on:e buyer located on the New
York B~rge Canal wrote National (Ex~ 482-A, R.
2323): I .
other words, the New York Refiners claim
. fqr themselves the exclusive right to use the
f~cilities provided by the people of the State
o~ New York for the people of the State of
N,ew York.
. .AppelJants' expianation (Br., p. 235) of the
Spreckels' letter as nothing more than the "lament
of an itjjured refiner" was expressly rejected by
the Dist~i.ct Court. (Op., R. 144, 146.) It _said:
"The d~cument, revealing its purpose only. too
plainly, jindicates, too, · that Spreckles was speak·

ewl

·IJl

1Althou~h the record does not contain comprehensive
figures co~nparing barge shipments before and after delivered pric~, shipments by Government Barge (from New
Orleans) !at customers' request declined from 5,111,000 bags
in 1929 to 3,582,000 bags in 1930, whereas refiners' own shipments by Government Barge declined only from 2,495,000
to 2,471,000 bags. (Ex. 454, R. 2119.) This situation ap~
pears to have afarmed the Chairman of the Inland Waterways Corporation, who pointed out that distributors a.nd
consumers were being unjustly deprived of any savings
incident to Mis~~ppi-\Va.rrior service. (Ex. Q-2.)
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ing not entirely as President of Spreckels but also
as an official of the Institute.'' (R. 146.) The court
added that "somewhat similar exhortation" had
evoked the condemnation of this Court in Ameri·can Column & Lumber Oo. v. United States, 257
·u. S. 377. It pointed out that, under Institute·
auspices, sentiment in favor of delivered prices as
a solution of the Industry's transportation problem had been developed and cleared; that the
scheme was advocated by individual refiners despite legal advice· to the contrary and that it was.
to some extent kept alive at Institute meetings and
discussed at a time when it was apparent that the
transportation problem would soon become acute.
(lb.) "With the situation thus primed, it required
only some spark to set the scheme in operation."
(lb.)

' Concerning the testimony of refiners' representatives that each had acted independently, the court1
after mentioning that one refiner in a circular to
its brokers had attributed adoption of delivered
prices to the Institute (Ex. 391-U, R. 1562), said
(Op., R. 147):
In a sense, each refiner may have formed his
own judgment, but each was already tutored
under Institute auspices to know what was
. highly desirable in solving the transporta~
.t ion problem. The judgment of each inevi. tably, though perhaps not consciously, must
have been influenced by the knowledge ob-:-
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t~ined through Institute activities that all

the refiners were agreed as to the wisdom,
from their point of view, of delivered prices.
~t was a judgment which must have been
iPfluenced, at a crucial moment, by the
strong letter sent out by one of the impornt figures in the industry and Institute.
ndividual conduct so plainly influenced and
irected by collective activities and the au. . tpority of one who spoke at least in part as
~ representative of the Institute, cannot be
Jeemed independent in any true sense.
De~v ere~ prices we.re also put into effect in the
1
W arr1o'r River area m December 1929 and were
:ffiainta ned there until lVlay 1930. (Fgs. 105, 113;
R. 291, 292.)
In
Great Lakes area delivered prices were
mainta · ed from their adoption in April 1929 until
May 5, 1931, a little more than a month after the
present; suit was started. (lb.) On the latter date
.Arbuck e announced new freight applications in the
Great akes area which were lower than the delivered pr ces then in effect and which did not involve
refusal to sell f. o. b. refinery. (R. 823-824.)
. The 1Government does not regard appellants'
statement (Br., p . 232) of the events leading up to
Arbuckle 's announcement as a fair summary of
·the evidence. Arbuckle's chief executive (R. 669)
testified that Arbuckle was dissatisfied with the
business which it was getting under delivered
·prices ; that it "started to devise a plan in the fall
-of 1930 for a thorough survey" of the situation,

~

ili
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with reference to a new setup of freight applications; that this survey was finished in January
1931; that this preliminary exploration of the sub-·
ject was tentative and no final decision to adopt therates which had been worked out was reached until
shortly before the actual announcement in May,
when reported violations by competitors of their·
delivered price announcements were "almost the
only factor in determining our action." 1 (R. 823826; particularly R. 826. See also R. 416-417, 419420.)
D. CONCERTED MAINTENANCE OF DELIVERED PRICES

The District Court's finding that appellants
agreed to maintain and concertedly did maintain a
system of delivered prices is based upon at least
four further specific findings, which may be stated
in condensed form as follows:
· (1) The Institute sought and obtained the assurance of off-shore selling agencies that they
would adhere to delivered prices. (Fg. 107, R ..
291.)
(2) The members intentionally created the im-·
pression in the trade that they had an understand-·
ing not to sell f. o. b. refinery. (Fg. 108, R. 292.)
1

The testimony of a Government witness that when he·
suggested to an Arbuckle representative in Mar~h, 1931,
that it establish water rates, the latter replied that he " had
been figuring on it for six months" (R. 417) is in no sense·
inconsistent with the above. See to the same effect
R. 419-420.
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(3) TIe Institute policed delivered prices for
the pur ose of maintaining them. (Fg. 109, R.
292.)
.
.
. (
( 4) T e members sought to maintain delivered
1
prices · Texas as well as in the Great Lakes and
Warrior River areas, when there were signs of a
breakdo . (Fg. 112, R. 292.)
Since ppellants (Br., pp: 235-247) have not dis·
eussed or even mentioned the ·two latter findings;
the Government assumes that they are no longer
dispute{. It will therefore not set forth the sup·
porting vidence, and merely calls attention to the
portion f the opinion (R. 155, 156) bearing upon
these Jdings.
·
{1) Assf,rwnce of Adherence to Delivered Prices
·
btained from Off-shore. Interests
.

.A.ppeJllants' attack upon the finding that the In..
~titute obtained a commitment from off-shore selling age1 ts that they would adhere to deliv~red
prices urns upon the proper construction of ,a
letter w itten to two of these agents by Taylor, the
Vice-Se retary, in the fall of 1929. The circumstances giving rise to the letter were these :
.Armstrong and H ershey had advised the Institute almost at the outset that. they would conform
to its rules. (Ex. 21-26, pp. 20, 34.) In the fall
.Of 1929 .A.rm.strong notified the Institute that, because off-shore competitors were doingi business
"'outside of" code rulings, it would be ~ompelled.
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to change its prior policy of rigid adherence to the
Institute's open price system. (Exs. 363-A, 364,
364-A; R . 1484-1487.) Taylor, acting under instructions of the Executive Committee, requested
Lamborn and Lowry, who previously had not regularly interchanged price announcements with the
Institute, to do so in the future. (Ex. 21-26, pp.
316-317, 339; R. 912-913.) Both agreed to do this,
but Armstrong requested that the commitments be
put in writing and sent Taylor a letter outlining the
assurances which it suggested should be obtained.
(R. 914-915.) One of these was (Ex. P-6) :
We will also follow refiners' * * * annowncemen.ts made in connection with quoting sugar s on a freight prepaid basis only
to certain points * * *.
Taylor testified (R. 915) that he followed the sub~
stance of this letter when on November 30, 1929,
he wrote Lamborn and Lowry an identical letter;
signed "The Sugar Institute, Inc., F red G. Taylor;
Executive Vice Secretary", reading in part as follows (Exs. 324, 343; R. 1420-1421, 1452-1453) :
You have already indicated your willing-·
ness to announce your prices to the Institute * * *. You have also indicated
your willingness to subscribe to the general
open selling terms adopted by the Institute * * *.

*

*

*

*

We would also like you to tell us that you
will quote sugars only on delivered price
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b~sis to such points as are being generally
s~ld on this basis. This latter is not an Ins~itute matter but an item of importance to
a]l pa1·ties concerned.

Lowr* replied in part (Ex. 343-A, R. 1454): ·
Ih selling out-of-town points we use the
s~me prepaid hasis as is used by all other
r~finers, and it has uot been our practice to
sell sugar f. o. b.
J.;am1frn said in its reply (Ex. 324-B, R. 1423);

ILamborn

& Company, Inc., have never
spld at other than the d.elivere<l price basis
iii those markets which the refining membe1'S
o~ the Institute have publicly announced as
1elivered price markets.
As t1:ie District Court said ( Op., R. 149) =
"Plainllf, the reasonable inference from this series
of lettei·s is that the Institute was seeking assurance th4t the off-shore sugar would be sold on a de·
livered price basis.'' Appellants' attempted explanation (Dr., pp. 236-244) that all the Institute wa8
interes11ed in was open announcement or observance
of annquncements is "entirely inconsistent" with
the docliments themselves and with their "general
1
tenor". (Op., R . 150.) Both the party instigating
the letter and those to whom it was addressed set
forth in clear language that what was involved was
an assurance to sell at delivered prices in the mar~ ·
kets which the refiners had "publicly announced as
delivered price markets".
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The opinion refers (R. 150-151) to later correspondence between the Institute and Armstrong
and Lamborn, as well as to the testimony (R.
1183a-1183b) of the president of Lowry confirming this conclusion. The most striking confirmation of the understanding of the matter by offshore interests is a letter which Lamborn later
wrote the Institute in which, after quoting the commitment as to delivered prices which the Institute
had requested in its letter of November 30, 1929,
Lamborn said that it assumed that a similar "questionnaire" had been sent to Pike, selling agents
for Hershey, and that Pike, "with reference to delivered-price maTkets, indicated to you that they
would adhere to the delivered-price basis in the
markets where refiners generally sold on such a
basis". (Ex. 325, R. 1427.) As the District Court
said: "There is no evidence that defendants ever
took any definite steps _to_disabuse the offshore interests of the impression'·which·they certainly had
and which defendants now contend is erroneous."
(Op., R. 151.)
.If assurance as to open announcements was what
the Institute sought, the Vice Secretary would not
have \Vritten that this was an item of importance to
all parties concerned, but "not an Institute matter." Appellants suggest (Br., p. 242) that this
means that, although delivered prices were not an
Institute matter, it was of importance that deliv-
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ered p~ices, ·when announced, should be observed.
·But th~ wording of the Institute letter is inconsistent wi~h the proffered explanation. It did not
·ask the selling agents for an assurance that deliv·ered · p ices, when or if announced, would be observed; it asked them to state that they will "quote"
sugar nly on a deliver ed price basis where this
was thj practice of the refiners. Furthermore, the
previo s statement in the letter that these selling
agents ~ad all'eady indicated their willingness to
'' anno~nce'' their ·p rices to the Institute and to
subscripe to its "general open selling terms" shows
that th~ paragraph dealing with delivered prices
was not calling for a declaration of support for the
princiJ ie of open announcement of prices and
terms.
Anot er feature indicative of the essential weakness of appellants' defence is that Taylor, who test ified i detail as to the events leading up to his
letter, id not testify directly t o the meaning of the
crucial paragraph concerning delivered prices.
(R. 91 -915.)
.App kllants have stressed open announcement as
the I ;Jtitute's most vital policy and seek to have
this Court interpret the letter to the off-shore selling agents in the light of such declared policy. · In
this connection it is interesting to note that Taylor
in a letter t o Armstrong about a month earlier
passed on, without comment, a suggestion made by
Lamborn and by Lowry that they would be willing
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to cooperate with the Institute "in the matter of
open price announcements, or some substitute for
that prac#ce that may be suitable to all parties concerned", a suggestion which Taylor amplified as
follows (Ex. 363-B, R. 1484-1485) :
They point out that a number and variety of
open price announcements might be a
greater disturbing factor than the present.
system, and suggest the advisability of some
clearance, for the benefit of all parties interested in their prices, without making it
piiblic.
(2) Impression Given the Trade that Delivered

Prices Were Concertedly Main,tained
The District Court said (Op., R. 152) :
The evidence establishes beyond question
that the purchasing trade entertained the
belief that defendants inaugurated and maintained delivered prices by concerted action
under Institute auspices; a belief deliberately created by the Institute and the refiners.
The court's conclusion was chiefly based upon the
following :
.
. (1) The impression which the correspondence
previously described (supra, pp. 151-153) gave the. off-shore selling agents that delivered prices were·
maintained by agreement, an impression which
thes~ agents, as brokers also for Institute members,.
~aturally passed along to the latter's customers. ·
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(2) ~be impression given Edgar's attorney in a
-eonfere~\ce with Ballou, that the lnstitute's deliv-,
ered pr~be system "was necessary to prevent abuses
subverstve of the code principles" and that this
system +ould not be changed. (Op., R. 152; R. 394,
1183b.) I The District Court was in a better position to Jjudge the general effect of the testimony
-0f this ~itness than is this Court, guided only by
a condehsed narrative statement of the evidence.
(3) the statements, both written and oral, by
the refi~ers or their representatives to refiners' customers ~onveying tbe impression that they had an
underst~nding among themselves on delivered
prices. J Henderson stated in a letter to a ·broker:
4
'We c~nnot do that [ship f. o. b.] and no other refiner wlll do it either." (Ex. 457-Z-4, R. 2212.)
Nation4I, advising a. customer that its delivered
price itj Rochester was tbe same regardless of how
shipme:bt was made, said: "The situation has made
it nece~sary for us to try t:o cooperate in uniform
metbodb of sale.'' (Ex. 457-T-3, R. 2193.) National ihformed a Detroit customer that the reason
why it !would not ship to the customer by barge
was bedause observance of the contract right tor&
fuse such shipment was necessary in order to Insure economy o:f operation and "the stabilization
of trade conditions in Detroit." (Ex. 457-X-5, R.
2225.) A number o'f 'd ifferent _c ustomers testified
that, when t hey tried to purchase f. o. b. refinery
after the adoption of deliv:ered prices, they were
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told by agents of the refiners that such purchases
were barred by the rules of the Institute. (R. 391,
397, 424, 549, 564.) Certain excerpts from the testimony of thI·ee of these witnesses, which appellants quote (Br., pp. 246-247), are not inconsistent
with the view of their entire testimony adopted by
the District Court.
Even if some of this evidence were otherwise
susceptible of the interpretation upon which appellants insist, namely, that it shows merely the refiners' determination not to depart from their
announced pri.ces and terms, the suggested inter:pretation becomes scarcely plausible when regard
is had for the fact that the refiners, in conferring
and communicating with each other concerning alleged departures from delivered prices, viewed
su.ch departures from the standpoint of defeat of
delivered prices rather than violation of the principle of open announcements.
The minutes of an Enforcement Committee meet.ing in August 1929 mention a complaint that
Buffalo buyers were purchasing their requirements
in the name of New York buyers and taking delivery at the barge lines, "thus defeating the
Buffalo delivered price." (Ex. 27, p. 22.) In
October 1929 the Enforcement Committee considered a rumor that certain sales were being made
"in such manner as to defeat the delivered price"
at Chicago. (lb., p. 75.) Godchaux, replying to
a letter from the Institute concerning this matter,
37395-36'-ll
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wrofe that all sugar shipped to points "where there
is a delivered basis price established" is invoiced
"on the delivered basis price", and it asked to be
inform~d whether anyone else ''is breaking down
the rule mentioned above." (Ex. 457-P-4, R.
'2207.) ·j The Institute later advised Godchaux that
it had ssurances from American and Henderson
'that th y would not under any .circumstances permit: "any violations of the delivered price at the
point$ in question." (Ex. 457-Q-4, R. 2207.)
·The letter also said that possibly there were a few
-points oh the fringe of the territory where transit"ing n:ri~ht be practiced "to defeat our delivered
:price' 1 ~t Chicago and other points. (lb .)
.. :_ Within a week after the first announcement of
'delivere~ prices, the Executive Secretary wrote the
Bureau, in response to an inquiry from it as to
shipments of sugar to Chicago at a low freight rate,
that pr iViously sugar purchased f. o. b. New York
could b shipped all-water to Chicago by a private
charter arranged either by a broker or customer•
. (Ex. 25 , R.1327-1328.) Ballou then said that the
·Situatio1ll. which caused this condition "has now
been remedied''; that .American had ''announced a
set of delivered prices and declined to sell f. o. b.
for water shipment", which action has been "generally followed" by other refiners "so that a repetition· of this incident is now impossible." It is

therefore evident that the Institute from the outset approved delivered prices and regarded them
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as a "constructive" solution of a marketing problem, of the kind demanded by a prominent Director of the Institute just before such prices were
adopted.
There were complaints to the Institute and its
members, both fro~ organized groups and from
individuals, in communities which felt that they
were discriminated against by delivered prices,1
but there is no evidence that any steps to give r elief
were undertaken or considered. As an example' of
such discrimination, the freight application to
Louisville under delivered prices was 52.6¢ . although such application in Bloomington, Ill., to
which the actual rail rate was the same, was only
44¢. (R. 517.) Complaints on account of delivered
prices were also made to the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Justice, and members
of Congress. (R. 517--018, 570 ; Ex. Q-2.)
E. SUPPLEMENTAL RESTRAL.'{TS ON TRANSPORTATION

( 1) Private Oharters

I n June 1928 the following Code Interpretation
was adopted (Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. Cl. par. 3 (a)):
The shipment of sugar by vessels privately
chartered by bwyers at rates other than regularly published freight rates necessarily re-

sults in discrimination through delivery at
rates not open to all on equal terms. It is
recommended that neither refiners nor their
1

R. 507-508, 785; Exs. 304, 482-A, R. 1370, 2322; Exs.

u, v.
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epresentatives should be concerned in the
romotion of such charters * * *.
The ruling was adopted a few days after the
Execut1ve Secretary had advised the Executive
Commi tee that shipments by vessels privately
charte ed were used, upon arrival, "to demoralize
the ma ket at points of destination." (Ex. 21-26,
p. 65.) It illustrates the fact that restraints allegedly a opted to prevent "discrimination" between
custom rs actually had as their purpose maintenance f a uniform price structuTe. The ruling
shows the manner in which the Institute condemne and sought to prevent any one buyer from
obtaini g transportation at a less cost than other
buyers in the same locality, although there was
nothin whatsoever unfair about the transaction
and it F.ight be due solely to superior enterprise.
Preve~ting all variation in the cost of sugar to
their c stomers or ultimate purchasers, or, as the
Distric Court describes it, a uniform price structure, i thus both the effect aD:d true objective of
the In ·titute's non-discrimination principle. Inthis w y appellants sought to eliminate the opportunity, ·which price variations afforded, to undersell and thereby disturb the price structure; and
to relieve themselves of the pressure to reduce
prices to which they would be subjected if some of
their customers were obtaining sugar at a less cost
than others. (Op., R. 225.)
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The two following Code I nterpretations adopted
in February 1929 have the same general objective
(Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. 02, par. 3, printing 3/ 18/ 29):
(b) No member of the Institute should
ship sugar on his -0wn account by private
charter except when arranged directly between refiner and carrier, and refiner is satisfied 110 broker,.buyer, nor warellouseman is
participating in the rate.
( c) 1\Jember s should, before shipment,
submit the terms of eve1J7 such private charter to the Executive Secretar y, who shall
scrutinize it for any indications of rebate
or other violation of the Code o:f Ethics.
The situation which undoubtedly gave rise to
these rulings is shown by a letter from Ballou to
Edgar on March 5, 1929. (Ex. 291, R. 1347- 1348.)
Ballou wrote that Edgar's success in securing water transportation for sugar from New York had
led to reports as to the t erms on 'Yhich Edgar was
offe1:ing sugar and that these reports had ''caused
uneasiness." Ballou asked Edgar to confirm Ballou 's understanding that it was Edgar's practice to
sell upon the "prevailing freight application" used
in the market of destination, irrespective of the
fact that his cost of t ransportation was less than
this application. Ballou significantly added that
"the success of the Institute depends upon keeping
various competing interests satisfied that no otber
interest is obtaining an unfair discriminatory ad-
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vantage." . .After the Institute had again written
Edgar calling attention to his movement of sugar
by cha11tered boats and asking him to report the
rates wl1ich he would quote at various points (Ex.
457-0-31 R. 2191), be attended a meeting of the
traffic 1anagers of tho Institute, when a further
attemp was made to get him to disclose what
freight pplications he would charge his customers.
(R. 465)
_ Insof r as the rulings apply to shipments by a refiner for his own account, the obvious purpose was
to equalize competition among the refiners, a purpose expressly declared in connection with other restraints. (Supra, p. 134; frifra, pp. 178, 180.) Although the rulings only state that the terms of all
private charters shall be suhmitted to the Executive Sef retary for scrutiny, American's traffic
manage testiiied that the Iustitute furnished the
reports on private charters to its members. (R.
755.)
e also said that he "inspected them closely
to see hether I was getting as low rates as my
competi ors." (lb.)
. It is ubmitted that the court's finding that the
rulings in question went further than necessary to
prevent "secret" rebating 1 and that the "real aim
was to assist in the preservation of the price structure" was a conclusion which the evidence not only
supports, but almost necessarily requires.
The court pointed out that the rulings as to private
charters were prompted by " rumors " of rebating, not any
known condition of rebating. (Op., R. 165.)
1
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(2) Water Carriers

· Appellants in the spring of 1930 obtained from
water carriers operating on the New York Sta.t e
Barge Canal an agreement that they would carrr.
sugar only on the basis of openly announced rates
and terms, from which they would not deviate without open announcements. (Fg.125, R. 2~5.) The
agreement provided that the water companies fil~
their rates with the Institute, which would furnish
them to membe.r s. (R. 565.) The Vice-Secretary
in r equesting this agreement said that naming different terms and cutting each other's rates "was
extremely detrimental to the sugar interests who
prefer stabilized or fixed rates * * * so that
they would be able to sell it on a firmer basis.''
{lb.) The agreement was induced by the concerted threat of withholding business from carriers
who did not comply. (Fg. 125, R. 295.) A ·short
time before this meeting a Code Interpretation was
adopted providing that members should refrain
from employing water carriers that did not publicly announce rates and terms, or in any way devi..
ated therefrom. (Ex. 20, Sec. XII, par. 1 (a),
(b).)
Appellants (Br., 189) suggest that, upon the
analogy of the Interstate Commerce Act, the restraint as to water carriers was reasonable and
proper, but there is an essential difference between
rate regulation by a governmental body acting un..
der statutory authority and control exercised by a
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trade a1sociation over third persons, enforced by
threat of boycott. While each refiner acting indep~nden~y ~ght _.Properly refuse to do business
~1th a rrr1er which failed to publish or adhere t-0
~ts ratestan agreement not to employ such a carrier
is clear an unreasonable restraint of trade, particularl ~here the primary purpose is to advance
the sel -mterest of those participating in tlie
boycott.

l

( 3) Pool Shipments

·

.A m · iimum ca1·go varies from 2,000 to 10,000
bags an a minimum carload usually r equires 400
to 600 b gs. (R. 783.) Customer s unable to purchase .i such large quantities could, by grouping
togethe , obtain cargo or carload lots. (Op., R.
165.)
Code Interpretation provided that "in no
event s~ould refiners make up a pool cargo for
buyer s ~y the inclusion of their own sugar." (Ex.
20, Sec.t , p. 02, par. 3(a).)
In ju tification of this restraint appellants urge
(Br. 19 ) the discrimination that would result from
their O'fn participation in pool shipments, since
they cotlld not grant the privilege to all .customers.
But the1·e is, as the court below said, "nothing unfair in an apparent discrimination which r esults
solely from the necessary limitation of a refiner's
capacity." (Op., R. 165.) If, as appellants statet
participation by the refiner in pool shipments is
possible only''on the infrequent occasions when the
shipment happened to coincide with the refiner's
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requirements," a privilege so limited by the
exigencies of the business is not, as appellants
further state, a ready means to give a " secret" discrimination to "favored customers." (Br., p.

-0wn

192.)

( 4) Transiting and Diversion
Transiting p ermits storing a shipment at an intermediate "transit point" designated by the carrier and subsequently . forwarding it to a point
beyond. Diversion permits a change of destination or consignee while goods are in transit. In
both cases the tln·ough and not the higher combination rate is applied from point of origin to ultimate
destination. (Op., R . 159.) Both privileges are
therefore valuable to refiners and purchasers in
getting sugar to ultimate destination at a cost lower
than the combination local rates. Although under
the tariffs the transit privilege was granted by the
railroads to the shipper or consignee, the custom of
the trade was to assign transit billing to the purchasers, so that in practice the transit privilege followed the sugar. (R. 465.) There is evidence that
prior to the formation of the Institute buyers were
never refused the transit privilege. (R. 412, 466.)
Because of the artificiality in the refiner s '
freight applications both before and increasingly
after the Institute, transiting and diver sion might
be used to defeat the refiners' announced application at the ultimate destination. (Fg. 120, R . 294.)
The freight application at Hearne, Texas, for
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example was 45¢ and at Dallas, Texas 55¢.1 · '11he
actual rflil rate, however, from New Orleans to
both poihts was 58¢. A customer might defeat the
Dallas kpplication of 55¢ by · ordering sugar
shipped from New Orlea11s at 45¢ and later diverting or t ansiting the shipment to Dallas. (Op., R.
160-161 Ex. Q-4.)
For t e purpose of maintaining their artificial
freight rate structures, apvellants agreed to prevent anr transiting and diversion by customers
~hich ' f ould defeat their 'freight applications.
(Fg. 124, R. 294.) In aid of this r estraint detailed
recommendations were made for individual action
by refiners in preventing such practices. (lb.)
Under the Code Interpretations adopted diversions
~'into higher netting territory than the delivery
1
point
med in the contract" were decla~ed unethical, nd refiners were r equired (1) to trace all
shipmen sand, where transited or diverted, to collect fro the customer the application at the ulti~ate de tination, (2) to report to the Institute all
charges ot collected within 30 days, (3) to follow
detailed i·egulations as to shipments to and from
transit oints, registration of transit. balances, and
procedure when the transit billing was exercised,
and ( 4) to incorporate in their contracts certain

r4

1 The application was based upon the actual rate from
Sugarland, Texas (28¢ to Hearne and 38¢ to Dallas) plus
17¢ . The Texas refiners always charged the New Orleans
rate and refused to sell f. o. b. refinery, thus realizing a
"pick-up" of 17¢. (Op. R. 160-161.)
·
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clauses designed to facilitate the enforcement of
these rules.1 (Ex. 20, Sec. 1, pp. Dl-D4.) 2
Appellants in their brief (Br. pp. 182-187a)
have not attacked the court's finding that insofar
as these restraints were designed to prevent fraudulent use of the privileges, concerted action was
unnecessary, and that individual refiners could have
taken effective steps to prevent the pra,ctice ~f
fraud. (Fg. 123, R. 294.) As pointed out by the
court, the recommendations of the Institute contemplated individual action by the several refiners
(Op., R. 161), and the refiners themselves recognized that the elimination of transit abuses depended upon ''good faith and willingness on the
part of all concerned to correct this practice".'
(Ex. 459-X-1, R. 2275.) Appellants, therefore, are
not prejudiced in the least in their efforts to combat
By a "Buyers' Consent " clause the buyer authorized the
carrier to inform the seller as to the contents of any car
transited or divert~d and its routing, destination, and complete delivery record at ultimate destination. A " Change
in Destination " clause provided that in the event of transiting or diversion the seller's prices and terms at ultimate
destination should apply in lieu of the contract prices and
terms.
2
The Code Interpretations were supplemeuted by additional agreements concerning procedure for particular points
(Exs. 459-E to 459-I , 459-L, R. 2242-2245; Ex. 21-26, pp.
280, 375-377), and by recommendations of the Traffic Committee (Ex. 459-E-2; R. 2280).
•Prior to the Institute C & H developed a car tracing
system, a practice evidently as effective as concerted action
since it continued without change after the Institute.
(R. 810.)
1
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unauthprized transiting and diversion, especially
in viewlof the fact that the decree itself specifically
allows aefendants to discuss freely and advise one
anothe~ as to the most effective means for indi..
vi.dual laction to prevent fraudulent use of the
privileges. (Sec. V, par. 22, R. 323.)
The ~ack of necessity for concerted action to
elimin8j~e fraud indicates the real motive of. the defendan~s in the adoption of these restraints, i. e.,
the matntenarice of the artificial freight structure.
To th~t end . the Institute prohibited not only
transiti)ng a.nd diversion which the refiner had not
author~ed but also that which he bad permitted.
(Fg. 12~, R. 294.) The evidence clearly shows that
appella~ts were vitally concerned with preventing
transiti~g and diversion of the latter type.
Early in 1929 Imperial complained to the Insti~
tute th4.t Godchaux was permitting a Dallas jobber
and brpker to transit sugar from Hearne into
Dallas l"thereby defeating the delivered prepaid
basis i~ Dallas of 18¢ ", and that to ef'fectuate such
transi t~g a special arrangement had been made by
Godcha~x with a private warehouse in Hearne.
(Ex. 459-D-1, H. 2257.) Imperial stated that it
was convinced that this practice was in violation of
the Code, but that Godchaux had "declined to stop
this manipulation'' unless tho Texas refiners would
do certain things. (lb.) Imperial threatened to
retaliate unless the Institute undertook "to get the
Godchaux Sugars, Inc. to immediately stop this
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manipulation." (lb.) Shortly thereafter American wrote Godchaux that it would take "every step
that can be taken to prevent any customer" from
defeating its selling basis by transiting or diverting
through H earne, "provided the practice is generally discontinued." (Ex. 459-F-1, R. 2259.)
I n January 1931 American wrote the Institute
that the proposed changes in the carriers' Storagein-Transit rules and the Buyers ' Consent clause
would be ineffective to prevent transiting in Oklahoma "unless the shippers themselves assume the
responsibility of seeing that shipments are not
diverted, reconsigned or transited". (Ex. 459X-1, R. 2275.) It pointed out that certain sugar
shipments were being "constantly and continuously
mani pufated, both openly and covertly, to defeat the
proper selling basis.' ' (l b.)
Appellants do not deuy the comprehensiveness
of their r estraints on transiting and diversions, but
asser t (Br. pp. 186-187) that insofar as a i·e:finer
permitted transiting or diversion, he was sanctioning a departure from his announced selling terms
and violating the Institute rules governing open
announcement of prices and terms in advance of
sale. The issue thus raised involves the same considerations as those involved in the Institute 's open
price plan, which has previously (supra, pp. 53-76)
been fully considered. As to any discrimination
between customers r esulting from such transiting
or diversion, this "was neither more nor less vicious
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than thb discrimination inherent in the artificiality
of frei ht structures which the defendants either
openly or in concert employed.'' (Fg. 123,
R. 29 95.)
A pp llants impliedly concede (Br. pp.185a-185b)
the art ficiality of the freight structure in Texas,
where ~he Texas refiners, by refusing to sell f. o. b.
refiner , obtained a freight "pick-up." Appellants a tempt to minimize the Texas situation by
assert' g (Br. p. 185-b) that the Texas pick-up existed lo g before the Institute, and that it "was in
no way essentially related to or typical of the transiting i nd diversion problem" with which the re. finers were concerned. But while a freight pickup had existed in Texas before the Institute, after
the Ins itute, when refiners "were deprived of their
former competitive devices * * *, competition
develo ed in the freight applications themselves."
(Fg.
R. 288.) The Government also submits
that, c~Etrary to the assertion that the Texas situation w~s uot essentially related to or typical of the
restrai~ts on transiting and diversion which were
effecteq, it was largely because of the Texas situation, where the artificiality of the freight structure
made the problem most acute, that the restraints on
transiting and diversion were adopted. The Texas
problem was prominent in refiners' correspondence
concerning transiting 'l; a special Institute meeting

9f,

Exs. 459-A, 459-D to 459-M, 459-P, 459-Q, 459-S,
459-U, 459-V, 459-B- 1 to 459-F-1, 459-K-1; R. 2238, .22392245, 2248-2249, 2251, 2252, 2256-2259, 2266.
1
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was deYoted exclusively to diversions in 'rexas (Ex.
459-T, R. 2250); and, in the minutes of the meetings of the Directors and Executive Committee,
Texas was referred to in five of the seven instances
where there was i·eference to a particular area
in connection with discussion of transiting or
di versions.
1

(5) Trucking

Appellants do not take issue with the finding that
they agreed to use only trucking concerns not affiliated with any buyer, broker, or warehouse, and
then only under non-rebating agreements, or with
the finding that "the alleged justification for the
general policy and acts pursuant thereto" are
" similar to those offered as to brokers and warehousemen. " (Fg. 129, R. 296.) Since appellants'
boycotting of brokers and warehousemen is fully
discussed elsewhere both from the factual (supra,
pp. 76-124) and from the legal (infra, pp. 282-287)
angle, we shall not repeat the discussion at this
point.
IV
CONCERTED R:ESrRICTIOl'f oF Nu:MBER oF CoNsIGN-

MENT POINTS

. Before the Institute, the refiners, whose r efineries al'e all on the seaboard, carried stocks in
_warehouses at various interior cities, called consigmnent points, from which deliveries were made
to customers in carload or less than carload quan1

Ex. 21-26, pp. 280, 298, 310, 354, 375-377, 619.
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tities, 31t the carload rate. ( Op., R. 112; Fg. 132t
R. 29~. ~ Following the organization of the Institute, it members, by agreement, eliminated all
consign ent points in many important areas and
drastic, Uy reduced the number thereof in other
import nt areas. (Op., R. 168; Fg. 132, R. 297.)
This ac ion was taken under Section 5 of the Coder
which rovides that sugar shall be consigned only
to "rec gnized" detention points for reshipment,
or to ''recognized'' markets. The language is
highly mbiguous and insofar as the word "recognized" r,uggests application of some objective test
or adoP,tion of prior practice, the implied limitations
the Code were entirely disregarded.

of

1

A. EVERY CONSIGNMENT POINT UPON WHICH AGREEMENT

COULD BE rtEACHED WAS ELIMINATED

One df the grounds upon which appellants defend
their adtion is that concerted action to bring about
"a me~f reduction in the excessive number" of
consignFent points is not an unreasonable restraint
of tradt (Br., p. 223.) The question thus raised
is imp~ttant, namely, whether the refiners merely
undertook to eliminate such consignment points as
they determined in good faith, upon investigation,
1 The aeneral counsel of C & H was of the opinion that the
t:>
•
Code gave no authority to regulate consignment pomts.
(Ex. 407-N, R.1654.) The ambiguity of the Code provision
completely negatives appellants' suggested inference that the
subsequent actfon of the Institute had been informally ap·
proved by the Department of .Tustice at the time the proposed
Code was submitted to it.
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to he in excess of the real needs of the trade; or
whether, in or(ler to shift the cost of carrying consigned stocks from the refiner to the distributor,.
they undertook to eliminate every consignment
point upon which the interested refineTs could agree,
wholly regardless of the value to the trade of the
points eliminated. The evidence indubitahly establishes that the latter is what was done.
Appellants' general objectives and what was accomplished in carrying them out are disclosed in
a letter written in June, 1929 to the Wilmington
Traffic Association by the Executive Secretary concerning elimination of \iVilmington, N. C., as a consignment point. (Ex. 447-V, R. 2006-2007.) In
this letter the I nstitute's leading executive, in outlining what he called the "normal method of distribution", declared that it was the ''legitimate function" o:f jobbers and wholesalers to maintain stocks
and assortments of grades to meet the needs of retail dealers and to pay "the necessary charges for
storage and insurance", but that, due to competition, the refiners have in ma.ny places taken over
this function ' 'and, moreover, have done it for·
nothing." The question whether refiners could be·
i~equired to continue to do this "at their own expense'' was the issue, he said, involved in a complaint which the Wilmington 'l~raffic Association
had filed with the Federal Trade Commission.
Concerning tbe I nstitute's objective, he wrote
that it had consistently recommended the cutting
37395-$6- 1 2
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down of consignment points with a view to their
"ultimate total abolition" and that the Institute's
only regret was that the policy of eliminating all
eonsi
ent points could not at once be put "in
effect iversally. ''
Conce ning the Institute 's success in effecting its
progra , he wrote:
For nearly a year past, there have been
no consignments carried in New England,
New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland and
only at one point (Buffalo) in New York
and one point (Pittsburgh) in Pennsylvania. Further west, owing partly to beet
cqmpetition, it bas not been possible to make
all the progress desired, but the number of
ppints bas been substantially decreased.
Recent recommendations covering the South
have resulted in the elimination of all consignment points in entire states and the ret ntion of only one or two of the larger cities
i
other states.
North Carolina is one of the states where
t e Institute has i·ecommended the entire
d scontinuance of these so-called consign19ent points.
This letter covers the ground so fully and is so
authoritative that little supplementary evidence
seems necessary. Shortly after the Institute was
formed a committee of castein refiners was appointed to suggest consignment points in the East,
<>ther than the South, "with a vir.w of eliminating
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as many as possible.'' 1 (Ex. 447-.A, R. 1991.) In
May and June, 1929, the Directors approved a report and later modifications thereof eliminating all
consignment points except refinery, port of entry,~
or storage in transit points,' in the following southern States : Arkansas, Florida, J...1ouisiana, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Oklahoma, and Texas.
(Ex. 21-26, pp. 241-244, 254-~5, 258-259.) This
report as modified also permitted only one consignment point in Georgia, Kentu~ky, Mississippi,
and Virginia ; two in Alabama and four in Tennessee. (lb.) A representative of Savannah truly
described the r ecommendations as eliminating
"practically all brokers' consignm~nts in the southern teITitory." (Ex. 451- B, R. 2029.)
· In addition to the agreements put into effect,
attempts were made, which very nearly achieved
success, to eliminate the sole remaining consignment point in ~Iississippi (Exs. 451-R-1; 490-P,
1

This committee iu its report ·" ·suggested that no open
announcement be made as to * * • the markets to be
discontfoued * * *, and thus avoid considerable com~
ment." , (Ex. 447, R. 1991.)
~A" port of entry" is a type of consignment point. While
use of this term, which was not defined, " caused confusion "
(R. 920), jt appears to have signified a port where sugars
arrived by water and were stored for local delivery and reshipment, whether or not in carload quantities (Exs. 331.
331-C; R. 1431, 1434).
.
3
1\.. storage in transit point, was defined in the report as
one "established only for minimum carload fon'\'arding, or
deliverie$ in carloa.d quantities by switch movement of car·
riers." (Ex. 21-26, p. 243.)
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R. 2059, 2345) all consignment points in Tennessee (Ex. 21-26, p . 354), all interior consignment
points i Texas and Oklahoma (Ex. 451-I, R.
2033), a* d to reduce the number of consignment
points
Arkansas (Exs. 451-W-l, 451-X-1; R.
2063, 206i5) .
The grneral situation heretofore described is
graphicapy shown by comparing Exhibits Q-6 and
R-6 (Ap,rendix App. Br.), which respectively set
forth th location of consignment points on December 3~, 1927, and December 31, 1930.
Appellfnts assert (Br., p. 219) that after a
consigllllfent point had been eliminated by agreement, an individual refiner was free later to change
his min1 and to reinstate an eliminated point.
Even if is is true, it is immaterial; the elimination was none the less effected by agreement and
continue by agreement. Exhibit R-6 shows that
in the e tire area east of the : Mississippi River
(other t an Wisconsin 1 ) only two points had been
so added by refiners as of December 31, 1930. Furthermor , concerted pressure was exerted to prevent cha ge in an agreement once adopted (infra,
p. 179); and National made a formal request to
the Institute when it wished to reinstate Toledo,
Ohio, a request which the Institute at first refused.
(Ex. 21-26, pp. 475, 538.)

it}

1 Illinois and northern Michigan, which on the face of Exhibit R-6 appear also to be an exception, are not in fact so
since, as appellants state (Dr., p. 217), " no recommendations
were ever made " as to them.
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Appellants have referred (Br., p. 222) to the in·
crease in total consignment points from 344 on December 31, 1927, to 347 on December 31, 1930.
These figures do not reflect the true situation since
apart from three States, Illinois, l\fissouri, and
Wisconsin, there was between these dates a decrease of 97 in the total number of consignment
points. 1 (Ex. S-6; Appendix App. Br.)
B. THE FACTORS GIVEN CO~SIDERATION IN AGREE~IENTS
TO ELIMINATE OONSIG1\"MENT POINTS-THE WILMINGTON
ILLUSTRATION

That the competitive advantages or disadvantages of the several parties to an agreement to
eliminate consignment points were the only considerations given weight in arriving at such an agreement, and that no attention was paid to the value
to the trade of the service eliminated, is evidenced
by the documents bearing upon the agreement to
eliminate Wilmington as a port of entry, i. e., as
a consignment point. This elimination had been
"one of the pivotal points of the compromise" embodied in the agreement 2 previously mentioned
No agreement was reached upon consignment points in
Illinois or Missouri. (Op., R. 168.) It is not unlikely that
the increase in states where no agreement was reached was
partly due to the elimination of consignment points in east.
ern and southern territory, which enabled refiners to add
consignment points in other States without exceeding the
total number of their consignment points.
2
A letter to the Executive Secretary from Savannah said
that "when this whole question of consignment points in
the South was discussed, no one refiner was wholly satisfied,
and the result arrived at was in the nature of a compromise."
1

(Ex. 381-C, R. 1434-14315.)
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(supra,

p.175), to which Hershey was a party, to

abolish ~ubstantially all consignment points in the
South. I (Ex. 389-X, R. 154-0.) A memorandum
of the ~xecutive Secretary, sent to the interested
parties KExs. 331-C, 331-D ; R. 1434, 1435), de~
scribed
ease as "typical of the difficulty of
equalizhig trade opportunities where the fundamental ¢onditions are so different that an exact
equalization is impossible.'' (Ex. 331, R. 1431~
1432.) •n this memorandum he outlined the situation sub$tantially as follows:
(1) Njew York refiners have an all-quantity
water r 4te to Wilmin gton under which they can
ship by !water in carload lots without maintaining
stoeks ~here. (2) Philadelphia refiners do not
have an lall-quantity water rate and to obtain the
water r~te they must eitlier ship in barge loads orbreak bJlk at Wilmington, involving maintenance
of stoc~s. (3) H .e rshey can ship there only in
steamer .oads and it "is difficult to see how tl1ey cau
do busin~ss at all at or. through \rVilmington" without mai4taining stocks at that point. (4) Savannah has Ino water service to Wilmington and rail
shipmen~s from its refinery to interior points are·
slower than rail shipments from consigned stocks·
at Wilmington; and it "wishes to equalize competitive opportunities at such interior points."
The Executive Secretary pointed out that,. if
stocks are not maintained at \.Vilmington, the New
York refiners, being the only ones who can ship-

the
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there by water on a carload basis, "are left in control of the situation" in that city. Furthermore,
as the memorandum discloses, elimination of Wilmington as a consignment point deprived the interior trade of the quicker service afforded by delivery from consigned stocks at that city.
When Hershey, which had maintained stocks at
Wilmington ever since it had started to import
sugar, threatened to withdraw from the agreement,
Savannah protested that it had made concessions
in agreeing to eliminate other cousignment points,
which it bad originally established in order to
equalize a "discrepancy in time in transit" in favor
of competitors and that, unless the 'Vilmington
agreement was continued, it would feel free to
make changes in other Southern States. (Exs.
331-C, 389-W; R . 1435, 1540.) The Executive Secretary thereupon called upon H ershey to consider
the matter "closed on the basis already agreed."
(Ex. 331-D, R. 1436.) The appeal was successful;
as late as December 31, 1930 no consigned stocks
were carried at Wilmington. (Ex. R-6.)
C. CONSIGNED STOCKS ARE OF REAL VALUE TO THE TRADE

Appellants attack the District Court's finding
that refiners' consignment service "was valuable
and beneficial to substantial elements in the trade."
(Fg. 135, R. 298.)
.
Numerous somewhat elaborate arguments can.be
advanced for and against the value of r efiners' con-
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signment service. It is therefore illuminating to
apply the practical test of whether refiners themselves believed that the trade considered this service of value. That they did so is manifested by
their a9ts. Appellants ' witnesses testified that the
reason~or the growth in the number of consignment p ints was the competitive advantage it gave
the re er who maintained stocks, and that no one
refiner could withdraw the service unless all bis
competitors did the same. (R. 813-814, 927.) The
refiners considered this service of such great competitive importance that, even during the temporary period r equired to liquidate stocks on band
after decision to eliminate a consignment point,
they set up what one of their witnesses called an
"''equalization program", under which each refiner
reporte~ his stocks on hand to a committee of the
Institute and was then permitted "to ship enough
sugar t9 equalize the largest stock.'' (R. 920-921.)
The r earon for doing this was that otherwise, when
the agr;ement took effect, one refiner might have
large st cks on hand and another small stocks and
the for er would have the competitive advantage
of consignment service for a longer period of time.
(lb.)
The president of National stated that "if Edgar
persisted in carrying consignment stocks at Grand
R apids, the National could not continue indefinitely
to allow him to take that market.'' (Ex. 224, R.
1308.) In 1928 the Institute made an agreement
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with Edgar that he would, as a general proposition,
carry consigned stocks only at the points recognized
by the I nstitute, but that, if be found it necessary
to make an exception, he would "charge ten cents
extra per 100 lbs. for such service." (Ex. 228, R.
1311.) The charge was later reduced to 5¢.
(R. 452.)
Consigned stocks "enabled a jobber to give
prompter service to his trade", particularly in the
South. (R. 813, 928; Ex. 331-C, R. 1435.) As
one of appellants' witnesses testified: "Deliveries
from consignment, as far as service to a customer
was concerned, was even better than an all-rail
shipment. I t gave him a spot delivery and eliminated responsibility as to price declines and transportation risks." (R. 727-728.) .Also, which is
the crux of the matter, when the refiner maintained consigned stocks be, rather than bis customers, bore the cost of storage and insurance and
the risk of sugar becoming damaged while in storage. (Ex. 447-0, R. 2001; supra, p. 173.)
The protests against elimination of consignment
points filed by organized bodies such as Chambers
of Commerce or traffic associations, as well as by
individual customers, further evidence the value
to customers of the service which appellants eliminated or restricted by agreement. If the service
was of no real value, its elimination would not have
provoked such protests.
We have previously mentioned the protest of the
Wilmington Traffic Association. (Supra, p. 173.)
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When ~ort Wayne was eliminated as a consignment point, its Chamber of Commerce wrote a letter of protest against what it termed "tearing
down tfe commercial and distribution structure so
<!arefu y built in this community"; and it asserted
that it felt that "the business interests of Fort
Wayne are being seriously discriminated against"
in vie of the fact that every jobbing town in Indiana an be served by Fort Wayne more advantageou y than by Indianapolis. (Exs. 407-F,
407-G; R . 1649-1652.) Counsel of C & H, to
whom ibis protest was addressed, reported to the
preside;nt of his company that the Chamber of
Comm~ce "may have a good case" and that if
Fort Wayne and Indianapolis jobbers are competing ag~inst each other for business in · outside territory, j' 'it stands to reason that the Indianapolis
jobber as all of the advantages and can do business wi h less overhead and more profit to himself."
(Ex. 4 7-N, R. 1654.) He added that if the Institute s zealous in its efforts to keep distributors
on an qual footing, the Institute, by attempting
to regu ate storage points, appears to be "defeating
one of i s fundamental objects." (lb .)
· The elimination of Akron evoked many protests,
as also did the elimination of Youngstown. (Ex.
21-26, p. 33; Ex. 313, R. 1396.) One of the principal reasons why the Southern Consignment Committee decided to eliminate "practically all" consignment points in the South was because it felt
1

1

1
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that if certain cities were picked as consignment
points and others excluded, " it might be hard to
satisfactorily explain to the customers and Chambers of Commerce in the cities excluded as to why
their town was left out." (Ex. 451-B, R. 2029.)
Appellants assert (Br., p. 215) that the customer,
by ordering for direct shipment from the refinery,
can save the expense of trucking the consigned
.stock to his own place. of business. There is noth·
ing to show that such a saving would be sufficient to
offset the savings incident to delivery from consigned stocks and, in addition, this saving could be
realized only if the customer had a warehouse on
.a railroad siding and then only if he bought in
.carload quantities. Many, if not most, of the jobbers and wholesalers in small communities are certainly not so situated as to effect this saving.1
Appellants also assert (Br., p. 215) that customers at consignment points ''generally ordered''
for direct shipment instead of consignment delivery. We leave it to appellants to reconcile this
statement (which the record citations do not support) with their earlier statement (Br., p. 127) that
refiners sell their sugar "largely from consigned
stocks", and with their Exhibit W-6 (Appendix
1

One of appellants' witnesses testified: " We could not
get carload deliveries at our warehouse since we have no
switch. If we buy a carload and have it delivered to our
·warehouse, we have to pay the drayage on it. The location
·of consignment stocks there serves a real economic ptvrpose
for our business." (R. 1007.)
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App. t r.) showing that consignment deliveries
have r e l'esented from 26% to 33% of all their deliveries
D. TBERB I S NO SHOWING TIIAT CONSIGNMENT SERVICE
UESULTED IN ECONO:\IlC WASTE

U po the basis of a theoretical computation appellant assert (Br., p. 209) that the total "cost to
the ind stry" of consigned stocks varied between
$2,500, 00 and $2,900,000 a year and that this cost
to the .· dustry would in the long run "necessarily
fall up n the consumer. '' They also r efer to this
cost as '' economic waste.''
. The allacy in these statements r esults from the
fact that the so-called " cost to the industry", which
appella~ts' statement shows to be largely stor age
charges and interest on investnl:ent, is not shown to
be an u ecessary or wasteful cost of distribution,
prejudibial to the ultimate consumer, but is the cost
to the efiners of these and similar items which
would e otherwise borne by the distributors, either
in the ame, a greater or a less amount. As has
been se n (supra, p. 173), the Institute frankly
Tecogni~ed that the main effect and objective of its
program to eliminate consignment points was to
shift this expense from the r efiners to the distributors.
Upon the question of economic waste, therefore,
appellants' figures as to the cost to them of consigmnent service are wholly ir,r elevant, and they
make no attempt to answer the question which is
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raised, namely, whether this service can be performed more economically by distributors than by
refiners. While a really adequate answer would
require a thorough study of the distributive system
in this industry by disinterested experts, we may
call attention to certain considerations.
If we analyze the question of cost and start with
the item of carrying charges on investment, it is
evident that this is not an additional cost of consigmnent service. There must be maintained
somewhere a reservoir of stocks to meet fluctuating demands ; this reservoir may take the form of
stocks at the refinery, or stocks held for consumption at consignment points, or both kinds of stocks.
If appellants contend that consignment stocks are
less fluid and therefore constitute a more wasteful
type of reservoir, it must be remembered that the
same kind of problem faces the distributor. He
can conduct his business with a smaller margin of
error and therefore with less waste and expense if
he can rely upon the reservoir provided by consigned stocks, instead of being required to maintain
on hand a sufficient quantity of sugar and a sufficient variety of assortments and 'grades to meet
fluctuating demands.
Appellants suggest (Br., p. 213) that the distributo1· should not object to "being required to
exercise a modicum of business intelligence and to
give some thought to the requirements of his
trade." The refiners, with the efficient statistical
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service~rovided by the Institute, should not complain i they are asked to meet the same test.
Appell ts' principal witness testified that in
places where consigned stocks were carried "each
refiner onsigned stocks for the need of the community for 30 or 60 days." (R. 619.) .He likewise te tified that he knew "of no place after the
withdr wal of a consignment stock where the
brokers could not get sugar almost overnight.''
(R. 62 . ) If the distributor can thus get sugar
"almos over night", it would seem to follow that
refiners could replenish their consignment stocks
with th same ease and that, with a modicum of
busines intelligence, they would not build up excessive sto ks, sufficient for the needs of the community fo 30 or 60 days.
.A.not er important "cost" factor which appellants ig ore is that sugar can be and was shipped in
large q antities to consignment points by slower
and chtper water or part water routes which the
ordinar distributor, whom appellants describe
(Br., p 212) as operating on the basis of weekly
sales a d deliveries, cannot utilize. (Fgs., 94.-95,
R. 287.} Incidentally, appellants have not mentioned this saving in transportation expense, a saving directly benefiting the refiner when he sold consigned sugar at all-rail or other rates higher than
those · under which the sugar was actually transported. (Op., R. 133-134.)
. In short, whether or not the evidence establishes
affirmatively that consignment service caused no
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economic waste, it at least is altogether too fragmentary . to establish that it did cause economic
waste. As to whether such service tends to bring
about excess s~ocks of refined sugar, it would seem,
prima f acie, that 15 large companies, guided by statistics which they alone have power to obtain, could
better gauge the requirements of the trade than
hundreds of distributors acting independently. To
the extent that refiners' lax business methods were
at least partially responsible for the piling up of
excess stocks, as the District Court believed (Op.~
R.171), they .c annot urge the results of this laxity
in justification of their restraint. In the matter of
possible waste incident to warehousing, it would
seem that central warehouses storing the sugar of
refiners carried at consignment points would be
more efficient than the furnishing of warehousing
facilities by numerous distributors. I nsofar as the
distributors would use the sa~e warehouses as
those used by the refiners, no waste is involved; it
is simply a question of a shifting of the expense.
(See R. 428.)
E. CONSIGNMENT SERVICE IS NOT PREJUDICIAL
S~IALL REFINER

TO

THE.

Appellants contend (Br., p. 208) that small refiners with limited working capital are at a disadvantage as compared with the larger companies '
'in financing the cost of consignment service. But
it is also true that, as one of the smallest refiners
·stated, if the trade is "forced to order in carload
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lots", tjie order will probably go to the refiner who
can su~ply a full assortment of grades; whereas, if
consigtjed stocks are maintained, purchasers, who
can wi~'hdraw soft and powdered sugar from consignmeiit, will probably place some ~f their orders
for stapdard grades with the small refiner. (Ex.
447-A, jR. 1992.) It added that "American may
wish
discontinue more consignment markets
than 1 * * we.'' (lb.) It is significant that
the failure to secure agreement upon the removal
of ·nurrlerous consignment points was due to the
objecti~n of two of the smaller refiners.1 (Exs.
447-0, /447-Y-1, R. 1999, 2020.)

t?

v
I.i'RoHIBITION OF LoNo T ERM Co.NTRACTS

Cont~acts permitting the buyer to take delivery
more than 30 days after the date of the contract
have b)een referred to in this case ·as ·1ong term
contra4ts.
Appbllants have waived their assignment of
.error, o. 136 (30), to the provisions of the decree
(Sec. y, par. 30, n. 324) enjoining agreement or
concerted action in refusing to enter into long term
contracts, but they have attacked directly or in-

f

1 Godchaux, a comparatively small refiner, folUl.d that its
consiQ'Ilment service. in Illinois and .Missouri had. enabled it
to establish a definite clientele which any change of merdiandising policy, by reason of discontinuance of con&1gn·
ment service, "would completely destroy." (FJx. 447-Y-1,
R. 2021.)

..
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directly a number of the District Court's findings
relating to such contracts. (Br. pp. 5-6, 170-179.)
Before answering this attack, the Government
wishes to describe the extent and character of long
term contracts before the Institute and their
economic value. Not only must the r easonableness
of an open price plan which makes certain types
of long term contracts impossible be judged in relation to the actual nature, value, and importance of
such contracts, but an understanding of the part
which they have played in the sale of sugar bas a
bearing upon the accuracy and reliability of appellants' description (Br. pp. 48-54) of the move system of marketing sugar. It is largely upon this
description that appellants base their criticism
(Br. pp. 70-78) of the District Court's suggestion
that full publicity of prices and terms in closed
transactions would eliminate the evils of secret concessions, without entailing the objectionable and
iHcgal restraint of trade and stifling of competition
incident to the operation of the Institute's open
price system.
The question whether the Institute members did
or did not in fact agree not to make long term contracts is another preliminary matter requiring
considera tion.
A. THE AGREEMENT NOT TO MAK.E LONG TERM
CONTRACTS

The District Court regarded i·efiners' agreement
not to enter into long term contracts as one of the
8739~3e--13
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impor ani restraints in this case, closely related to
the a -reement to sell only at prices openly announc din advance of sale and to the general purposes f the combination. .Appellants do not underta~e to show that the court's finding was e1·roneof
t . They have, however, attempted to dismiss t is restraint from consideration by the unsuppo ted assertion (Br., p. 172) that "the defenda~ts * * * did not prohibit long term
contra ts", coupled with the further statement
that, ince they have no desire to p1·ohibit such
contra ts, the court's injunction "does not disturb
them.'
The Government will not under these ciTcumstance review the evidence in support of the
court' finding. 1 It leaves the matter with the
counte assertion that a full analysis of the evidence ould disclose that it is even stronger than
1
the District Court's discussion of it indicates.
(Op., R . 175--177.) The District Court began its
consid ration by saying (R. 174-175):
Defendants' assertion that subsequent to
he Institute, long term contracts were not
arred by any agreement, is so inconsistent
with the evidence, that I deem it unnecessary
to discuss in detail the testimony of the several witnesses and the exhibits which have
been introduced on this subject * * *.
1 The court found that the refiners almost at the outset of
the I nstitute agreed not to make long term contracts and
that this agreement has "continued without substantial
chauge." (Fg. 144, R. 299-300.)
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If appellants should later reverse their position
and should undertake to show that the evidence does
not support the finding in question, the Government will probably ask leave to file a reply brief
analyzing the evidence.
B. LONG TER?.f CONTRACTS BEFORE THE INSTITUTE

Before the Institute, long term contracts were
readily obtained at. all times by manufacturers and
they were also granted to chain stores and merchandisers of sugar. (Fg. 142, R . 299.) Their
terms and conditions varied. Some called for deliveries in stipulated amounts at definite periods
itnd others for a stipulated amount within the
period specified; some named a specific price and
others a price below that prevailing at time of delivery.1 All of the 15 refiners except Arbuckle and
Texas are shown to have made long-term contracts
during the immediate pre-Institute period. 2 A
letter written by the Institute 's Executive Secretary in February 1928 specifically states that manu1 Op., R. 173; Exs. 62, 119-121, 123, 126-130, 140-153,
401; R. 1210, 1235-1239, 1248-1255, 1644.
1
References in preceding note cover American, Federal
(i.e. Spreckels), Godchaux, I mperial, McGahan, National,
~avannah and Revere. References as to other refiners are:
C&H and Western (R. 716), Colonial {R. 384), Henderson
(Ex. 398-A, R. 1601), Pennsylvania (Ex. 398, R. 1600-1601) .
There appears to bo no evidence concerning the practice of
Texas, a small company operated before the Institute under
a joint arrangement with American. (R. 1123.) The only
testimony discovered concerning Arbuckle's practice is open
to conflicting interpretations. (R. 1044.)
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factnr~rs have had the "privilege in the past" of

buyin~ under long term contracts.

(Ex. 428-C,
R. 18113.) The importance of manufacturers as
euston,ers is indicated by the fact that they con·
sume ~bout one-third of the refiners' entire output.
(R. 59~.)
The Ievidence does not show precisely ·how extensiv~ was the practice, before the Institute, of
making long term contracts, but it is perfectly clear
that titey were not limited, as appellants directly
imply I(Br.; pp. 170- 171), to the Pacific Coast
canner~, the contracts offered by Revere and those _
made ivith a few very large manufacturers.1 A.ppellan~' further assertion that the long term con·
tracts Iwith large manufacturers carried "other
discrilhinator y concessiuru;'' is also objectionable,
first, because it implies that a sale for delivery
beyon4 30 days is in itself discriminatory and sec-0nd, b~cause the evidence does not show that these
contrahs, as a general rule, otherwise granted
conces~ions. 2
In ~ddition to the long te1'1D. contracts which mi:
their /iace called for delivery beyond 30 days, "the
practi~e was widespread to contract for 30-day deFg. 142, R. 299; Ex. 42~, mentioned above; Ex. 428,
discussed infra, pp. 196-197.
·
2 Of the limited number of pre-Institute long term con·
tracts in · evidence, the following are contracts of sale a.t a.
specified price, without any special terms: Exs. 119, 120, 121,
122, 123, 126, 127, 128, 129; R. 1235-1239.
1
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livery although both partie8 then knew that the
refiner would, as he did; extend the time to 40, 50,
or 60 days." (Fg. 142, R. 299.)
C. THE ECOKOMIC VALUE OF LONG TERM CONTRACTS

The testimony of Revere's chief executive (R.
685) concerning the Edgar-Revere contract made
in December 1927 illustrates how a long te1·m contract, carrying a price concession, may be mutually
advantageous to buyer and seller and at the same
time neither secret nor discriminatory (unless any
departure, whatever the circumstances, from a uniform price to every purchaser is regarded as discriminatory). The contract provided for specified
maximum and minimum weekly shipments during
1928. (Exs. 152-153, R . 1255.) The price payable was 10¢ a 100 pounds under Revere's list
price on the dates the sugar was shipped. (l b.)
These terms compelled Edgar to "forego the privilege of buying on a price advance." 1 (R. 691.)
Revere considered that it was "a fair contract, not
involving a concession in any way, shape or manner " and that each party "gave up something".
(l b.) There was "nothing secret about the type
of contract"; they were " available to all buyers
1

Thus if there was a move on April 30 and the price advanced from $4.80 to $4.95 (per 100 lbs.), most of Revere's
customers would cover their estimated :May requirements at
the 4.80 price, but the sugar shipped to Edgar as long as this
price held would cost him 4.85 (the 4.95 price less the 10¢
discount) .
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who ·ould agree to take a certain amount of sugar
at in ervals over a long period of time"; Revere
had 1uotcd them "for many years" as "standin(J'b
order ' contracts; and althoug·h not included in
Reve e's telegraphic notices to the trade, they were
' ' gen rally known.'' (R. 691, 693.) Revere believe that it was "good business" to make contract of this type and ''tried to sell them because
they ·ere to our advantage". (lb.)
As .h e court below said, a contract such as that
offere~ by Revere, p roviding for deliveries in stipulated amounts over a long period, "would tend to
bring labout greater evenness of production through
the y~ar and this, as defendants virtually concede,
woul~ effect economies for the r efiner.'' (Op., R.
174;

:If· 939.)

Th~

Edgar-Godchaux contracts indicate the
varie1 benefits which a r efiner might derive from
a Ion term contract with special terms. The first
contr ct, made in October 1926, provided for
weekl shipments of 10,000 bags until the end of
the y ar at the "prevailing Eastern beet basis"
price. (Ex. 140, R. 1248.) Godchaux, as it stated
at th . time, made this contract because it desired o keep its refinery running at "full capacity"
in the November-December period of slack demand.
(lb.) The next contract, which ran for a year from
December 1926, called for weekly shipments of
10,000 bags and gave Edgar a 10¢ price conces-
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sion.1 (Ex. 141, R. 1248-1249.) Codchaux gave
this price concession because Edgar agreed to aid
in financing Godchaux by making advances up to
$250,000 on sugar in transit. (lb.) Near the end
of the contract it was renewed with some modifications (including an increase in the weekly shipments from May 1st to August 15th) for a further
2-year period. (Exs. 145-151, R. 1250-1254.)
The contract in December 1928, after the Institute, between Sterling Sugars, Inc., and Coca-Cola
is another example of a long term contract drafted
to meet the particular requirements of the two parties.2 It provides for the sale at a fixed price of
between 25,000,000 and 56,000,000 pounds of sugar,
to be shipped in specified monthly amounts during
1929.

(Ex. 103, R. 1228.)

It was subject to the

contingency that the seller would be able to buy
within a month raw sugar to cover the contract requirements, at not more than a certain price.
( lb.) The buyer agreed to aid in financing such
purchases up to $1,250,000. (lb.)
Notwithstanding these varied advantages of long
terms to refiners, "perhaps of more importance" is
their value to purchasers, particularly to manufac1

The testimony referring to a 20¢ price concession (R.
450, but see R. 449) was evidently given in the light of the
Institute ruling that Edgar wa.s not entitled to brokerage
on his purchases. (Ex. 163, R. 1263-1264.) The contract
provided that Edgar would receive his " regular brokerage ''
of 10¢ a bag. (Ex. 142, R. 1249.)
• The making of this wntract led to Sterling's resignation
from the Bureau. (Exs. 107-109, 112; R. 1230-1231.)
·
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ture~ using sugar in malting another product.
(Op., µ..174.) A letter written in ,January 1928 by
appel~ant 1foog, senior vice president of Godchaux,.
to the Q:nstitute protesting against its condemnation
of lor~g term contracts, states (Ex. 428, R. 18091811 )~
Forj many years I (l\!Ioog) was in charge of a
large ~oup of corn and pea canneries (a group in~
clud.i~g one of the largest concerns preserving
fruits P, and I can therefore view the question of
long t~rm contracts "from the side of the consumer,
in thi4 case, the manufacturer". If the business is
not to ~e operated on a speculative basis, it is "positively ~ecessary '' that the manufacturer ''be placed
in a ~osition to fix definitely his cost on sugar.'"
As to banneries, they contract in advance for their
suppl~~s of vegetables, cans and boxes and "it has
been ~sual also about this time of year * * *
to con~ract for their supply sugar.'' They issue
their ~rice lists "far in advance of" the elate when
their product is to
delivered. As to preservers
of fru~t, "sugar represents approximately 50% of
the fii1tished product". They contract with fruit
groweb and, based on these contracts ru1d '' definitely known" sugar prices, enter into long term
contracts and issue price lists. These canners and
preservers are not, as a rule, sufficiently large to
buy raw sugar on the option market,1 as a refiner

of

be

The District Court said (Op., R. 174) that the" evidenoo
shows that the astute refiner could protect himself against
1
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-selling for future delivery would do. The sugar
industry must ''give some thought to the problems
of others, and especially the problems of the consuming public.' '
Coca Cola 's purchasing agent testified that his
·company used long term contracts, which it had
been able to make befor e the InstHute, "because we
wanted a fixed price for the cost of raw materials
·over a period of time as far ahead as possible."
(R. 438-439.) In 1'1ay 1928 a group of large manufacturers using sugar wrote the Institute protesting against what they termed "the cast-iron-clad
30-day contract for all branches of the Trade regardless of their very different needs", which was
said to impose a "serious handicap" upon the
-equitable and successful conduct of their business.
(Ex. 418-C, R . 1701-1703.)
'\Ve submit, therefore, that the evidence fully
susta~ the finding of the District Court that long
term contracts "have a real economic value to refiner and to consumer." (F g. 143, R. 299.)
D. THE RELATION OF THE INSTI'l'UTE'S OPEN PRICE PLAN
TO LONG TERM CO~THACTS

Appellants do not dispute the correctness of the
District Court's conclusion that long term contracts with complicated terms and those with terms
fluctuations in the raw market by hedging through sugar
futures far more rea.dily than the customer, because more
familiar with and accustomed to such operations." Soo
.also Ex. 418-D, R. 1704; R. 884.
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wor~ed out to meet the needs of the particular re·
:finerland particular customer are prevented by the
Cod~ requirement that all contract terms be openly
anno~1nced in advance o:f sale. (Op., n. 178; Fg.
149, ~· 300.) The restraint is admitted, but it is
said Ito be reasonable. (Br., pp. 172-174.) The
defe~se is the usual double one, that the trade
whic:µ was restrained would permit discrimination
amo~g customers and that any system other than
theirJown would not prevent this discrimination.
vVe ~ubmit that the defense is woefully weak in
both ~spects.
vVlat appellants mean by discrimjnation is
showp by their statement (Br., p. 172) that any
cont~ct with terms sufficiently complicated to require!private negotiation "is necessarily and of its
very ~at u re discriminatory''. The assertion that,
in or~er to avoid unfair discrimination, every purchase~ in the country must purchase upon precise}~ the same terms, whether he be a wholesale
groce~ in a small cou ntry town, or a large manu. factuter with requirements that can. be forecast in
adva~ce, or a manufact~rer with particular seasonal !requirements, or a big distributor like Edgar
combining several functions, is patently false. As
_the District Cou r t pointed out, the mere fact that
contract terms have been devised adapted to the
·particular requirements of the seller and of the
buyer " does not make the contract necessarily
unfairly discriminatory". (Op., R. 178.)
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Concerning the remedy agai11st secret concessions suggested by the District Court-an agreement to give full and immediate publicity to the
terms of all closed transactions-appellants' answer is that contracts l'equiring private negotiations have intricate provisions which ' 'could readily
be devised in such a way as to cover deliberate and
unfair discriminations between customers'' and
that special terms "could readily be inserted for
the purpose of making such a contract unacceptable
to more than the particular favored customer or
customers." (Br., p. 173.) In other words, the
contention is that the refiners, who have been represented in this case as so solicitous to conduct their
business on a high ethical plane that they have
gone to infinite pains in stamping out even the
possibility of one customer's obtaining an advantage over others, would under any other system deliberately scheme to give certain customers secret
concessions, in violation of rules adopted to prevent
this.
Of course, no rules of a voluntary association
can be successful unless carried out in good faith;
the genuineness of the desire to achieve the objects in view is of far greater importance than the
rules themselves. This the refiners themselves
recognized. At an I nstitute meeting the president
of C & H urged that unless the members lived up
to "the spirit of the Ethics and not merely the
letter of it", the Code "was doomed to failm·e".
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(Ex. 442-S, R. 1963.) See also Ex. 457, R. 2291.
~ny If~mber of the I~stitute could, if he so desired,
v10latf its rules and give the grossest kind of secret
conce1sion, one co~cealed not only from other customeri but from his fellow members, as was in fact
done. 1
In I eighing the reasonableness of the restraint
invoh ed in the Institute 's open price system, there
are o er important considerations to be borne in
mind, the economic value of long term contracts
( supr , pp. 193- 197) and the fact that this system
prevefted the open and mutually advantageous
type 9f contract which Revere had previously offered. Its chief executive testified that upon the
formaition of the Institute, his company changed its
polic~ of making long term contracts (a policy of
long standing and one which had been successfully
pursued, supra, p. 194) "because we considered
it was not selling upon our openly announced prices
and t rms." (R. 691.)
Ev n if it is assumed that Revere misinterpreted
the r quirements of the Code, the incident shows
the d nger of future like "misinterpretations",
See 1the secret concession, developed on cross-examination,
which .McCahan gave one of its customers in November 1930
after the Institute had been functioning for nearly three
years, the concession taking the form of a check for $56,000
delivered to the customer by band. (R. 945-948, 952-954.)
It is interesting to note that the excuse for this transaction
offered by McCahan's vice president was that his company
was convinced that another Institute member, Spreckels, had
given a secret concession to this customer. (lb.)
1
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if the Institute 's open price system is allowed to
stand. Unless the door is opened to free negotiation of long term contracts, it is to be anticipated
that the refiners, who have been operating under an
understanding not to grant such contracts, will,
notwithstanding the court's decree enjoining an
agreement to this effect, continue refusing to make
contracts of this kind, under the guise of carrying
out the principles of non.discrimination and open
announcement.
E. EDGAR 's AGREEMENT TO MAINTAIN REFINERS' PRICES

Ballou, the Executive Secretary, told Edgar
shortly after the formation of the Institute that
he was troubled by Edgar's long term contracts
with Godchaux and Revere and that they were
going to cause great difficulties in the operation of
the Institute. (R. 452.) He thereupon sought and
obtained from Edgar an agreement to maintain
refiners' prices and terms on the sugar r eceived by
Edgar under these contracts. (Fg. 152, R. 301.)
The circumstances giving rise to this agreement
may or may not be repeated ; its present signifi.
cance lies in its bearing upon the general character
and purposes of the combination. The District
Court concluded that the agreement, which was
not an agreement to sell at publicly announced
prices or at nondiscriminatory prices (so far as
Edgar's customers were concerned), but to sell at
refiners' prices, "threatened the Institute project
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only fisofar as the Institute was concerned with
uniformity of price structure" and that refiners'
purp~
; se in obtaining the agreement was "to preserve that structure". (Fg. 153, R. 301.)
Ap ellants admit that the Institute system contempf.ated price uniformity ; they point out (Br.,
p. 17 ) that Edgar's long term contracts enabled
him o sell at a price "below that offered to any
other buyer in the country ". ·vvhile they do not
direc ly deny that an agreement providing for such
unif rmity had this as its purpose, they suggest
that ey were actuated by other considerations.
(Br., pp. 175-177.) These are stated to be (1)
the desire to protect Edgar's competitors against
a prife-cutting campaign, by which it is said Edgar
"co d have driven out of the sugar business every
buye in the Middle West with whom he came into
com etition" and (2) to prevent the sale below
refin rs' announced prices of sugar exchanged for
Gode aux sugar, which sales, it is said, would lead
the t ade to believe that the refiners were not maintaini 1g their announced prices.
It ~s obvious that th.ere was ~o dang~r that Ed~ar
woul~ engage in the kmd of price cutting campaign
pictured by appellants. The sugar which he could
·obtain at a price below that available to other distributors was definitely limited in amount and the
Institute system made it impossible for him to
obtain further supplies on the same terms. It was
to Edgar's advantage to sell the Godchaux and
t
l
h
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Revere sugar at refiners' prices if he could and to
undersell only to the extent necessary to dispose
of his sugar. This is precisely what Edgar did.
Although his agreement with the Institute covered
only February and March 1928, be did not sell below refiners' prices during 1928 or in 1929 until
the summer, when he began to encounter difficulty
in selling his Godchaux sugar
difficulty unquestionably due in large part to the enforced abandonment of his merchandising business, by reason of
the refiners' threatened boycott). (R. 454, 484485.)
As to the exchange of Edgar's Godchaux sugar
for sugar of other refiners which Edgar was selling
as a broker, this also did not occur until about the
middle of 1929 when Edgar found it difficult to
dispose of all the sugar he was receiving under the
Godchaux contract. (lb .) Therefore, insofar as
Edgar did thus exchange sugars, the practice did
not begin until more than a year after his price
maintenance agreement with. the Institute, and the
practice in question has no connection whatever
with refiners' reasons for making the agreement
with Edgar.

(a

F. ENFORCEMENT OF THE WITHDRAW AL PROVISION IN
3 0-DAY CONTRACTS

The refiners agreed to enforce strictly the terms
of their individual contracts relating to the withdrawal of sugar. Before the Institute this was a
matter for each refiner to decide for himself in
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each individual instance. But at an early date the
Code was interpreted as requiring strict enforcement of the 30-day delivery provision of time contract (Ex. 21-26, p. 30) and Code Interpretations.
were adopted denouncing any indulgence to buyers
in th s respect as ''unethical, discriminatory and
unfa·r" and declaring that "lack of diligence on
the ~rt of the refiner in using every reasonable
mea to enforce" the terms of his contract should
be co sidered a violation of the Code. (Ex. 20, Sec.
I, pp D5-D6, pars. 7 (a), (c) .) In further aid of
this program, refiners agreed to r eport to the Institute all unspecified and undelivered balances, by
Stater , on the 30th and 35th days after the entry of
each f ontract. (lb ., p. D6, par. 7 (e).)
Thr Institute members not only agreed upon the
prindiple of strict enforcement, but they agreed
that rach would apply the same measures of enf orcepient and would make uniform announcement
therebf. 1 (Ex. 21-26, pp. 266, 275, 277, 283-284r
411, -~14, 423, 425, 427-428.) '!'he Enforcement
Comtittee periodically examined the statistics
( whi~h were withheld from purchasers) furnished
by m~mbers as to undelivered balances, checked up
1 When this policy was being first put into effect, the Directors requested the Executive Secretary" to prepare a uniform letter to be sent to the trade announcing the policy of
each refiner in this respect." (Ex. 21-26, p. 275.) The Directors at an adjourned meeting the next day approved, after
some change5, the draft letters which had been prepared.
(lb., p. 277.)
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on members ' enforcement of the 30-day provision,
and brought pressure to bear upon those suspected
of insufficient zeal. (Ex. 27.) When cir cumstances wer e such that some relaxation of contract
terms was deemed advisable, the extent of such relaxation was agreed upon. (Op., R . 179;.Ex. 2126, pp. 389, 391.)
The members, in carrying out this program, disregarded the Code's basic principle of open announcement. On one occasion it was decided that
7 days ' latitude for effecting delivery of contracts
entered on a particular "move" should be granted
at the option of the r efiner , "but that the trade
should not be advised regarding this extra time.»
(Ex. 27, pp. 124, 127.) On another occasion the
Executive Committee recommended that members.
should continue to require specifications to be fur nished on or before the 30th day, but that refiners
should have 7 days additional within which to complete deliveries, the latter provision "not to be a
public announcement." (Ex. 21-26, p. 394.)
By the agreement to enforce contract terms each
refiner surrendered his freedom to conduct his
affairs according to his own best business j udgment. Here, as in so many other matters, the sole.
justification offered by appellants is preventing
discrimination between customers. (Br., pp. 177179.)
The only evidence to which appellants refer
which even appar ently supports their view is the
37395-8 6 -U
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testimQny of Lowry (R. 383) that allowing the
buyer o postpone withdrawals "could be used as
umentality for discrimination ". The tesis in fact irrelevant because Lowry was
talkin about the pre-Institute situation. Under
the c011ditions then prevailing, a customer might
overbu and, if the price went up and the withdrawal provisions of the contract were not enforced, he would be protected for a longer period
t han 3 days, whereas, if the price went down, he
might konfidently expect the refiner to reprice the
unwithUrawn portion of the sugar. But the Institute system, which prohibited such repricing,
took a fay any positive advantage in overbuying;
if the vrice went down, the purchaser lost by the
practice and if it went up he profited .
.Althf ugh under the Institute there was little if
any m9tive for deliberate overbuying, it is evident
th~t curom~rs woul~ not correctly gauge their reqmremFnts m every mstance. The enforcement of
uniforrp rules r equiring disregard of all special circumstarces and the same treatment of every buyer
appearf highly unreasonable and arbitrary.
If an altruistic concern for the interests of their
customers was the motivating force behind the principle of nondiscrimination, then it would seem that
rigid application of the principle would not be
insisted on when such application was likely to be
unfair to customers, without being necessary to protect them against real discrimmation. Skepticism
1

I
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as to whether such altruistic concern was the real
purpose of the rule against "discrimination'' would
be further increased if it appeared that, when the
refiners knew that the restraints which they had
adopted were substantially prejudicial to important customer s, no serious effort was made to meet
the Iatters' needs.1 The time and attention given
to contract enforcement are, however, understandable if r efiners' primary concern in this matter was
maintenance of a uniform price structure.

VI
PROHIBITION OF

Qu Al.'lTITY

D ISCOUNTS

A. THE DECREE PROHIBITS ONLY QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
WHICH DO NOT RESULT IN DIBECT OR INDIRECT
ECONO:i.\IIES TO REFINERS

.Appellants discuss quantity discounts at length
(Br., pp. 105-124, 287- 290), without mentioning
or describing the acts or action which the District
Court enjo~ned. All that was enjoined (See V, par.
33 R. 324) was agreement or concerted action inPreventing, restraining, or refusing to
grant quantity or other discounts where such
discounts reflect, effect, or result in econo1mies to refiners either in direct or indirect
costs.
1

See the manufacturers' protest against the Institute ruling against long-term contracts (supra, p. 197) and the Institute's self-admitted failure to provide effective relief (Ex.
21-26, p. 190) .
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. App:ellants' prjncipal contention is that quantity
d1sc~un
l t~ do not ~·es~lt in any savings to the refiners in direct or indirect costs. Since the decree
does lot prohibit agreements to refuse such discounts on the basis of their own showing appellants
are no injured by the decree.
The contention that quantity discounts do not
effect economies is supplemented by the further
conte11rcion that, if certain types of contracts-such
as th of e providing for regular deliveries over an
exten~ed period or for carload deliveries direct
from refinery-do bring savings they are not within the l quantity discount provisions of the Code.
Appellants assert (Br., pp. 108, 111, 290) that in
these instances the discount would be, not for the
quanti~y of the purchase, but for the manner of
takin~I delivery. The necessary conclusion to be
drawn from appellants' statement of their position
1
is tha~ they have never intended doing and do not
now ~·tend doing what the decree forbids.
Pos ibly appellants will contend that, granting
all thi , it does not constitute a sufficient r eason for
enteri I g a decree against them. But the facts of
this case demonstrate that, if the paragraph of the
decree relating to quantity discount~ is eliminated,
there is real and substantial danger that the I nstitute members will not confine themselves to the J.U:nits which they presently assert they intend to obser ve. Appellants have been found to have engaged
in a wide variety of illegal restraints, a number of
which (while still denied) are no longer contested.
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The District Court has also found that they have
<!Oncertedly ref used to grant discounts "for sales
with the type of delivery which would result in savings to the refiner." (Fg. 159, R. 302.) In addition, the quantity discount provisions of the Code
may easily be used as a pretext for continuing the
.concerted refusal t o enter into various long term
<!ontracts (the importanco of which in the sugar industry has already been shown).
The Government is entitled to effective relief.
"rhis is particularly so when, as previously stated
(supra, p. 208), the relief which is granted will not
injure the defendants or prohlbit anything except
what they. disclaim doing or intending to do. In
the present case every aspect of the sugar industry;
in relation to the combination effected through the
Institute, has been exhaustively explored, and much
that was <lone has been found to be illegal. Appellants should not now be left free, subject only to the
institution of a new suit against them by the Gov>Crnment, to decide to their own satisfaction that,
when a·contract carries a discount, the discount is
for the quantity of the purchase rather than for tbe
manner of taking delivery or for some other variation, such as delayed delivery, from the contract
terms offered in the ordinary run of business. The
Government should he put in a position where it
<'.an, if it suspects departure from the liberal terms
'Of the decree as to quantity discounts, obtain
prompt settlement of the issue as a part of this same
:proceeding.
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Conperning the propriety and necessity for effective re~ef where the defendants in an antitrust case
have been found to have engaged in a far-reaching
combifation in restraint of trade, this Court said
in Loe~ 167 v. Un-ited States, 291 U.S. 293, 299:
~he United States is entitled to effective relief. To that end the decree should enjoin
acts of the sort that are shown by the evidence to have been done or threatened in
furtherance of the conspiracy. It should be
broad enough to prevent evasion. In framing its provisions doubts should be resolved
in favor of the Government and against the
conspirators. lVarner & Co. v. Lilly & Co.,
,265 u. s. 526, 532.

Ap~ellants'

assertion (Br., p . 124), "If the trade
is uoi ~ermitted to eliminate quantity discounts, it
is imP.ossible to hope for the elimination of secret
priceddiscriminations,'' is altogether misleading.
Its p emise is that, because secret quantity discoun may be a vehicle for price discrimination,
the o~y possible remedy is to abolish all quantity
discotts, secret or otherwise. Appellants might
with just as much r eason assert that it is necessaryto abolish all p rices or all payment of broker age,
because these have been vehicles for secret concessions to customers. The point to be kept in mind
is that, so far as the element of secrecy is concerned,
quantity · discounts fall in the same category
as prices and all other terms of sale. The possible
abuses springing from secrecy of prices or terms
and the r emedy of publicity proposed by the Dis-
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trict Court, as opposed to the Institute's open price
system, have already been discussed.
B. LEGAL ASPECTS OP THE RESTRAINT CONDEMNED BY
THE DISTRICT COUR'r

Appellants' legal discussion (Br., pp. 287-290)
of quantity discounts does not meet the point in is~
sue. Their argument is directed to the proposition,
stated at page 290, that "concert to abolish purely
arbitrary 'pseudo' quantity discounts representing
no saving in costs is not prohibited by law." Appellants either :fail to recognize or deliberately
ignore the fact that concerted action of this kind
was not enjoined. Appellants do not contend that
a quantity discount representing a saving in cost
is arbitrary; they impliedly assert that it is not.
The sole legal question presented is whether an
agreement to eliminate one element o:f price competition, quantity discounts, when the agreement is
confined to discounts which are in no sense "unfair
or subversive of sound competition" (Op., R. 257),
is in unreasonable restr.:tint of trade. In the first
place, an agreement directly restricting competition cannot ordinarily be justified merely because
the practices covered by the agreement give some
purchasers an advantage over others, in the competition of purchasers with each other. In the second place, even i:f this would be a justification
where such advantage could be regarded as unfair,
the purchase of a large quantity is not the same
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as the purchase of a lesser amount. Finally, even
if we assume that, notwithstanding this difference,
such advantage is, in the absence of other facts,
unfair~ it ceases to be so when the practice in question ~sults in a saving in cost to the seller. In
that se the public interest in having purchasers
treate alike is overcome by the public interest in
preserying methods of sale which promote economy
and lo 1\rer costs. 1
VII
REStRAINTS RELATING TO CONTRACT TERUS AND
CoNDITIONS
A. TOLLING

U nd;er a tolling contract the refiner accepted raw
sugar from the owner and retu1·ned to the latter a
propo~tionate amount of refined sugar, making a
eharg~ for the service. (Fg. 166, R. 303.) PreJnstitute tolling agreements were made by the refiners /with one another, with producers of raws,
with :i:panufacturers of products containing sugar,
and with sugar merchants. (Fg. 167, R. 304.) Although the subject is not specifically mentioned in
1

Cf., Section 2 of the Clayton Act, which forbids price
discriminations effecting a. substantial lessening of competition, but excepts from the pr:>hibition discrimination in
price "on account of differences in the • • • quantity
of the commodity sold." Even the narrowest possible interpretation of the exception, which appellants urge (Br.,
p. 289), would apply to quantity discounts representing a
saving in cost.
1
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the Code (Ex. 434-I, R. 1853), the Institute prohibited the making of any tolling contracts with
purchasers. of sugar, and banned tolling arrangements with raw producers unless the latter agreed
to sell the tolled sugar in accordance with the Code.
(Fg. 169, R. 304.)
The matter of tolling first came before the Institute in 1928 when Savannah reported that it had
negotiated a tolling contract with Coca Cola. (Exs. ·
434, 434-E, R. 1847, 1851.) The r efiners were unable to agree as to whether the understanding barring tolling contracts that had apparently been
reached in the preorganization meetings, extended
to tolling for manufacturers. 1 (Exs. 434-E, 434-I,
R. 1851, 1853.) .After consideration, the Executive
Committee held that a tolling contract, even with
a manufacturer, constituted a "discrimination"
under the Code in that it enabled a buyer to obtain
sugar "at a price other than the open price for
sugar as announced from time to time by refiners''.
(Ex. 434, R. 1847.) The unanimous vote of the
1

Savannah wrote that: "Unfortunately the minutes of the
conferences in December are more or less incomplete • • • ".
(Ex. 434:--E, R. 1851.) While it distinctly recalled a. unani!llous agreement to bar tolling contracts, it believed that tolling for manufacturers was not included. (lb.) Another
refiner, however, was of the opinion that it had been" unanimously decided that no refiner would toll any raw sugars for
any purchaser of refined sugar regardless of whether or not
he was a jobber or manufacturer." (Ex. 434:--I, R. 1853.) ·
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mem ers, other than Savannah, confirmed this
1
view. (Exs. 434-D, 434-L; R . 1850, 1855.)
At the same time the Executive Committee
adopt d a resolution condemning as "discriminatory" any agreement by which a manufactuTer or
other Ibuyer or user ~f sugar "is enabled to obtain
r efin1d sugar at a price other than the open prices
as announced from time to time by refiners".
(Ex. 21-26, p . 89; Ex. 434-M, R. 1855.)
Su~sequently in January 1929, the Board of Directofs adopted a resolution prohibiting any tolling a rangement under which the refiner does not
retai , entire control of the sale of its product "in
orde1j that it may be sold in accordance with the
Codef f Ethics." 2 (Ex. 21-26, p. 188.) Under this
resol tion it was regarded as permissible to toll
for i· w sugar producers, provided that they ag1'eed
to se11the refined product in accordance with the
Code (R. 1030-1032.)
The activity just described sufficiently refutes
appe lants' denial (Br., p. 161) that they at any
time agreed to eliminate or prohibit tolling contracts, and their statement that the refiners, acting
individually, did not in practice enter into such
contracts with their customers for the ~eason that
i Savannah regarded its contract as a "legitimate transaction ", but was willing to abide by the unanimous opinion of
the other refiners. (Ex. 43~E , R. 1851, 1852.)
2 This resolution represented a change in wording of a.
resolution adopted earlier, specifically condemning tolling
contracts "whether for jobbers, manufacturers, raw sugar
producers, or others." (Ex. 21-26, p. 169.)
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"it did not seem practicable to make any general
offer of such contracts". To the extent that, as
testified by appellants' leading witness on this subject (R. 1029-1032), tolling contracts came within
the prohibition of the Code because their terms
had necessarily to be negotiated and could not
therefore be announced in advance, or because they
could not be made with all customers alike, this but
serves to illustrate again how the broad Code principles may be used to restrain a11d prohibit normal
and lawful contracts. Admittedly legitimate competitive practices may not be stamped out merely
because they do not fit into the Institutc's ambiguous principles of open aimouncement and nondiscrimination. Only customers using large quantities of sugar and able to finance the purchase of
raws would care to obtain tolling contracts. Beeause all customers would not or could not use tolling contracts, is no justification for concertedly
-denying them to others who are in a position to use
them to economic advantage.
The court below found that appellants' dominant
purpose in prohibiting and resh'aining tolling was
not, as claimed, to prevent unfair discrimination,
but to prevent sales of sugar at prices, terms and
-conditions which would jeopardize the price structure. (Fg. 170, R. 304.) This is virtually admitted
in appellants' brief, where it is stated (p. 161) that
the refiners conceived that tolling contracts gave
-preferential treatment to customers because it en-
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able them to purchase sugar ''at other than the
open to the general trade" 1
B. CREDIT TERMS

Al~ough the District Court's findings with respect to. restraints on cr edit terms are not presented
for r view (App. Br., p. 179), we refer to them in
pass· 1 g because their significance transcends the
impor tance of the restraints themselves and bears
upon the general issues in the case. Not only do
they ·uustrate the wide scope of appellants' activities, but they put to a test appellants' broad contenti n that the I nstitute was concerned only with
open announcements and with the removal of discrimmations and the elimination of uneconomic
prac~ices. F rom an analysis of the documentary
proof introduced by the Government (Op., R. 186198), the court found that the activities of the appella ts were not concerned, as they contended,
with securing open announcements and with the
for
ation of uniform definitions, but that the

T~e fact found by the court and relied on by appellants,
that tolling contracts were not common prior to the Institute,
would be significant only as it shows the great lengths to
which appellants went to prevent the purchase of sugar at
less than the refiners' uniform price. Moreover, with the
restriction upon other forms of competition, in the absence of
any prohibition against tolling contracts, there is reason_t-0
believe that the demand for such contracts would ha\"e mcreased substantially. T he Executive Secretary believed
that, " There is going to be tremendous pressure in all directions for contracts of this kind • "' *." (Ex. 434, R.
1847, 1848.)
1
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ambiguous Code principles were employed as a
cloak for a series of agreements to restrict competition. With the suppression of direct price competition, competitive forces tended to assert themselves in connection with terms of sale, including
credit terms, and as each new manifestation of
competition developed the Institute busied itself
with securing concerted action looking to its suppression or curtailment.
The principal credit terms which received the attention of the I nstitute were the "four payment
plan", "split billing", and the cash discount.
Four-payment plan.-This was a credit arrangement, originating in tlie Southeast, which permitted payment to be niade at the usual 2% discount in four weekly installments. The customer
was given immediate possession of a carload of
sugar and was obligated to withdraw one-quarter
of a carload each week and to pay for the withdrawn portion within the seven-day discount period. (Op., R. 186-187.) Until the filing of this
suit appellants concertedly and by agreement substantially and effectively eliminated the areas in
which the plan was offered and the extension
thereof. (Fg. 173, R. 304-305.) Contrary to their
contention, they did not confine their activities to
i·equiring open announcement af the plan. ( l b.)
It was in connection with the discussion of the
evidence supporting these findings that the court
made the statement, referred to earlier, that it had
gone into this and other matters more fully than
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their intrinsic impo1·tance justified because of the
light ast by the documents on the motives that actuate appellants and the methods adopted by them.
(Op., R . 191.) The documents in question are cited
and uoted from in the opinion (R. 187-191) and
only ypical ones will be referred to.
I n a letter written by one of the r efiners (Ex.
394, . 1597), he described as one of the most import t matters discussed at an Institute meeting
'' the adoption of a policy by all members that before hey made any drastic changes in the selling
term , they would, if possible, await a Directors'
meet ng at which this question could be discussed
by a at interest." I t was agTeed, he indicated,
that special Director s' meeting would be called,
if ne essary, in order that the discussion might be
had~''' before rather than after the taking of the
cont mplated action.'' He referred particularly
to th fact that .American had announced the fourpay ent plan in T exas, and that the plan thereafter spread all through the United States before
it wa withdrawn and confined to the original territory where it applied.
The court referred to a memorandum made by
one of the refiners of a telephone conversation with
the office manager of the I nstitute, in which the
latter notified him that a certain. city "had been
withdrawn from four-payment plan territory",
and informed him at the same time that the lnstitute's counsel bad frowned upon an earlier ex-
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change of wires ·with the Institute on tbe subject
"as letting ouTselves open to prosecution by the Department of Justice ". (Ex. 420-X-1, R. 1776.)
In discussing other evidence indicating concerted
action at an Institute meeting with respect to tbewithdrawal of the four-payment plan in certain
"\Vestern States, the court noted the fact that the
minutes of the meeting in question ''contained no
entry with respect to four-payment plan matters''.
(R. 190.)
Split billing.-This referred to the practice of

making two billings on one carload of sugar. The
California refiners originated split billing to overcome the competitive disadvantage resulting from
the difference between the 80,000-pound carload:
minimum prescribed by the railroad tariffs on shipments from the Pacific Coast, and the 60,000-pound
minimum applicable from the Atlantic Coast and
Gulf points. They made two billings to buyers in
~fiddle \Vestern competitive territory, the first for
60,000 pounds payable within seven days after a.r. rival, and the second for the balance payable within
14 days after arrival. (Fg. 175, R. 305.) ~rhe
practice could be and was at times used as a competitive device to meet other forms of competition,
but was suppressed by the Institute. (Fg. 1.76, R~
305.) The court below .f onnd that there is no evil
in split billing. To the extent that, prior to the
Institute, it ~ay have been used to give a secret
concession, this could have been prevented without
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proh~biting the practice itself.

(lb.) The evidencf. which the court stated negatived appellant~ ' contention that the only obligation of the refinerF under the Coc.le was to announce publicly
thei4 intention to use split billing, is reviewed in
the <{Pinion. (R. 191-194.)
Gdsh Discount.- The importance of the cash discoulll,~ in the sugar industry is demonstrated by the
fact that it amounts to at least one-half and may
exceed the gross margin of the sugar merchant. 1
A cJstomer who did not take advantage of the cash
disc6unt was regarded as a bad credit risk. (R.
382. The court found that the post-Institute
elimfation of secret concessions tended to caus~
comfetition to manifest itself by other means, and
that steps taken by the Institute to preserve the
tra ·tional 2% discount were designed to prevent
sue competition. (Fg. 179, R. 306.)
wever, the principle activities of the Institute
witli r espect to the cash discount, which occurred
prick- to the delivered price period, concerned the
tim4 when the discount period should begin on shipments by differential routes. Competition in this
respect was especially keen between New Orleans
and eastern r efiners until suppressed by appellants

i

iAssuming an average cost of $5.00 per hundred pounds of
sugar (see Ex. S-17, Appendix, App. Br.), the usual cash
discount of 2% amounts to 10¢ as compared with the usual
margin of gross profit of from 5¢ to 20¢ per hundred pounds.
(R. 377.)
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through the Institute, for the purpose, as the court
found from a review of the evidence, (a) of equalizing their own opportunities, (b) of discouraging
shipments over differential routes, and ( c) of preventing a breakdown in the high freight applications which they aimed to maintain. (Op., R. 196198; Fg. 181, R. 306.)
C. PRICE OU.ARANTEE

Another restraint, the findings as to which are
not now challenged, but which has an important
bearing upon appellants' general motives and methods is the suppression and limitation of the price
guarantee. Prior to the Institute refiners offered
in some localities a guarantee against price decline
between the contract date tmd the date of delivery.
(R. 198-199.) California refiners especially em-

ployed the guarantee to equalize the advantage enjoyed by the other refiners in the shorter transit
periods from eastern and southern points. (l b.)
Several days after the formation of the Institute
members announced withdrawal of the guarantee
in all territories. (Exs. 408-C, 467, R. 1658, 2293.)
C & H (as yet a nonmember) did not follow. It
took the position that the guarantee, which it gave
openly, was not an evil or unethical. (Ex. 461-C,
R. 2286.) Efforts were made to induce C & H to
alter its decision; an Institute committee conferred
373ll5-36-t:S
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wit~ its president to this end, but without success.

1

(R. j199; Exs. 461-C, 476, R. 2286, 2307.)
Tpereupon the eastern and southern refiners reinst~ted the guarantee, but only to the extent necessar~ to meet C & II competition. · (Fg.184, R. 307.)
Alt~ough here again appellants contended that
eac~~ refiner acted independently and that the Instit~~te was concerned only ·'vith public announcement, the court found that the appellants acted
I
con¢ertedly in seeking to prevent any revival of
the p rice guarantee and in resti·icting the guarantee
to the routes of shipment and territories
wb$·e it should apply. (Fg. 183, R. 307.)
j

las

I

0. USED BAGS AND BULK C01''TAlNEltS

S~bstantial savings of 5¢ to 10¢ per bag could
be ihade by customers without substantial expense
to r~ners by re-using customers' bags. (Fg. 187,
R . ~07; R. 380-381; Exs. 412-D, 412-G, 412-H,
R. ~688, 1690.) For several years prior to the Instib~te some of the refiners made allowances to certaiJ customel'S on returned empty bags. (Op.,
1 The Executive Secretary subsequently had occasion to
remind C & II that Institute members ha.cl abandoned the
guarantee and had thereby left C & H in control of the
Chicago m:.trket. (Ex. 467, R. 2293.) Pennsylvania. had
advised him that it" was simply obligated to have its share
of the Chicago market and would have to r(;'.store the guarantee to get it." · (lb.) Other members likewise insisted that
unless C & H could be brought into line, they would have to
meet this competition (Ex. 21-20, pp. 60, 69), thus indicating
the importance of the guarantee from a competitive viewpoint.
·
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R. 203; R. 381; Ex. 385-H, R. 1519; Ex. 21-26,
p. 63.) The witness who originated the practice
testified that a bag costing 15¢ could be used five
to seven times, thus reducing the cost to 2¢ or 3¢
for each time the bag was used. (R. 380-381.) H e
knew of no case where the practice was used for
rebating. It continued in use for a number of
years "until stopped by the Institute". (R. 381.)
During the first months of the Institute, in r esponse to a query propounded by American's sales
manager as to whether American could make an
allowance on the "savings" on package cost which
could be had by refilling customers' bags, which
were capable of refilling at least a dozen times, the
Director s decided that such allowance should be
discouraged because it was open to "irregularities
and abuse". (Ex. 385-G, R . 1518-1519; Ex. 21-26,
pp. 18-19.) This conclusion was incorporated into
a Code Interpretation on the same day. (Ex. 20,
Sec. I , p. Cl, par. 1.) In r ejecting a customer 's
proposal to r eturn bags for refilling, McCahan
stated that it appreciated the buyer's thought as
to " saving us some expense" but that the I nstitute
ruling stood in the way. (Exs. 412-G, 412-H; R.
1690.)
At a Directors' meeting· in January, 1931, National 's proposal to amend the Code Interpretations so as to permit an allowance to be made forused bags was unanimously rejected. (Ex. 21-26>
P· 615.) Life Saver s, Inc. appears to have been
assured by National and American that they wer e
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both 100% in favor of the use of returnable bags,
and protested when they discovered that the plan
had peen rejected by the Institute members, saying
(ExJ 412-I, R. 1691): "If you are really in favor
of riturnable bags, it is evident that you are letting
oth;s tell you how to i·un your business.''
T e Institute also took steps to suppress in its
exp rimental stage the use of bulk containers. At
a meeting in February 1928, members discussed
the proposal of one refiner to make sales in tank
cars They arrived at a "consensus of opinion"
that deliveries in bulk would add to the complexities of the business and should be discouraged.
(Exi 21-26, p. 19; Ex. 20, Sec. XI, par. 2, printing
2/171/28.) In December 1928, the following Code
Inte pretation was adopted (Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. Al,
par. 3 (b) ; Ex. 21-26, p. 176) :
All propositions submitted to or originated by a member of the Institute, involving new or unusual methods of the sale of
sugar in any form * * * should, before
acceptance, be submitted to the Executive
Secretary for consideration as to their
possible effect as involving discrimination,
or otherwise violating the Code of Ethics.
'The District Court concluded that such methods
were obviously designed to effect economies and
greater convenience in packing and shipping, that
the Institute was determined to discourage experi·
ments ·in this direction, and that the public's in·
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terest was deliberately disregarded. (Op., R. 203;
Fg. 188, R. 307-308.)
Appellants do not deny having concertedly prohibited used bag allowances, but they seek to justify their action as intended to prevent discrimination. (Br., p . 164.) They state that allowances for
used bags are not in themselves harmful to the industry. or to anyone engaged in it, and that they
were condemned only because it was not possible to
handle returned bags for all customers. They indicate, however, that only a "few" customers had
applied for used bag allowances, and there is no
reason to believe that the refiners could not have
made arrangements with all customers in a position to use returnable bags and who desired to
do so.
The District Court found that appellants could
readily have given bag allowances without discrimination between customers. (Fg. 189, R. 308.) It
found that appellants' r eal objection to granting
used bag allowances was not, as they claimed, that
such allowances would necessarily be discriminatory, but that they might conceivably be made a
cloak for secret concessions, although they had not
previously been used for this purpose. (lb.)
E . PRIVATE BRANDS

Prior to the Institute some of the refiners packed
sugar under private brand names for various customers. (Fg. 191, R . 308.) Appellants state (Br.,
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p. 167) that the number of private brand& was
always extremely limited, but it appears that the
praftice was ''growing'' when defendants-concertedljbstopped it. (Op., R. 206; Ex. K-6; Ex. 21-26,
i1p. 1 70, 272.)
l~cking under. ~rb:ate brands was plainly a
leg1~1mate competitive device. (Op., R. 209.) At
the Ivery time when defendants were considering
sterls to stop the practice, they recognized that
the c was nothing inherently unethical about it;
but they feared that it might become "very expensivd ~o the refiners if p ermitted to continue".
(Et . K-6; Ex. 21-26, p. 270.) It may be that some
of t~1e refiners felt that packing private brands involj ed an unnecessary expense and that they were
gla~ to rid themselves of the compr.titive practice.
Ap~ellants' principal witness on the subject admitted, however, that some of the refiners felt that
"pj ivate brands were a good thing and they wanted
to continue them". (R. 909.) As to this, the busines$ judgment of refiners might.r easonably differ.
(Op., R . 209.) Although the practice would require r efine rs to keep separate stocks of bags or
other containers ~or each customer using a private
brand, as pointed out by the trial court, some containers would have to be provided in any event,
and there was no substantial showing that the
printing of a name different from the refiner's own
brand or the additional handling involved would
entail substantial expense. (Op., R .. 208.) .At all
events, there is no reason why individual refiners
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might not make a service charge for any additional
expense involved. (Fg. 192, R . 308.)
No purpose would be served in reviewing the evidence showing concerted action by appellants in
preventing the use of private brands. The evidence is set out in the opinion of the court below
(R. 206-208) and the court's findings are not seriously disputed. (App. Br., p. 169.) The court
found that appellants agreed that private brand
business was not to be generally accepted, and as a
result individual refiners refused such business;
further, that they would accept such business in no
event without reporting it to their competitors, and
that such reports were in fact made, for the purpose of affording opportunity for applying concerted pressure against acceptances. (Fg. 191,
R. 308.)
The grounds of justification for the restraint
urged by appellants are like\vise adequately disposed of in the opinion and findings below. The
court found that appellants failed to prove that
private brands could not have been used for all customers desiring them. (Fg. 192, R. 308.) The
C<'urt found also that there was no substantial evidence that packing private brands entailed substantial expense to r efiners, but if this were not
true, there was no r eason why individual r efiners
might not make a service charge. (l b.) The court
was of the opinion that packing under private
brands is plainly a legitimate competitive device,
and that the fear that the practice might become
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burdJensome or might be abused did not suffice to
mak~ the r estraint of competition reasonable.

(OJ, R. 209.)
F . RESALES

sales, sometimes called second-hand sales
occu~ when a purchaser, usually before he has with~
dra~n his sugar under his contract with the re:finen, r esells all or part of it. (Op., R. 209.) ResaleJ are always made at a differential below r e:fine~s' prices, because customers prefer, on equal
ter:~s, to buy direct from the refiner. (Fg. 193,
R. 3 9.) B ecause of this differential, they may affect the r efiner's first-hand sales adversely. (lb.)
The District Court f ound that appellants had concert dly imposed a variety of restraints upon resales, all but one of which it condemned as unreason~ble.1 (Fgs. 195, 196, R. 309.) Appellants
(B~j' pp. 179-180) accept these findings except that
holding unreasonable concerted action r estraining
the 1r eedom of the r efiners to alter prices and terms
subsequent to the contract, where the r efiners had
1
differing prices and terms in effect.
The court had found that appellants concertedly
~equired buyers to elect and specify at the time of
making a contract, without the privilege of change,
1 The court found that defendants concertedly adopted ·
rules limiting customers' privilege of changing specifications
and destinations after the contract due date " even where the
re.finer was responsible for the delay in withdrawal." (Fg.
195, R. 309.)
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ihe prices and terms in cases where the refiner had
in effect more than one price, or different terms
in different or the same territories. (Fg. 195, R.
·309.) Paragraph 44 of the decree enjoins appellants specifically from concertedly requiring buyers
to elect between the guarantee and non-guarantee
form of contract at the time of entering into the
·contract or at any other time before delivery, or
from refusing to grant buyers the privilege of
·changing from one destination to another by resale
or otherwise.
Appellants contend (Br., p. 181) that the grant
to the customer of the "valuable option" of taking
.subsequent delivery in non-guarantee territory of
sugar originally booked under a guarantee contract
would be in conflict with the agreement concerning
open announcements of prices and terms; would
be subject to the possibility of abuse; and if granted
to some customers and not others would on this ac·count be discriminatory.
We, of course, do not subscribe to the view that
.a practice other wise fair and lawful may be restrained because it does not fit into appellants'
theory as to what is within the scope of an open
price system. I n the view of the Government, as
previously stated, that fact tends merely to demonstrate the unreasonableness of the Institute's .
·open price system. W ith respect to the possi~le
discrimination between customers, the refiners
themselves introduced such discrimination by offer-
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ing d~fferent terms to buyers in the same or different t4rritories. (Op., R. 212.) That a buyer might
take jm1fair advantage of the option, if available
to hi~, by ordering on a non-guarantee basis with
the ~xpectation of taking delivery later in nonguar~~ntee or guarantee territory depending on
whet~1er prices remained stable or fell, might well
in~.u4e an individual refiner to withhold the option,
but aloes not justify its concerted elimination. The
!
inco:tj.veni.ence to the customer of being required to
elect Iin. advance whet.her he wi11 talrn delivery in
guar~ntee or non-guarantee territory may greatly
exce~d that to the refiner from the use of the option
in thb manner described.

A !buyer representing 25 wholesale grocers in
Illin~is, J\1issouri and ATkansas testified that in
.Apri~ 1929 American) reversing its earlier practice, !refused to ship into non-guarantee territory
sugat which had been sold on a guarantee contractl1 He stated that it was difficult to operate
his ~usiness with the guarantee restricted in this
manber, because he purchased sugar for 30 or 35
points and when entering into a contract he did
not know where the sugar was going to be shipped
or whether the purchaser would want it shipped by
American later advised this buyer tha.t it had found upon
further investigation that the Institute ruling in the ma.tter
was not adopted until after the date of the contra,ct in question and that under the circumstances it would be glad to
deliver into non-guarantee territory on that particular contract. · (Ex. 309-K, R 1376.)
·
1
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barge or rail.1 (R. 525-526; see Exs. 309 to 309-K,
R.1372-1376.)
G. DAMAGED SUGAR AND FROZEN S'fOCKS

A Code Interpretation provided that in selling
damaged sugar at a price coneessionmembers should give prior notice to the Executive Secretary of the Institute of the location and amount of such sugar with statements as to its condition and the reasons for
selling it below the refiner's openly announced price, in order that the Secretary
may be prepared to answer complaints that
may be made against the member for selling
sugar at other than an open price publicly
announced. (Ex. 20, Sec. I, p. BI, par. 2
(a).)
A somewhat similar Code Interpretation was
adopted with regard to frozen stocks. (Ex. 20,
Sec. I, p. B2, par. 2 (h).) Notice before sale
enabled the Institute to interfere with legitimate
sales of damaged or frozen sugars and was sought
and used by the Institute not on1y to meet charges
of arbitrary concessions, but to restrict and control
such sales and thus to prevent any disturbance of
market prices and to preserve the price structure.
(Fg. 198, U. 310.)
Insofar as the purpose was merely to inform the
Institute a$ to the facts so that it wotJld be able to
1

The guarantee at that time not only was given in certam
restricted territories and not in others, but ulso applied only
to rail and not to barge shipments. (R. 526.)
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meet char ges from members or others of arbitrary
cone ssions by refiners, the court found that notice
afterl rather than before sales would be adequate,
and tliis finding is not now challenged. 1 (App. Br.,
p. 154.) Appellants ~hallenge only the findings
condf mning as unreasonable Institute rulings that
frozen stocks and damaged sugar should not be applie~ to any contracts not originally calling for
them; and that such sugar should not be sold except ·n spot transactions. (Fgs. 199, 200, R. 310.)
As to the former restraint, it is claimed that
1
the practice
of applying frozen stocks or damaged
suga on contracts not originally calling for such
sugar involves repricing 2 and is in conflict with
the principle of open prices publicly announced;
also pecause it might result in discrimination. For
reasbns already stated (supra, p. 229), the mere
confJfct with the principle of open prices is insufficien~ justification.
vVfith respect to the possibility of applying damaged or frozen stocks against contracts not originall~ calling therefor in order to discriminate in
favor of particular customers, as the court observed (Op., R. 218), the proper course to pursue
was, not to condemn such practice in advance, but
lAppellants state expressly that notice to the lnstit~te
after sale is sufficient, and that prior notice is not essential
to the Institute's purpose.
2 It may be noted that appellants have abandoned their
~ssignment of error No. 136 (6) regarding the injunction
against restraints on repricing. (Br., p. 6.)
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to devise methods to prevent any unfair discrimination. There is no substantial evidence· that
frozen stocks ·\.vere "deliberately accumulated" at
strategic points for the purpose of facilitating discriminations, but if this were true, the refiners
were free to discontinue such practice.
"\Vith respect to the ruling requiring that all
damaged sugar (sold at a concession) should be
sold only in spot transactions, this is justified only
as likely fo discourage the tendency to grant secret
concessions in the guise of sales of damaged sugar.1
But appellants have admitted that notice to the
Institute after sales would suffice for this purpose.
VIII
vVITHHOLDING OF STATISTICAl1 INFORMATION FRO~I
THE TRADE

The decree below does not p1·event the collection
or dissemination by or through the Institute of
statistical information, but requires only that such
statistics as are gathered and distributed among the
members with respect to melt (i. e., production),
sales, deliveries, stocks on hand, stocks on consignment and in transit, volume of sugar shipped by
differential routes, or new business, shall be made
1

The suggestion that the Institute action in this respe:t
did not amount to a ruling, but only stated the existing practice is disproved by th~ reference made in a letter of one of
the refiners to "the Institute regulation that all sales
damaged sugar (at below list prices) must be ' spot ' tmnsactions." (Ex. 430-G, R. 1818.)
·

or
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full r and 'fairly available to the purchasing and
dist ibuting trade. (R. 321-323.) The only attack
ma e by appellants upon this ruling of the court
bel w is on the ground that the information which
the kept to themselves would be of no use to the
tra e. .At one point in their brief (p. 204) they
stat that the sole reason the statistical information
111
estion was not published "was because the refine s had no reason to believe that the buyers
wa1 ted it." The decree, therefore, works no hardshi on the appellants; the sole question is whether
the~e was in fact any basis for the court's finding
tha.1 the information in question would be of
dist net value to the trade.
T e court found that the only data collected
by he Institute which were made available to the
gen ral trade were weekly statistics as to total melt
and total deliveries, and monthly statistics of the
tot l deliveries of all sugar, divided so as to show
the amount of domestic cane, imported cane, and
bee sugar delivered during the period.1 (Fg. 60, R.
280.)
The Institute collected and disseminated only
:among members (and sometimes among cooperat1ng nonmembers) data relating to production and
deliveries of. individual refiners, deliveries by
1

1 The court found that the total refined stocks on hand
could be computed by subtracting from the total melt of each
week the total deliveries during each week (Fg. 61, R. 280),
t\nd that data as to the capacity of the several refiners were
otherwj se aYailable to the public (Fg. 62, R~ 280).
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States, deliveries by important differential routes
by States, and consigned and in transit stocks for
the several States. (Fg. 65, R. 280.) The court
found that such vital data, if made available to the
trade, would have "illuminated the situation in the
several trade areas, where the competitive set-ups
differed widely,'' and that by circulating this information among themselves the refiners obtained an
unfair advantage with respect to purchasers, and
thus unduly restrained trade. (Fgs. 65, 66, R. 280281.) None of the statistics just referred to were
available to the trade from any source except the
Institute. ( Fg. 64, R. 280.)
. At a meeting of the Executive Committee in
May 1931 (after the filing of this suit), the Executive Vice-Secretary reported that a representative
of a trade publication had suggested that "it would
be of benefit to the trade in general if the Institute wo-qld release to the trade more statistics than
at present." (Ex. 21-26, p. 649.) Thereafter there
were released to the trade combined statistics on
the total consumption of ca.ne, beet, and foreign
and insular refined sugar by States, together with
figures showing the per capita consumption by
each State, for the earlier years 1928, 1929, and
1930. (lb., p. 659.)
As the lower court stated (Op., R . 109), while the
refiners were, through the statistical information
collected and circulated am,ong them, informed
with respect to. conditions in the several areas in
which they were interested, the customer knew the
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situ tion only with respect to the country as a:.
who e.. It pointed out that statistics reflectin<Y·
t>
mer ly the conditions throughout the whole coun-.
try ould have only a limited significance for the-indi idual purchaser and were even likely to mis-.
lead him, since the competitive set-ups in the sev-.
eral trade areas differ widely. The court observed
that in no States do all the refiners compete and in.
man of them only a few offer substantial compe-titio 1 1 ; also that the business done by those refiners.
com )eting in any trade area is not proportionate..
to t eir total sugar production. (Ex. F-15.) In
orde to be as fully informed on market ~onditions.
as t e refiner from whom he buys, the customer·
wou d obviously have to be informed with respect
to t e factors which affect competition in his trade,.
are
A pellants in arguing the contrary rely almost.
ent · ely on extreme and somewhat loose state-men s,2 all based on the unwarranted assumption_
1 The court referred (R. 109) to Exhibit H-15, which . .
showr that in 1927 there·were 3 States in which only three of
appellants delivered over 10,000 bags of sugar; 5 States, .
five; 8 States, six; 4 States, seven; 3 States, eight; 2 Sta.tes, .
nine ; 1 State, ten; 2 States, eleven, and 1 State, thirteen.
2 Thus (it is asserted (Br., p. 202) that the weekly de-liveries in any given State or group of States "have no
bearing at all " on sugar prices, and that, from . the ~uye:·'s
standpoint, an increase or decrease in the weekly deliveries:
in a given State or group of States would · merely reflect
"the usual seasonal rise and fall in sugar sales". .Elsewhere
(Br., p. 201) they argue that the statistics on productio~ a~1d:
deliveries of individual refiners could be useful only in m-·
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that "refine1·s' prices are determined by national
factors" (Br., p. 204). Only under an arbitrary
system of price-making could it be possible for
prices not to be substantially influenced by the
varying competitive conditions in the different
trade areas in which they apply.
Even under appellants' "mass bargaining" system, the buyer is presumed to have an acute knowledge of market conditions. In defense of mass.
bargaining great reliance is placed upon the fact
that brokers, through whom it is said most sugar
buyers purchase, are "market experts" and "the
best informed class of buyers". (Br., p. 76.) It
is contended that in seeking more advantageous
prices and terms, brokers continuously hammer
away at the refiners "with statistics or information of any kind." (Br., p. 77.) Thus, on the one
1

forming a particular refiner whether its volume bad increased or decreased in comparison with that of other refiners competing in the territories where it operated. They
ignore the possibility that such information would be useful
in showing conditions of supply and demand in the same
territories.
1
Even if it be true, as appellants contend, that in thtt
sugar industry a price cut in one area will spread rapidly
throughout the country, this does not indicate that such a
cut in price is based only on "national factors". Thus,.
while national demand might be normal, a. particular refiner
finding a. slack demand in his particular trade area., might.
~compelled to reduce his price, even if only temporarily,.
m order to increase his sales. The customer in that area,
if cognizant of the facts, ma.y recognize the opportunity to.
press for a. decreased price or more favorable terms.
37311~36--16
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ha~f' appella~ts ~rgue

that under their system
pricf s are mamtamed at reasonable le~els on ac.cou t of pressure from buyers having full knowledg of market conditions. Yet they contend at the
sam time that buyers are not interested in knowing fully about market conditions. The lower
cou t was of the opinion that by the failure to circula e to customers the statistic::i! information in
que ion appellants acquired an advantage over
the' customers inconsistent with the "perfect"
com~etition which they professed to foster and
whi9~ their economic expert described. (Op., R.
106, (41.)
T~e foil owing illustrations referred to by the
lowe~· court will serve to demonstTate how in fact
the Withholding of statistics may place the refiners
advantageous position with respect to their
, cust mers. 1
R ference has previously been made (supra, pp.
128-129), in connection with the discussion of Code
3 ( c) to the Code Interpretation which permitted
the r finer to charge less than the all-rail rate where
The absence of evidence of complaints from customers
with respect to statistics, so much emphasized by appellants,
would seem to have little significance. It does not appear
that the customers were aware of the extent to which the
refiners circulated statistical information among themselves
without disclosing it to the trade, and even if this were
known to customers they might well fail to realize that they
were legally entitled to obtain the same information as the
refiners. If in fact the refiners were taking an unfair advantage, their action is none the less unlawful although the trade
was not aware that it was being treated unfairly.
1
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sugar was shipped by customers over a differential
route in sufficient quantity to render it difficult for

l'efiners to sell theil' sugar at the destination point
on the all-rail application. The court found that
statistics on shipments by differential routes were
employed by the refiners to determine whether or
not conditions in particular areas served by differential routes necessitated such revision of freight
charges. (Fg. 103, R. 290.) The court was of the
opinion that concealment of these statistics placed
customers at a disadvantage, for, being unaware of
true conditions, they could not know when they
might reasonably insist on a breakdown in freight
charges.
Reference has also been made to the practice, under the Institute, generally to require customers to
adhere to contract terms relative to giving specifications for delivery and withdrawal of sugar not
later than thirty days after the date of the contract.
However, where it appeared, after a move, that it
would be impracticable to enforce these terms, the
Institute committee in charge of such matters sometimes recom~ended a later dead line. (Op., R.110.)
The decision as to this, the court stated, depended,
in part at least, on what the statistics revealed. The
court was of the opinion that appellants obtained
an unfair advantage over the trade by keeping to
themselves the data concerning the customers' unspecified and undelivered balances at the end of
the thirty-day contract period. (lb.) ·
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Tlte lower court found in the opinions in the
lead~ng trade-association cases decided by this
Cou~t ample authority for condemning as an unJawfid r estraint of competition the circulation of
vital!statistical data to the refiner s only and not to
the ~rade. In .Maple Flooring Jfanufa1cturers'
Ass~ciation. v. United States, 268 U. S. 563, 586,
the <bourt stated its decision to be that trade associati~ns which "openly and fairly gather and disse.mihate" statistical information do not thereby
unla1vfuily 1·estrain trade. Throughout its opinion
(pp. !573-574, 582-583, 585), the Court emphasized
the ~ull publicity given to the statistical information Icollected by the Association. On the other
han~, one of the grounds ( p. 581), although not the
prin¢ipal one, upon which the Court distinguished
Unitbd States v. A merican L inseed Oil Company,
262
S. 371, was that the statistical information
COllehed by the Association there inYOlVed WaS
mad¢ available to members, but was treated as confidenbal and "concealed from the buyers". See
also United States v. American Linseed Oil Ooriir
pany, at p. 380; American Oolunin &: Lumber 001npany v. Ur11ited States, 257 U. S. 377, 411.

"tr.
1
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REFINERS' HIGHER PRICES, WIDF.R MARGINS, AND
GREATER PROFITS IN THE P OST-INSTITUTE P ERIOD

The effect of the entire Institute program was,
as might be expected, to maintain prices at comparatively high levels and to increase refiners'
profits substantially.
Since raw sugar represents about 80% of the
total cost of making and refining sugar (Fg. 202,
R. 311), refined prices are to be judged primarily
by their relation to raw prices. The District Court
found that in the Institute period "such higher
level for the price of refined as compared to that
of raws has been maintained, as to negate the prevalence of free competition." (F g. 203, R. 311.)
This finding is supported by the evidence showing
(1) lack of sensitivity in refined prices to raw
prices, after the Institute, (2) higher refiners'
margins after the Institute, and (3) substantially
higher profits by the refiners after the Institute.
A. LACK OF SE..""fSITIVITY IN REFINED PRICES TO RAW,
AFTER THE INSTITUTE

· Upon the question of price stability and price
leveJs after the Institute, the District Court first
noted that the number of price changes for refined,
.'ls compared to the number of price changes for
raw, \vas relatively much less frequent after the
Institute than before. (Op., R. 222-223.) The
telation between refined and raw changes as given
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by t~e District Court, and the data on which the
perc! ntages are based are as follows :1
Year

Raw pr ice
changes

Refined price
changes

Ratio or

refined to
raw changes

Ptrctnt
1924_-- - • - --- -- ---- -- --- - -- -- • - --- - • - -- • -- -- - -•••

116

48

41.7

192$__- -- - - - -- - • -- - • - - - ••• - - - - • - -- • • - ••• - - - - • - - ••

115

1926__-- -- -- -- - --· •• - -- -- •• -- - •• • •• •••••••• •• . - -•
1927-- --- -- --- - --- - -- -- ---- -· •• -·. -· -- • • ·-• ••• • ••

8S

43
42

37.4
49.•

94

36

3U

I

Tlie first explanation offer ed by appellants to
acco~t for the relative lack of ~ensitivity of refine~ to raw pr ices after tho Inst itute is, as st.ated
by them, ''the lower average price of raw during
the nstitute p eriod", and they directly imply that
the istrict Court failed to take this factor into
cons deration. (Br., p . 103- a.) The fact is that the
cour considered and rejected this factor as a sufficien explanation of what took place. (Op., R.
222-223; Fg. 202, R. 311.) The finding is that
"the post-Institute decrease in the percentage of
refined to raw price changes, despite a pre-Institute
tendency in this direction, is too marked to be
explained by the drop in raw,prices."
Aside from the finding itself, the facts of record
demonstrate that there is no correlation between
Raw price changes (Ex. 6, back cover); refined pricechanges (Ex. 14, p. 11; E x. 15, p. 27; Ex. 17, p. 27; Ex. 19,
p. 25) .
i
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low raw prices and a small number of refined price
changes compared to raw. "\Ve set forth below, for
purposes of comparison, the weighted average
amount paid by refiners per pound of sugar (as
computed by them) and the percentage (as previously given) 0£ refined to raw price changes for
each year, 1925 to 1930, inclusive:
I

Year

A ver~ge [aw

prn:e

Ratio of re·
fioed to raw
price changes

Cent,

Pcrctnt

I

1921.l••••• -•••••••••••••••• - ••• -- ••• - • - •••• - -- - -• -••• -•• - -• ---•• 1927.......... ·-······--••.•••••••••••• ----·-·--· -·-- ••• --- -- ---1928•••••••••• - •••••••••••• - -- •••• --.. -- •••••• - • ·--- •••• -• - •. -- -

4.43
4. 26
4. 73
4. 21!

1929••••••••••••••••••••••..• ·--- -- -- -- ••••••••••••• ··········-..
lOOG..............................................................

3. 78
3.451

1925••••••••••• -••• -•• --•••• -·---- •- -••••·--•• --•-•• -·---•-- -- --

1 Exhibit

37.4
\1.9.4
38.3

28.1
23. l
20.0

S-17, .Appendix Appellant~' Brief.

In both the pre-Institute years for which there is
comparative data, the showing is directly the opposite of that required by appellants' theory. In
192t>, when the average raw price was lower than
in 1925, refined prfoe changes were relatively more
frequent than in 1925. In 1927, when the average
raw price was higher than in 1926, refined price
changes were relatively less frequent than in 1926.
Furthermore, the average raw price in 1926 and in
1928 was substantially the same, whereas the ratio·
of refined to raw price changes in 1926 was 49.4%
and in 1928 only 28.7%. Even taking the erroneous basis of calculation used by appellants, that is,
averaging raw prices in the thTee pre-Institute and
in the three post-Institute years, the decline was
:from 4.48 to 3.83, a drop of 14.5%, whereas the
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of refined to raw price changes in the two
per ods was 41.3% and 23.8%, respectively, a drop
,o f 4 .4%
T e facts also do not support thti second explanatio suggested by appellants (Br., p.103-a) for the
lacl~ of sensitivity after the Institute in refined
pri1es to raw, namely, "a narrower annual range
frof the high to the low price of raw during the
Ins~itute period.'' The following shows the annual
ran!fe of raw prices for the 1925-1930 period arid,
as ~ basis of comparison, the percentage figures
pre1"'iously given as to price changes :
Year

1925. - • ------- --- --- -- - -- -- ------ -- -- •. -- ·-------- --- - • - -- ·----·.
1926_ - - ---- - -- -- - ------- ------- -- ------- ---- --- -- -- ---- --- - -- -· -1927••• -- -- - -- --- ---- - --------- ---------- ------- -- --- - ----- -- -- -1928... -• •• -· - ••• - ••••• ------- ------------------ ----- - • -- -- -- ---1929... --- -- ---------- - -- --------. -- - ---- --·--------- - --- -- -- -- -1930... ------ -- - ------ ----------------- --------- •• -- -- --- -- -- -- -•
I

Ex.

Range in
raw prices •

1.13
1.19
.81
.88

. 62
• 79

Ratio or

retlned to
raw price
changes
Ptrctnt
37.4
49.4
38.3
211. 7
23. l
20.0

S, p. 24.

T tie above shows no correlation whatever between a narrow range in the price of raw and a low
ratio of refined to raw price changes. The range
in raw prices in 1928 was greater than in 1927, but
the ratio of refined to raw price changes in 1928
was 28.7%, while in 1927 it was 38.3%. The range
in the price of raw in 1925 and in 1926 was substan·tially the same, whereas the foregoing ratio in one
year was 37.4% and in the other 49.4%.
The District Court, in finding a marked lack of
sensitivity in refined prices to raw, after the Insti-
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tute, did not rely wholly, or perhaps principally,
on figures as to the r elative number of price
changes. It also gave weight to the testimony of
witnesses who were " expert sugar buyers " that
since the Institute "they were no longer able to
anticipate changes in the r efined market from raw
market trends, because refined price changes have
not r esponded as closely as before to changes in
raw." (Op. R . 222, 223. ) Ther e is ample testimony (R. 397-398, 412--413, 468-470, 526-527, 550)
to suppor t the court's statement and its equivalent
finding (F g. 202, R . 311) . In fact, after sever al
witnesses had given testimony of this character, the
court suggested that it had become cumulative and
that it appeared not to be disputed. (R. 1183c.)
B. 1927 AND 1928 SHO'C'LD NOT BE EXCLUDED I N COhlPARI NO
PRE-L~STITUTE WI TH P OST-INSTITUTE MARGI:l\S AND
PROFITS

Appellants contend that there is ·a lag between
a change in the price of raw and a change in the
price of refined, with a consequent increase in r efiners ' margins and profits when the price of raw
is falling and a decrease therein when the price of
raw is r ising. (Br. pp. 90-93.) They then point
out that the average annual raw price paid by the
refiners in 1927 was higher than in 1926 and that
in 1928 it was lower than in 1927, and they ther eupon denominate 1927 a "freak low year" and 1928 .
a "freak high year", to be excluded from a comparison of margins and profits before and after
the I nstitute. (Br~ pp. 94-102.)
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1

he p1'oposed exclusion of 1927 and 1928 is
eh1 fly based upon a misleading and fallacious compa ison of the weighted average yearly prices of
ra . But the refiners do not purchase their raw
su ar on a yearly basis or anything approximating
the ·eto. .Appellants themselves state that "the
refi 1ers watch the raw market very closely, estimate
the r im,niediate requirements as carefully as possi. ble buying generally from hand to mouth, and purch sing raws f roni day to da.y whenever the raw
pri e seems favorable." (Br. p. 92.) Since, there£or , refiners do not accumulate supplies, but buy
frof hand to mouth, customarily covering their requi ·ements on a 30-day basis (Ex. 21-26, p. 16),
the effect of any lag between raw and refined price
ch ges must be determined on a short-period,
pr ferably a monthly, basis. Appellants' Exhibit
D- 6, giving the price of raw on the 15th of each
mo th for the 1922-1931 period, furnishes the precis information required and completely refutes
ap ellants' lag argument. The following summariz s the monthly movement of prices there shown
for the years 1926, 1927, 1928, and 1929:
Year

1926•••••• ________________ _____________ __ ______ __
1927···-·
--- ------- ----· - . --- -------- - --- - - -- • --- - ·-_
1928
_______________________________________________

1929•••••• ------ -- ••• - ----- --- ---- -•• ----- --------- -

Upward

Downward
9
3
4
4

Uncll9o~ed

3
8
8
7

The chart 1 on the opposite page shows the price
movement of raw for these years (using the figures
1 The .figures are charted in the same way in appellants'
Exhibit E-16, except that in Exhibit E-16 the price shown
by Exhibit D-16 for the 15th of each month is shown as the
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in Exhibit D-16). Upon appellants' lag theory,
prices should have been falling in 1926 (a very fa-
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price on the 1st of the following month, whereas the chart on
the opposite page shows this as the price on the preceding
1st of the month. The only reason for not reproducing the
latter chart is that it covers the entire 1922- 1931 period, and
also charts other price movements, as a result of which the
particular data would not be shown so clearly or in as much
-Oetail.
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vor4b1e year from the standpoint of margins and
pro~t) and rising in 1927 (a very unfavorable year
fro$ the same standpoint). The facts show that
the !nonthly trend of prices in these two years was
!
exaqtly the reverse, upwards in 1926 and downwar~s in 1.927. In still further refutation of the
thetjry, the downward trend in 1928 (a year of high
ma~gins and profits) was little greater than in the
unf.vorable 1927 year; in 1929 (also a favorable
yea~) the downward trend of prices was distinctly
less !pronounced than in 1927.
T~1at neither 1927 nor 1928 was an abnormal year
is ilfdicated by examining the yearly changes in the
tota; consumption of sugar for the ten years ending
witij 1931. The percentage increase or decrease
fro$ the previous yE'ar was (Ex. 8, p. 19) :
j

Year

Increll!>E! or
decr~sso

~__,_~~~~~ 1~~~1

I

1922 __ -~----· - - - ------ .. .......
1923•• -~--~ ·-•·-··········· ··- 1924••• L••••• -·--·--·-·---······

Pm~nt

+24. 0

I
I

Year

Ti:":::
_ 1~-

1927............................

Ptlffllt
-6. G

1928•••••••••• ---- -··----···-1929•• ······-·-··· -· · ···--·--·-·

+4.11

l921i••• ~-----·-·--··-·--·-··----

-G. l
+1. 6

+1a. a t9so........... ___···-··-··---·

1926••• --------· -····-·······---

+z. \I

l931. .....................------

-2. 2'

+4.8

-a. &

I n three of the six years in which consumption
increased the percentage of inc1;ease exceeded that
in 1928; in two of these years the increase was.·
markedly greater. In one of the four years in
which consumption declined the percentage of de-·
crease was almost equal to that in 1927.
· The yearly changes in refiners' total production
and in their total deliveries for 1926-1931 (the-
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years for which they are available) likewise evidence the lack of any abnormality in 1927 or 1928.
The changes, and the figur es (in millions of
pounds) on which they are based, are shown below
(Exs. K-15, ~I-15):
Yoar

Production Increase or Deliveries Inrrease or

decrease
Ptrce11t

19211 ••• --· •••• -- . ---- --- ------ •• ·-· •••••••
1927••••••• - •••• --··· - -· ·- ---- ---- · - · -····
1928•••• ·······-·-••••. • -·· · -· - ·-- ·----- -1929 •••.•••••••• ·-•••••••• • · · ·-· ---· --- --1930•• ·-.... -··· ·-···-· •••••••• •• ···-·--··
1931. ••••• ••• •• ····-•• •••.• - ···- •• ••••••••

11, 408 ••••••••••••

10,836
10, 261
10, 7'0
10, 317
0,336

-5.0
-5. 3
6
-3.8
-o. 6

+•.

decrense
Pt ra11t

10,632 ········--··
I0, 161
- 4.4
9. 779
-3.8
10, 179
+4.1
9, 024
-2. 6
8, 918
-10. l

It thus appears that in 1928, alleged to be an
abnormally good year, both refiners' production
and their deliveries fell in substantially the same
amount as they fell in 1927, alleged to be an abnormally bad year. And in the "freak low year" 1927,
consumption fell only 6.63 , production 5.0%, and
deliveries 4.43 , declines exceeded or substantially
equalled as to each set of figures without taking
1931 into account. In that year r efiners' production dropped 9.5% and their deliveries 10.1%.
The Government does not contend that 1931
should necessarily be excluded in considering the
effect of the Institute on price levels and profits; its
position is that 1931 may reasonably and properly
be excluded. The sharp drop in production and deliveries in 1931 tends to show that some of the effects of the abnormal business depression through
which the country has been passing made themselves felt in the sugar industry in that year. In
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ad.di~ion, it ca~ ~ardly be doubted that the filing of
the *.resent suit in March 1931 had an appreciable
effe~t in mitigating or temporarily removing some
of tlle i·estraints upon competition attacked in this
suit. The Government accordingly will present
com utations for the post-Institute period on the
basi both of the years 1928-1930 and of the years
1928, 1931.
C. HfGHER RE FIXERS' MARGINS AFTER THE INSTITUTE

T \ere are in the r ecord two sets of figures as to
re ers' margins, those compiled by Willett &
Gra , the leading statistical service dealing with
sug r (R. 361), and those compiled by appellants;
for he purposes of this case. Each set of figures
has ertain advantages and certain disadvantages
whi h we shall attempt to indicate.
Tlp.e Willett & Gray margin represents the differencel between the daily price of raw and the daily
pricf, of refined, averaged for the year, but not
weighted according to the volume of purchases or
sales on particular days. (R. 365-366.) In the use
made in this case of refiners' margins, that is, to
compare the average margin for the 3-year period
before the Institute with the 3-year or 4-year period
thereafter, any inaccuracy, because of absence of
weighting, in the margin of a given year does not
seriously impair the value of the figures. This is
1

See the discontinuance of delivered prices (supra, PP·
148-149) which may or may not have been due in whole or
in part to the pendency of this litigation.
1
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so because such possible inaccuracy, being purely
fortuitous and not of a kind to cause a trend in any
one direction, would almost certainly be largely if
not entirely cancelled out when the margins for
three or four years are averaged.~ Certainly the
figures have considerable sjgnificance whether precisely accurate or not.
The margin figures compiled by appellants purport to show the weighted average amount paid by
the refiners per pound of raw sugar for each of the
years 1925 to 1931, inclusive, and the weighted average price received by them per pound of refined
sugar for each of these years. The Government,.
without imputing any bad faith to appellants' accountants or their counsel, nevertheless submits.
that figures compiled by one party to a litigation,
which the other party is unable to check against
original sources, must be r eceived with caution.
The kind of inaccuracy that may creep into figures so compiled is revealed by the table (Ex. T-11)
giving the average 'veighted price paid by Colonial.
for raw sugar, which prices were used in computing appellants' margin figures. Colonial is a subsidiary of the Cuban-American Sugar Company
(Fg. 2, R . 265) and the raw sugar costs which it
has used are obviously fictitious bookkeeping trans1

For example, the publisher of the ' Villett & Gray statistical trade journal, a sugar statistician, testified that its raw
f,Uga r prices are not weighted "because I have always gone
on the principle that durinO' the coru"Se of the year theweighting wou~d average itseif up." (R. 361, 367.)
•
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actiohs between it and its parent company. Ex.
T-11 gives 4.5907¢ as the average weighted price
paid by Colonial per pound of raw sugar in 1928.
Of t~e 101 raw sugar price changes in 1928 quoted
by Wif'llett & Gray (Ex. 17, p. 27), only 4 are as high

as th figure reported by Colonial as the weighted
pric paid by it per pound of ra\v in 1928; the
othe I 97 are all below this r eported weighted price.
There were only 11 days in the entire year ( J anuary January 9, and March 28 to April 5) when
raw bost a purchaser on the op~n market as much
as the average weighted cost reported by Colonial
. and used by appellants in computing their 1928
marJn. In each of the other years there is a siinilar t iscrepancy between the Willett & Gray figures on the average price of raw and the average
pric reported by Col~nial. (Compare Ex. T-11
with Ex. 8, p. 24.)
Th
~e r ecord also discloses a considerable variation
on t part of the individual refiners in computing
their margin figures. (R. 1112- 1114.) Thus two
important r efiners ( 0 &H and W estern) used their
raw purchases rather than their raw .sugar melt ;
some refiners adjusted for grade and package differentials and others did not ; some added sampling, weighing and customhou:se expenses and
others did not; and some made accurate computations of freight absorptions and concessions and
others did not. (lb. )
The following shows refiners' margins for the
years 1925-1931 as computed by Willett & Gray

J,
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and as computed by appellants, together with the
average of each for the pre-Institute and for the·
post-Institute periods:
Year

Willett & Oray margin 1 Appellants• computation
or margin'
Cu1Ja per pound

i. 149}Average

1926.....•..••.•••----------- --------1926------------- ---------------------

1. 136

1927--------------------------------·-

1928---------------------------------·
1929..-------------------------------- Average

11)30__________________________________

193L._______________________________
1

I. 22S

1 128

l. 098 .
ll. au}Average
256
l.
l.

I. 247
I. 096

271

Ce11u per pc>u11d
0.
,.verage

983}.

1 043
: 004

0.977

l19}A
1. 01.4 v~r::

l
l.

A "erage
1. 020 I. 012

.936

Ex. 8, p. 24.
S-17, Appendix App. Br.

1 Ex.

Excluding 1931, the margin was on the average
0.143¢ higher after the Institute than before on the
Willett & Gray basis and 0.071¢ higher on appellants' basis. Including 1931, the increase in margin was 0.10¢ on the former basis and 0.043¢ on
the latter. But whichever basis is adopted an increase in the margin is very definitely shown..
From the figures themselves it is difficult to judge
the significance of the increase, but their significance appears when they are applied to the total
United States consumption of refiners' sugar in the
years following the Institute.
Using as a test the next to the lowest basis for
computing the increase, that shown by appellants'
figures if 1931 is excluded, namely,. 0.071¢.a pound,
and mult1plying this by the United States consumption of refiners.' sugar.for the years 1928, 1929 and
1930, namely, 29,2S2,000,000 pot~ds (Ex. D-15, .
R. 88), shows that the increased margi~ represents
37395-36-17
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additional earnings for these three years of about
$20,790,000. In fact, appellants' figures on their·
profits show an even greater increase. Their consolida ed net income (after deducting depreciation
and
taxes) was, in r ound figures, $21,374,000,
in the three pre-Institute years and $45,156,000 in
the t ee post-Institute, an incr ease of $23,782,000..
(Ex. -17, Appendix App. Br.) Thus the in-.
creas d margin of 7/ 100 of one cent a pound, which·
appellants have referred to (Br., p. 98) as "rela-tively minute", signifies that thefr profits were
~ore t han doubled and that they were enabled to.
earn something like $7,000,000 more a year.
D. R~FINERS' SUBSTANTI ALLY HIGHER PROFITS AFTER
THE INSTITUTE

The District Court stated that it would not reviewat len h the evidence and the arguments presented·
as to he exact amount of refiners' profits, because,.
for t e purposes of the case, it was sufficient to.
point out that there had been in the post-Institute·
period a substantial increase in profits despite a-.
concededly large excess capacity. (Op., R. 223.)
Amplifying this thought, the court said that, since·
it had found that refined prices as compared with.
raw prices had been "maintained at levels which·
tend to negate the prevalence of free competition:
and to support the inference of concerted action'',
it was unnecessary to inquire whether or not the·
refiners had made "excessive" profits. (Op., R ..
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224.) 'l'he court added: " What is condemned, of
com·se, is not profits large or small, but the shackling of the forces of fair competition whatever the
financial result." (l b.)
The Government submits that the evidence fully
sustains the £nding that refiners' profits substantially incr eased after the Institute. (Fg. 202, R.
311.)

Appellants, in order to show refiners' earnings
on capital, set forth (Br., p. 100) certain percentages taken from Exhibit F.r-17, and all r eferences
in appellants' brief to earnings on capital are to
these percentages. Appellants fail to state that the
percentages in question are based upon refiners '
capital before deducting reserves for depreciation
and taxes, a fact which totally destr oys their value
as an index to earnings on capital. 0£ the 21 i·efineries operated by Institute members, one was
constructed in 1859; one in the years 1861, 1865
and 1877; one in 1881; one in 1889, etc. (R. 1124.)
The average date of construction was 1898. ( l b.)
Since the capital shown by Exhibit E-17 is based
upon. book cost of the fixed assets (R. 1118), the
book cost of plants averaging more than 30 yea1·s of
age is a purely fictitious figure unless depreciation
reserves are deducted.
For the years 1926-1931 the combined profits of
all r efiners (after charging depreciation and taxes),
and the percent of these profits to capital (after
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deducting depreciation and tax reserves) are as
folldws (Ex. E-17) !
Year

Pr-0ftts

Earnings on capltlll

i

Percent

L... ·····-···....--------------·---······

SS,688, 210

19'2'1••• J............................. ····-· ••••••

- 215(),396

102s...
19~ .•• J. .........•.......•......................

1 - --

~verage. ••.••••.. .. •• ••. ••••••.•• .••••••. ·

i"""=

-J

=·====i
$16,f>tl,G7S
16, 180. 8911

4................. ........................

12,832,848
10, 699, 745

iow.....................---···-········
4ven1ge.. ••••••••••••••• . ..... ...........

-:12 u.13,

$21. 373, 782
$7, 124. 59'1

1928. • •
1929. · "·-·····-···· ···-·· ····· · ·-- ••••.•••• • ••

ll>3l •••

78} A.map

2.
7 65

{5, 935. glJ8

iotaI........·-···-·...---..............
l........................................
1930 • . 1.........................................

·

17.64} Average
Average

6.6%.

7. 3ll

;s, 72

6.9%

.

5. 68
1

·-$-55,-8.SG
-.-06·,
$13, 064,011

~Jiese figures are alone sufficient to

sustain the
coutt 's finding of a substantial increase in profits.
Th~y show that the refiners' return on capital appro~imately doubled after the Institute, whether
193~ is included or excluded from the comparison.
Th~y also show that, including 1931 in the post·
Ins~itute period, there was a 96% increase in aver·
age! earnings.
But the Government ·is not content merely to
show that the evidence sustains the court's finding.
It submits that the evidence, properly analyzed,
establishes that profits after the Institute were,
under all the circumstances, abnormally high.
In the first place, the composite figur~s for all 15
r efiners which have just been · set forth are distorted by the inclusion therein of Spreckels (and
its predecessor Federal). Spreckels was organized
in January 1929 to take over the assets of Federal,
i
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which company as early as 1927 was "hopelessly
involved in debt to the banks." (R. 1147.)
Spreckels went into receive1·ship a year later, in
January 1930, and p ermanently ceased operating
in the summer of that year. (R. 953, 1148.)
Spreckels (including therein Federal) had a large
loss in each of the years 1925 to 1930, inclusive.
(Ex. E-17.) Its average annual loss was $1,700,000. How completely unrepresentative this is, and
at variance with every one of the other refiners, is
shown by the fact that in the same six-year period,
9 of the other 14 refiners did not have a loss in a
single year and by the further fact that in the three
years following the Institute only one of the 14
refiners had a loss in any year-Texas in 1930,
when its loss was $18,926.
Not only do the figures themselves show that the
Spreckels situation was peculiar and altogether unrepresentative, but this is also established by the
testimony. Its plant was operated before and after
the Institute only about six months a year. (R.
386.) It would build up large stocks and then close
the plant, and, as a "very limited seller", it would
before the Institute, in order to dispose of its sugar,
quote prices in various markets "considerably below the quoted prices of the other refiners". (R.
595. See also Op., R . 221.) The Government therefore submits that in order to get a true picture of
conditions in the industry it is necessary to eliminate Spreckels from the computation.
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TlJe following shows the capital and profits (with
depr ciation and taxes deducted in each case) and
the ratio of earnings to capital of the 14 refiners
othe than Spreckels:

I

Capital

Year

Prollts

Esro!ngs on capital
Ptrcrnt

··---·------·--·-··----..............................................
1927 - ---- -.. ---· ............ ---------- ....
1928. . •.• ---- ..................................__
192!L ••• ........................... _.. _ _____ __
1930----- ................... ------ ................... -\925 . • . ••
1921) _____

193!__ ___

.................... ..........................
.-

$186, 073, 802
100, 11$(), 724
104, 69'l, 611
199, 226, G46
202, 533. 196
200, 2.1(), 585
191, 876, 037

$7, 101, 479
17,679. 453
1, 770,034
19, 2.1(), 010
16, 781,676
14, 159,209
10, 699, 745

3.82}
Average
9 03
:01

A verago
7.653.

U9%•

j'l
8. 29
7. 07

verac-

s. 34%-

us

It s submitted that average earmngs on capital
of 8%% m an mdustry burdened with a large excess
capa~ity, admitted in appellants' answer to be 50%
(R. 10), covering a period in which in two of the
three years production declined (supra, p. 249),
very trongly indicates an undue r estriction of competit~on and some increment of monopolistic profits. This infer ence is strengthened by the fact that
demand for sugar is relatively very stable, a condition tending to make for a low return on capital,
and by the fact that since 1924 annual price fluctuations in r aw sugar (constituting 80% of cost)
"have been comparatively narrow" (R. 591-592).
An average return of 7.65% on capital for the four
years 1928-1931 is also, under the circumstances,
abnormally high. In 1931 production and deliveries were 14% and 12%, respectively, under the
''freak bad year' ' 1927. ( Sitpra, p. 249.)
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The Government also submits that any test as to
·bigh profits should be made on the basis of profits
before deducting Federal income taxes. All figures
·on profits which we have thus far set forth are
either taken directly from Exhibit E-17 or are
arrived at by combining the figures there shown and
·they represent profits after deducting income taxes .
.Since the r ecord does not disclose the amount of the
Federal income tax deduction~ve prepared a
·computation (set forth on the-&pp s.t.e page) which
·shows the approximate profits of the refiners other
tha? Spreckels after deducting depreciation and all
taxes other than the Federal income tax. The return on capital on this basis is also shown.
There can be hardly any question that the earnings on capital thus shown, an average of 9.483 for
the three post-Institute years and an average of
·8.72% for the four post-Institute years, are abnormally high arid indicative of restraint of trade
.and monopolistic control.
0

Proff,ta before deducting Federal income ta~ea of r eff,11.-01·a other than Spreclcels and earnings on capitaZ on tMs basis
(1)

Year

Total profits
or companies
baviog profit

-

(2)

(4)

(3)

before
Fed. loc. Pro6ta
Inc. taxta• coover· Fed.
col.
1
applied
sion raUo
to col. 2

(6)

bloed prof·
Total losses Com
lta berore Fed.
or companle1J loc.
tax-col. a
having losses
minus col. 4

(6)

(7)

Capital

Earnings on
capital-col. 6
divided by col. 6
Perctnt

192.S•••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ . ___ ••••••
1926••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••
11127. - ····-- •••••• -·.·--••••• - - • - • - - -- •
11128. -•• ·--. - •• - • -- -- - - •••• -· •• - - --- • - - ••
19211- - - - ••• - •• •• - - • - • --· · ··-·. - -·. -•• - • - •
1930_ ____ _•••• ··-·· •••• --·· •••••••• ·---1931 ••• ··----· •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -

$10, 166, «8

100/87

$11, 684, 423

17,570,4S3

10001865
1000/865

20,323,067

100/88

21,870. 044

4, 769, 330
19. 2.50,919
lG. 781,676
14. 178, 133
12, 061,873

100/88
100/88

100/88

6, 613, 681

19, cr.o. tll6
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There are other indications of abnormally high
earnings in the post-Institute period. Appellants'
figures (Ex. E-17) show that .Americ~n's earnings
on capital (after depreciation and tax deductions)
were 9.15% in 1928, 8.16% in 1929, and 7.54% in
1930. At the same time, appellants' figures unmistakably show that American is overcapitalized or
that its capital used in the refining business is overstated, or both. Over the period 1925-1931, Ameri-·
can produced about 45% more sugar than National,
the only other r eally large producer, the production being 18,900,000,000 pounds (Ex. N-16) and
13,000,000,000 pounds (Ex. V-16), r espectively.
But during this period the capital employed by
American, as stated in Exhibit E-17, averaged
about $90,000,000 and that employed by National

about $23,000,000. In other words, American, with
production 45% greater than National, is reported
as having employed 400% more capital. Examination of the breakdown of these capital figures in
other exhibits c-0nfirms the conclusion that the figures given in Exhibit E-17 grossly overstate the
capital actually employed by American in the refining business. Bearing in mind that .American produced less than 50% more sugar than National,
American could not have required nearly 1,000%
more cash and over 4003, more net working capital
than National. Yet the :figures underlying Exhibit E-17, and upon which the computations in
that exhibit rest, purport to show that during the
1925-1931 period American employed in the refin-
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ing b siness average cash of $22,400,000 and average n t working capital of $35,000,000, whereas the
onding figures for National are only $2,and $8,300,000. (Exs. 512, 520, N-16,
Sin e the capital reported for American is about
40% f the capital reported for all refiners (Ex.
E-17, sheet 2), the inflated figures for American's
capita materially affect the earnings on capital disclosed by computations based on Exhibit E-17.
Accor ingly, these earnings, large as they are, substanti lly understate the earnings on capital actually e ployed in the business of.refining.
E. F CTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR HIGHER PRICES AND
PROFITS AFTER THE INSTITUTE

The factors which the District Court found to
be mo t largely responsible for the relative price
stabil · y and high price levels in the post-Institute
perio were: the interchange of important trade
statistf cs, not disclosed to purchasers; the steps
taken to maintain uniformity in the price structure,
and thus to prevent any price variatjon to distributors or ultimate purchasers which would enable
them, by underselling~ to weaken or disturb the
price structure; 1 the friendly cooperative spirit
,
1

.

Another reason for refiners' interest in price uniformity
was that it relieved them of the pressure, to which they would
otherwise be subjected, to give compensatory advantages to
those who could not or did not obtain the more favorable .
prices or terms. (Op. R. 225.)
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which the Institute brought to the industry; and the
assurance which the open price system gave to each
refiner that the only prices, terms, or conditions he
need meet were those openly announced in advance
of sale by his competitors. (Fg. 204, R. 311-312.)

x
THE ILLEGALITY OF APPELLANTS' RF.STRAINTS
A. THE LEADING TR.A.DE ASSOCIATION CASF.S

In considering the application to this case of
earlier decisions of this Court, it is recognized that
decisions concerning the legality of trade association activities turn largely upon the peculiar facts
in the particular cases and that the facts in succeeding cases are seldom so much alike as to permit
it to be stated definitely that the decision in one
case is controlling in another. Nevertheless, comparison with the decided cases may aid in f ocusing attention upon the significant features of the
present case.
Furthermore, in the leading trade association
cases decided by this Court certain underlying
principles may be found. It is clear, for example,
that no agreement fixing prices or limiting production or allocating territory is essential to a violation of the Sherman .Act. A merican Oolimin &
Lumber Oo,mpany v. United States, 257 U. S. 377;
United States v. A merican Linseed Oil Company,
262 U. S. 371. It is necessary only that, viewing
the activities of the defendants in their entirety,
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cat be

or

it
seen that by reason of inte~t
necessary
effec , they are calculated to restrict or suppress
fair ,ompetition, or to limit the freedom of the
part· cipants to engage in business in normal
fashi n and enter into lawful competitive arrangement.
In the American Coliimn & Lumber Gmnpany
case xchange of statistical 'information, which was
the b sic activity of the Association, was supplement d by propaganda and cooperative effort directec towards the limitation of production and
the r ising of prices in a manner inconsistent with
the ja'intenance of normal competition, and the
entir,_ scheme was held unlawful, although there
\Yas np agreement or understanding·u pon the prices
. to be f harged or upon the extent to which produc"
tion 1ould be limited.

!n

·

s:1p-

he Linseed case, association memb~rs
phed fo ~ central. bureau schedules of the1~· prices
and t~rms and agreed to adhere to those prices and
terms, unless more onerous ones were obtained,
or unless they notified the bureau by wire of any
deviation. In addition, detailed information concerning sales and offers to b~y was collected and
distributed to members through the bureau. In
condemning the arrangen:i.ent because of its neces..;
sary tendency to suppress competition~ the Court
said (p. 389) :
Certain it is that the d~f endan~ are.aiso~
ciated in a new form of combination and are
resorting to methods which are not normal.
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If, looking at the entire contract by wbicb
they are bound together, in the light of
what has been done under it the Court can
see that its necessary tendency is to suppress
competition in trade between the States, the
combination must be declared unlawful.
The record disclosed, tbe Court stated (p. 389),
that the defendants, "powerful factors" in the
manufacture and distribution of linseed oil, "located at widely separated points and theretofore
conducting independent enterprises along customary lines,'' suddenly agreed to abandon their freedom of action and to reveal to each other the
intimate details of their respective affairs. They
"subjected themselves to an autocratic Bureau,"
paid it large fees and deposited funds to insure
their obedience. Each agreed "to furnish a schedule of prices and terms and adhere thereto-unless
more onerous ones were obtained-1:1ntil prepared
to give immediate notice of departure therefrom
for relay by the Bureau.' ' Each also agreed, under
penalty of fine, to attend monthly meetings; to
comply with all reasonable requirements of the
Bureau; and to divulge no secrets:
The Court concluded (p. 390) that "their manifest purpose was to defeat the Sherman Act witbout subjecting themselves to its penalities." The
present case, it is submitted, is substantially analogous to the L inseed case in the activities involved
and consequently in the purpose to defeat the law
without incurring its penalties. Refiners, con-
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trolliyg between 70% and 80% of the entire business ~and enjoying the cooperation of non-members
who control the remainder of the business), organized an association, to which they contributed as
much as $800,000 in a single year, of which sum
$75,0!0 was paid as annual salary to one of the
execu ives. (Supra, p. 31.) High officials of the
refine s, as members of the Board of Directors or
of th~ Executive, Enforcement, or other committees, met weekly or more often and directed the
Instiih1te 's affairs and enforced its policies. (Exs.
21-26T21.)

Nol only did the refiners exchange among themselves full information concerning intimate details
of thiir respective businesses (which was not publishe 1 to the trade, supra, pp. 234-235) , but in addition, he Institute from time to time examined the
.several refiners' records and files and held more or
Jess f c;>rmal trials of refiners, in order to determine
whether there had been Code violations. (Fg. 209,
R. 312.) Each refiner bound himself to sell only at
prices and terms previously announced and this
basic agreement was extended and reenforced by
numerous specific restraints upon terms and conditions of sale.
The absence of penalties does not distinguish the
present case from the Linseed case, inasmuch as
~ompliance with Institute regulations and attendance at meetings was secured without the compulsion of penalties. possibly due to advantages expected to be derived, or through moral compulsion.
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Clearly, it is also not a ground of distinction that
in the Linseed case deviations were permitted from
reported prices, whereas under the Institute system deviations from reported prices were forbidden. Quite the contrary, the provision for deviations in that case was unquestionably intended
to alleviate the otherwise rigid restriction upon individual bargaining which was imposed by the
agreement to sell only at prices previously announced. It must appear obvious that insofar as
the Institute system prohibited any deviation from
published prices, the restraint here involved is more
stringent than that condemned in the Linseed case.
Nor, finally, do we agree that the "vital" feature
of the L inseed case was the secrecy maintained with
respect to prices and statistical data.1 (See App.
Br., p. 254.) While this fact unquestionably had
some significance, it seems not open to question that
the principal ground of decision in the Linseed case
was the restraint imposed upon the freedom of the
individual to carry on his own affairs and the artificial stabilization of price competition produced by
the basic price reporting agreement.
'rhis is confirmed by a fair reading of the subse.quent opinions rendered in Maple Flooring !Jfa71:ufacturers' Association United States, 268 U. S.

"v.

.In any event, it will be recalled that much of the important statistical data which appellants exchanged among
themselves was withheld from the trade. (Supra, pp. 234235.) Likewise, the deliberations of the Institute were to
be kept confidential. (Ex. 420-0, R. 1754.)
1
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563, alid Ge1nent Manufacturers' P1·otective Association\v. U-nited States, 268 U .S. 588, particularly
that inl the former case, where the Oourt was careful to ¥elimit its decision so as to approve only of
the . cobection and widespread dissemination of
statisti~al information, including data concerning
·prices I exclusively in actital transactions. The
groun~ of the decision in this respect was that improved! knowledge of market conditions makes it
possihl~ for persons engaged in commerce more intellige~tly to conduct their individual businesses,
and te~1ds in this way to stabilize trade and industry.j
In d~stinguishing the Linseed case, the Court
stated 4mrmatively (p. 583):
~estraint upon free competition begins when
.~mproper use is made of that [statistical] in~ormation through any concerted action
fvhich operates to restrain the freedom of
4ction oi those who buy and sell.
The 8ame thought was further emphasized when
.the Oourt added (p. 585) :
We realize that such information gathered
and disseminated among the members of a
trade or. business may he the basis of agreement or concerted action to lessen production arbitrarily or to raise prices beyond the
levels of production .and price which would
prevail if no ·s uch agreement or concerted·
action ensued, and those engaged in commerce were le/t free to base individual initiative on full information of the essential
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elements of their business. Such concerted
action constitutes a restraint of commerce
and is illegal and may be enjoined as may
any other combination or activity necessarily resulting in such concerted action as was
the subject of consideration in A1nerican
Column & Luniber Co. v. United States,
supra and United States v. American Lin-·
seed Oil Oo., supra.
The Court seemed to regard as significant the·
fact that "all reports of sales and prices Q.ealt
exclusively with past and closed transactions'"
(p. 573), and that "the statistics gathered and disseminated do not include current price quotations"
(p. 574). In concluding its opinion, th~ Court
stated the scope of its decision as follows:
We decide only that trade associations 01~
combinations of persons or corporations
which openly and fairly gather and disseminate information as to the cost of their product, the volume of production, the actual
vrice which the product has brought in past
transact,i'.ons, stocks of merchandise on hand,
approximate cost of transportation from the·
principal point of shipment to the points of
consumption as did these defendants and.
who, as they did, meet and discuss such information and statistics without however
reaching or attempting to reach any agreement or any concerted action with respect to
prices or production or restraining competition, do not the1·eby engage in unlawful
restraint of commerce.
37896---36--18
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I n the Cement case, the Court further gave its
appro~al to the collection and distribution of data
which would enable individual manufacturers to
disco er and thwart the commission of frauds
again~t them. The Court sustained the legality of
excha ge .of credit information where there was
no e "dence (p. 600) "that there were any consequenc1s from it other than such as would naturally ensue from the exercise of the individital
judg1~ent of manufacturers in determining
* *
whether to extend credit"; and of data
concereng the sale of cement under specific job
contrafts, where, similarly (pp. 594-597, 603), the
data ~-. question was not made the basis of any concerted action.
The simple exchange of data approved in the
Cemen1 case differs so widely from the substantial
restraiht implicit in appellants ' open price system
and
numerous specific restraints imposed by
them oln terms and conditions of sale that appellants attempt in vain (Br., pp. 259-260) to derive
comfor t from the opinion in that case. \ Vith reference to the Maple Flooring case, while it may be
true, as appellants state, that the price information
collected and disseminated by the Association there
involved related only to sales already made, and
the Court's decision was limited to the facts involved, nevertheless the opinion in that case goes
further and reveals, if not the conviction, at least

I*

t+
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the strong implication, that the exchange of curr ent and future prices would be unlawful. That
the Court was justified in its attitude in this r espect
is amply demonstrated by the facts in the present

case.
B. APPELLANT'S IIBSTRAINTS .ARE CLEARLY UNREASONABLE AND UNLAWFUL

Regar ding the ''open announcement'' of prices,
which the court below found "tended in fact, as it
natui·ally would tend'' towards the maintenance of
r elatively high prices, and which had the effect, as
_applied in practice by appellants, of barring many
legitimate competitive practices, as for example,
long term contracts and tolling contracts (supra,
pp. 197-201, 212-216), appellants have failed to
make a convincing showing that the agreement
openly to announce curr ent and future prices and
to adhere ther eto until giving notice of a change is
essential to the accomplishment of any lawful objective. While they prof ess to have been seeking to
accomplish the same objectives as those approved in
the Maple Flooring and Cement cases, i. e., placing
of competition on a higher plane and providing f or
the more intelligent conduct of business, they have
not shown that the less drastic methods approved in
those cases would not have sufficed for these lawful
purposes. They admit that publicity given to
closed transactions would effectively prevent the
secret concessions which they primarily aimed to
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eliminate. (Sup1·a, pp. 69-70.) They do not question, eithbr, the District Court's finding that such
publicitylwould be ~ffective to prevent discriminations between customers, which is the other "evil"
principally relied upon. (lb.) The only other
ground of justification offered is that adherence to
publishe~ prices has been the established practice
in the sugar industry, and is essential to the traditional ''move" system. But this is unfounded.
(Op., R. 104-105, 238.) While the publication of
their cu~lt prices by individual refiners may have
been co11~on in the sugar industry, as is the publication of frice lists in industry generally, the obligation no to depart from published prices is obviously unusual, and on its face restrictive of the
freedom £ the parties thereto to conduct their
businesse~ in normal fashion.
It has peen shown that the uniform price produced in the process of concerted future price publication, a13 practiced by appellants, was not necessarily the I price which would result in the normal
course of competition among sellers and buyers,
but rather the price which, in effect, all r efiners
could "agree" upon. (Supra, p. 58.) The tendency of such a system of price making to maintain
prices as high as the traffic will bear, and the ind~sputable fact that prices since the Institute have
.f~iled to fluctuate normally in accordance with raw
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prices, have likewise previously been referred to.
(Supra, pp. 58, 241-245.)
Attention has been called to the facts, largely
ignored by appellants, that in the sugar indt~st ry
competition with respect to terms and conditions of
sale would normally be as keen, and probably as
important to buyers, as competition in price, and
that the open announcement system was used as a
-device to bring about and to enforce the numerous
specific restraints upon terms and conditions of
sale. Theoretically, under a system of open announcements, covering freight rates and terms and
conditions of sale, as well as basis prices, each renner is free to make bis own announcements, according to his own business judgment and competitive situation. In the operation of the Institute system, however, by Code Interpretations and
informal r esolutions, ·.framed with the liberal use
of "pious protestations and smug preambles"; by
implied understandings, as in the case of delivered
prices (supra, pp. 140-149), and the price guar. antee (Op., R. 201); and by surreptitious specific
.agr eements (which, in some instances, are even now
not admitted, in the face of overwhelming proof,
see supra, pp. 190, 214), important terms were
from time to time concertedly fixed, limited or
suppressed.
The variety of such restraints practiced by appellants and the disproportionate amount of attention devoted to them shows beyond peradventure
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· that appellants were not, as they claimed, concerned
primarily with open announcement of prices and
terms.1 The use of the open announcement system
as an
in bringing about and enforcing the restraints upon terms (Fg. 57, R. 279, supra, pp.
62-68) rovides additional support for the action
of the court below in enjoining its continuance.
Each lof the important specific restraints has
been se~arately discussed and shown to be unreasonable. 1 Their unreasonableness becomes even
more apparent as they are viewed in their entirety,
and it 'i seen that collectively they are, in large
part, ca culated to retain for the r efiners the advantage of the favorable basis prices produced by
the open announcement system, by effectuating the
1
uniformity of price structure which the court found
it was a~pellants' dominant purpose to achieve.2
, ~~us connection with transportation charges,
~re an especially important element in the

a'r

iF

The c9urt below observed in its opinion that although
appellants " have emphasized the reporting and statistical
services of the Institute, the minutes and other records of
the meetings of members, directors, executive committee and
other committees, abundantly demonstrate that the Institute and its members were, to a very high degree occupied
* * * with the various problems and practices relating
to sales and distribution." (R. 97.)
2
T he court stated (R. 115) that "most of defendants'
activities since tlle I nstitute have been designed to preserve * • • ' uniformity in price structure '; this objective was accomplished by preventing combination of
functions and by prohibiting or limiting all special terms
so that sugar should be sold at the basis price only, with the
usual differentiaJs for grades and packages."
1
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net cost of sugar to the customer and with respect
to which competition was normally keen, particularly in those areas served by differential routes,
in order to preserve uniformity of price structure,
appellants first, under Code 3 ( c), agreed to charge
uniformly only the all-rail rate on deliveries from
consignment, even though consignment stocks were
commonly transported over differential routes at
large savings below the all-ra:il rates. (Supra, p.
128; Op., R. 130.) When Code 3(c) proved disadvantageous to some of the refiners and could no
longer be enforced, appellants substituted a system
of uniform delivered prices, whereby customers
were arbitrarily deprived of the advantages of
cheaper differential routes.1
Because of the artificiality of the freight charges
maintained at different times by the refiners, it was
possible to use the privileges of transiting and diversion offered by the carriers, in order to obtain
delivery of sugar· at a cost below the refiners'
freight charges. As the court found, the prohibition under the Institute of such transiting and diversion by customers as the refiners might be willing to consent to, was essential to the success of
their concerted efforts to maintain the artificial
freight structures. (Fg. 122, R. 294.)
1

The delivered price system is, of course, on a par with
the zoning system which was held unlawful in the Linseed
case, eupra. (See Op., R. 254.) As has been stated, a.pp~ants make no effort to justify the concerted adoption or
maintenance of delivered prices.

-
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Furt ier, in the interest of maintaining uniformity in transportation charges, were the regulations c ncerning private charter and pooled cars
and ca oes and the requirement imposed on water
carrier , under threat of boycott, that they maintain o enly announced rates. (Supra, pp. 159,
163, 16 .)

Long term contracts and quantity discounts constitute major threats to the maintenance of price
unifor ity and they were eliminated. (Supra, pp.
189, 207.) Even in the extent to which they
relaxed enforcement of the 30-day contracts, appellant acted concertedly and uniformly. (Supra,
p. 203.)
Edga · 's agreement that he would sell only at the
1·efiners prices aided, as the court found it was in~ended:lin securing maintenance of price uniformity. c1upra, p. 201.)
Tolli~g arrangements offered an opportunity to
customirs in a position to use them, to obtain their
supplie~ at below the refiners' uniform price, but
such arrangements were prohibited by agreement.
(Supra, p. 212.) Credit terms likewise offered opportunities for competition among the refiners but
the four-payment plan and split billing were virtually suppressed; and any increase in the cash discount was prohibited. · (Supra, pp. 216-220.)
Even with respect to the length of the discount
period, when competition developed between New
Orleans and Eastern refiners as to the length of the
discount period on shipments over differential
routes, the possibility of interference with the pre-
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vailing uniformity was removeu by agreement.
(Supra, pp. 220-221.) The price guarantee, an
jmportant competitive device, was similarly restricted by concerted action, and the use of returnable bags and bulk containers, which might
defeat the desired price uniformity, were barred.
(Supra, pp. 221, 222.) Also resales of sugar by
customers and frozen stocks were regulated so as
to prevent any disturbance in the uniform price
structure. (Supra, pp. 228, 331.)
There is convincing proof also that the compulsory separation of distributive functions, probably
the most drastic of the activities of the Institute,
was primarily in aid of the maintenance of uniformity of price structure. It was thought that a
sugar merchant, by engaging also as a broker or
warehouseman, might obtain sugar at a net cost
below the refiners' uniform price; and that a combination broker-warehouseman might pass on to
customers a portion of the economies accruing from
a combination of functions and thus reduce the cost
of sugar to such customers below the refiners' uniform price.1 (Supra, pp. 115-119.) Appellants
even went so far as to fix. uniform brokers' commissions by agreement. (Supra, p. 41.)
The court below concluded (R. 225) that appellants by imposing substantial restraints upon the
practices in question, "sought to eliminate the pos1 The opinion of the court below states in this connection
(R. 115) that "in my judgment it is probable here, as in
other aspects of the case it is certain, that defendants' real
fear was that such function combina.tion endangered tl1e
price uniformity that they aimed to maintain."
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sibiliti s of price variations to distributors or ultiIQ.ate urchasers at any given time with the
opportunity by underselling to disturb the price
struct re." The court added that the r efiners were
''thereby r elieved, too, of the pressure to reduce
prices I hat would otherwise have been exerted upon
them y those who could not or did not get the
lower rices or better terms'', and that this would
tend lso "to aid the individual r efiners in
mam ining a higher price level.' '
C. THE '' DISCBL\fINATIONS' ' SOUGHT TO BE ELIMINATED
ARE OT WITH IN SECTION 2 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Altb ugh it would seem indisputable that the
mainte ance of uniformity of price structure was
the ne essary and proximate effect of their various
activit es, appellants nevertheless deny that this
was t1eir purpose. They pretend to have concerned themselves principally with the elimination
of dis riminations between customers. Insofar,
however, as they regarded as discriminatory almost
any variation in the net cost of sugar to customers,
it is apparent that the difference between the maintenance of price uniformity and the prevention of
''discriminations '' is largely one of form of statement. This was illustr ated in the discussion of
the boycotting a ctivitie::;. (Supra, pp. 115-119.)
\Vhile appellants regard ~he advantages accruing
from the combination of functions as discriminatory, the discrimination ~volved is neither arbitrary nor unfair; the r esulting difference in the net
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cost of sugar to persons benefiting therefrom is due
to a difference of relative economic position, and
may not be regarded as objectionable, unless it is
desired to prevent any variation of cost as between
customers.
Similarly, long term contracts, tolling arrangements and used bag allowances as well as each of
the other practices outlawed by appellants in the
name of abolishing discriminations, while they
may produce a saving t o persons desiring to employ them and in a position to do so, the resulting
ecouomic advantage is in no ·way unfair, or diseriminatory in the tnie sense of that term. Difierences in the economic situations of different
buyers arc inevitable iu a free competitive system.
Cf. Fairniont Creamery Cmnpany v. Minnesota,
274

u. s. 1.

Appellants have carried their anti-discrimination argument to ~n extreme. In justification for
the concerted elimination of the price guarantee
(not now presented for review), appellants urged
in the court below that they were troubled hy the
·fact that because the guarantee had been offered
to customers in some localities and not in others,
unfair geogra.1Jhical discrimination resulted. (Op.,
.R. 201-202.)
In support of the prohibition contained in Code
·3 (c) (likewise not now presented for review)
.against the absorption of freight costs by the quotation of differential rates on all-rail shipments or
deliveries from consignment, it was urged that the
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absorption of :freight costs in some areas is necessaril~ reflected in higher basis prices and in this
way discriminates against customers in areas in
which\ transportation is on a cost basis. (Op., R.
135.) \ The court pointed out, however, that appellants ~hemselves, under their delivered price system,
pract~ed more serious discrimination, to the extent t~at some customers were compelled to pay
subst31ntially in excess of actual transportation
costs. As the court observed, the discrimination in
this situation is much more real, since the extent to
which the delivered price is higher than the actual
cost of transportation definitely measures the discrimination, whereas the extent to which freight
absorptions may be reflected in higher basis prices
is largely speculative. (Op., R. 156.) The court
was of the opinion that appellants were less concerned1with abolishing discriminations than they
were with preventing any breakdown of the freight
structure. (Op., R. 135.)
It will be recalled that the elimination of discriminations between customers purports to be the
basic principle of the Code. The basic method
which the Code purports to adopt is through the
sale of sugar ''only upon open prices and terms
publicly announced." (Supra, p. 54.) It bas
been shown that the secret discriminations principally complained of could readily have been abolished by the mere publication of prices and terms
in past transactions; that in any event appellants
did not confine their activities to open announce-

•
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ment, but that they participated in numerous specific agreements and understandings with respect
to terms and conditions of sale; and that far from
limiting themselves to secret discriminations they
concerned themselves with practices 'vhich involved
no real discriminations at all, secret or otherwise.
The inescapable inference is that appellants were
not concerned mainly with abolishing discriminations.
Under the circumstances, it is unnecessary to
enter into any discussion of the abstract question
discussed at length by appellants (Br., pp. 262276) as to whether they could lawfully combine
together to eliminate discriminations which violated the letter or spirit of the Clayton Act, Section
2. They have failed to show that" the discrimination
with which they purported to concern themselves
had any substantial relation to this section. .As the
court below stated (Op., R. 238):
The important fact is that defendants were
not primarily interested in conforming or
having others conform either to the letter or
to the spirit of Section 2 of the Clayton
Act. Indeed, they have themselves created
arbitrary "discrimination" as, e. g. in the
case of delivered prices * * *. What interested defendants was the preservation of
the price structure, the maintenance of relatively high prices and the elimination of
burdensome competitive practices and of
every possibility of a secret conces~ ion grant.
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E ILLEGALITY OF APPELLANTS' BOYCOTTING
ACTIVITIES

Sep rate grounds exist upon which the activities
of ap ellants with respect to brokers and warehouse1 en and others combining distributive functions e clearly unlawful, apart from the fact that
they v. ent far beyond what was reasonably necessary t accomplish any legitimate objective.
Thi Court has ,in the past consistently conthe assumption by one group in an industry, ac, ing in concert, of the authority to compel
"third!parties and strangers in~o1untarily not to
engage in the course of trade except on conditions
that thje combination imposes." Loewe v. Lawlor,
208 uJ S. 274. See also: Eastern States Retail
LUtmber Dealers Association v. United States, 234
U . S. 6?0 ; United States v. First National Pictures,
Inc., 2~2 U.S. 44; Paramount FfJ,mous Lasky Corporation v. United States, 282 U. S. 30; B inderup
v. Pathe Exchange, 263 U . S. 291; Anderson v.
Ship-Owners Association, 272 U. S-. 359. The dangers inherent in the exercise of such authority by
a selfishly motivated group can be no better exemplified than by the facts in the instant case, disclosing the manner in which the Institute, acting
on the recommendations of the Enforcement Committee (composed of high officials of the refiners)
or of the Vice-Secretary, without notice to the
warehouseman or broker concerned, and without
any hearing, purported to find the existence of affiliation. On one occasion the Executive Secretary
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complained that the Institute's legal advisers "object to our being judge, jury, and executioner all
at once." (Ex. 183, R.1285.)
Once disqualified, a concern bad no standing itself to apply for reinstatement, and even where
an erroneous conclusion was reached the Enforcement Committee was not r equired to r econsider its
finding before 90 days, in the absence of "new evidence.'' The decisions of the Institute were subject to no impartial review. The right of an injm·ed warehouseman or broker to apply for relief
to the courts was illusory. An individual concern,
even if financially able to do so, is not likely to
attack a powerful combination like the present
one in the courts. Brokers and warehousemen
with unquestionably meritorious cases sometimes
threatened to proceed in the courts, but did not do
so (sttpra, pp. 97, 101).
The rigid manner in which appellants applied
the literal language of their Code Interpretations
in instances, as the lower court said, where even
the possibilities of the evils of which appellants
complained "were so remote as to be practically
non-existent" (Op., R.120), also supports the Government's contention that the exercise by an interested private group of the broad authority asserted
by the Institute over brokers and warehouses is
fraught with danger to the freedom of individuals
to engage in normal ways in lawful enterprise.
Reference may also be repeated to the ~'ultimatum"
method adopted to institute the policy against combination of functions, whereby brokers and ware-
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housemen without prior notice were r equired to indicate by wire their election to continue to represent the refiners in a single capacity, under threat
that ~o refiners would be permitted to continue to
deal 't ith them until they had satisfactorily made
kno~ their decision.
Ap ellants have pointed to no case in which the
Court has approved concerted refusal to deal as a
mean~ of compelling the discontinuance in whole
or in fart of lawful businesses. In United States
v. A:merican L ivestock Conipany, 279 U . S. 435, referred to by the lower court (Op., R. 245), the Court
approved ~erely the right to refuse to deal with a
concern in matters which were beyond its power
under its charter and in which therefore it could
not laffully engage.
1

The court below also referred (R. 245) to the decree set
forth in the opinion in Swift & Company v. United States,
196 U. $. 375, 394, footnote (and which was sustained by this
Court), which contajned a provisjon that left the defendants
free to adopt rules " for the giving of credit to dealers where
such rules in good faith are calculated solely to protect the
defendants a.gainst dishonest or irresponsible dealers." It
is not clear whether this provision would authorize an agreement to refuse to deal with persons listed on credit black·
lists. The provision was quoted in Cement ManrufacfJure'/'$ 1
Protective Associati<m v. United States, 268 U. S. 588, 604,
where, in approving of the legality of the credit systems
there involved, the Court seemed to place particular em·
phasis upon the freedom of the defendants to act upon the
credit information collected by the Association, or not, ns
they chose (pp. 599-600). I n any event, the Swift decree
did not confer upon the defendants any authority to compel
the curtailment by others engaged in the industry, of lawful
business activities.
1
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The cases of Eastern States Retail Lumber Dealers Association v. United States, supra, and United
States v. First National P ictures, Inc., supra, most
closely parallel the present case. In the former
case, a list of wholesalers who dealt directly with
consumers was circulated among the members of
the .Association composed of retailers. Names
were placed on the list as a result of complaints by
individual retailers that a wholesaler was selling
to one of the retailers' customers. If the wholesaler
gave satisfactory assurance that he was no longer
selling in competition with retailers, his name
would be removed from the list. The Court found
that the circulation of the list was intended to have
the effect of causing retailers not to trade with the
concerns listed. In condemning the understanding
not to deal with listed wholesalers as violative of
the Sherman .Act, the Court said (p. 613):
The argument that the course pursued is
necessary to the protection of the retail
trade and promotive of the public welfare.
in providing retail facilities is answered by
the fact that Congress, with the right to control the field of interstate commerce, has so
legislated as to prevent r esort to practices
which unduly restrain competition or unduly
obstruct the free flow of such commerce, and
private choic~ of means must yield to the
national authority thus exerted.
' The First National Pictures case involved an
agreement among distributors of motion pictures
87S9G-86--19
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to. require purchq.scrs and lessees, as a condition
9_f reJeiving films, to assume the outstanding exhi..
l:)itio~ _c-0ntracts ·of the f ormcr owners or operato,rl$
C?f th ir theatres. Any purchaser or lessee failing
to as mne such outstanding contracts could be re·
quire to ¢.leposit, on e8.:Ch new contract, security up
to $1 00. This Court did not question ~he District. ourt 's finding that the purpose of the agree~ent was to. eliminate frauds perpetrated by the
colorahle transfers of title to theatres in order to
~~~del contractual obligations, or its. further. find~
i_n g ~t such contract repud~ation caused the dist~ibu t rs -very substantial losses. The District
.Qpurt pointed ou~ that the abuses sought _to 'Qe
~liJ.1li ated were general and. affected all distribu~
to~ a~ike an<l that "the situation 'yas one which
<fOU!4. nly b~ dealt with hy jqint action of the dis. .
tribut ng group, in t,he protection of their intere~ts
~-~a group.'' (34 F~ (2d) 815, 816.)
, ;. rrhus the facts in the ll'irst N ationa.J, case were
very much more favorable to the defendants than
those here. 'fhe purpose of the agreement was to
eliminate serious frauds and there was not, ~s here,
~vidence of a dominant coll:l:teral purpose. The
persons a:ffected by the agreement were not re.quired to discontinue any p·a rt of their business,
~ut we:i;e merely_ reqliired .e ither to take over the
film contracts of their predecessors or to post a ccrt_ain amount of sec1;1rity. Nevertheless, this Court
he.Id the restraint illegal upon the ground (p. 54)
that"the obvious purpose of the arrangement"was
r
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"to restrict the liberty of" the film producers and to
"secure their concerted action for the purpose of
coercing certain purchasers of theaters by excluding them from the opportunity to deal in a free and
untrammelled market.'' The arrangement condemned also had this in common with the present
case, that the necessary effect of the agreement
was to "hurt some of the innocent along withguilty." (Supra, p. 87.)

the

.

~·

APPALACHIAN COALS, STEEL, ilfD CHICAGO BOARD
OF TRADE CASES

The only remaining authorities relied on by appellants which need be considered are the decisions
in Appalach~an Coals, Inc. v. Ut11ited States, 288
U.S. 344; United States v. United States Steel Corporation, 251 U . S. 417; and Chicago Board of
'Trade v. United States, 246 U. S. 231.
The Appalachia;,i Coals case came before this
Court on a state of facts entirely different from that
here presented. The defendants there, controlling
a "small part the bituminous coal business, and
lacking the power to control prices in any market,
organized a common selling agency which had not
yet commenced to function when the legality of its
existence was presented -for decision. The Court
found nothing unlawful in the stated purposes of
its organizers, but reserved jurisdiction to grant
any appropriate relief, "if in actual operation [the
selling agency plan] should prove to be an undue
restraint upon interstate commerce'' or "if it

of
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should appear that the plan is used to the impairment of fair competitive opportunities" (p. 378).
In tl,le present case the Court has the benefit of.a
voluminous record revealing the character of the
activities of the Sugar Institute during a three-year
peri~d. The findings of the court below, which
have!been sho\\'D to be amply supported in the record, Show conclusively that those activities were directed primarily at normal and fair competitive
practices, and only incidentally at injurious or de·structh·e practices, and resulted in the virtual
elimination of price competition in the entire industry.
Nor does the judicial comment in the Steel case,
supra, upon the price policies of the United States
Strel Corporation (App. Br., pp. 249-251) have
·any pertinency here. It is one thing for the domin:mt competitor in an industry alone to announce

its pr·ices Tolunt.arily, }eating its smaller competitors free to make such prices as they please. It is
another thing for all competitors to agree not to
depart from published prices. The open price
practit•c of the Steel Corporation might well negath·e any purpo8e to stifle its competitors. E\en if
it anticipated that its rompetitors would follow its
priees :md terms (which would be to its distinct
adnu1tage), no l't'stxaint was thereby imposea In
the prt:'~t:'nt case~ howe,er, the agreement among refiners to adb('re to published prices, together with
th~ mllllerous suppleruenfa.ry re~traints practiced
by thl'm, hR\"'e b t'€ll shown to h!l'\"'e the effect of re-
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straining competition unduly by supp:ressing price
competition and maintaining artifically high price
levels and abnormal margins and profits.
In the Chicago Board of Trade case, supra, appellants pretend to find the first instance of approval
by this Court of concerted maintenance of open
prices. The Court there sustained the legality of
an agreement preventing members of the Chicago
Board of Trade from purchasing grain to arrive,
after trading hours; at a price other than the closing bid made upon the Exchange. Clearly, there
is little resemblance between appellants' open price
system and the open price system which prevails in
a commodity exchange where complete freedom of
the· individual to buy and sell prevails. Compul~ory adherence to published prices, which constitutes appellants' basic agreement, is distinctly alien
to the principles of an open exchange. (See United
States v. American Linseed Oil Co., supra, at
p. 390.) Furthermore, the many specific restraints
imposed by appellants negative that they were interested in maintaining a free market.
Appellants were not so·mi1ch concerned with the
promotion of free competition as th~y were' with
the elimination of competition (called ''individual
bargaining") and the substitution for it of the system called "mass bargaining'', under which all refiners and other sellers, closely organized and cooperating together, are grouped on one side and are
supposedly offset by the countless disorganized
buyers. Wholly unlike the competitive system,
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''mass bai-'gainii:ig" system (.App. Br., pp. 75co~tempiates uniform price announced by the
se ers which is to b~ kept at a reasonable level, not
th ·ough c~mpetitiOn between individual sellers and
bu, ers, but merely through the protests of buyers,
a.5~0brokers ("agents·" of the sellers)' who are supi>f~ to bring "~?ri.s~ant. pres~ure." to bear on the
;:tm:~ f or rednced prices and more favorable

a

CONCLUSION

[tis re$pectfully snbrriitted that the decree of the
Dfutrict Court' sh()Uid·be affirmed.
. .·
.:· ~tis f~t~er :su~tt~d,.for the :easons s~a.ted in
the Goverrunent 's ·memorandum m opposition to
·a~pe~a~ts' ~o~iO·h-~6 ,he rre~ie~ed of the obli~at~~~
of l~rmting ehl11bits; that the costs of such prmb.ng
shpUid be borne
·appellants. ·
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